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Curiosity.

We should all pursue it wherever
…and whenever it leads us.

I dedicate these pages to anyone
curious enough to read
The Impact And Exit Event

…and to Jenny.
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******************************************

“If at first the idea is not absurd, then there is no hope for it”
Albert Einstein

******************************************

"We are to admit no more causes of natural things than
such as are both true and sufficient to explain their
appearances. Therefore, to the same natural effects we
must, so far as possible, assign the same causes."
Isaac Newton

******************************************

"One should not increase, beyond what is necessary, the
number of entities required to explain anything"

Occam's Razor

******************************************
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___________________________________________________________________

Once, when I was younger out driving my car in a place I was not at all
familiar with I remember taking a wrong turning.
I doggedly continued on my erroneous course convincing myself that I was
travelling in the correct direction even though it was a road I had not
travelled before. Eventually, common sense (actually it was a dead-end
road) forced me to admit that I was wrong …at which point I grumbled to
myself and turned around to find the correct route once again.
This book may be a journey into the unknown for most (if not all) who read
The Impact and Exit Event but it is no ‘dead-end road’, as you are about to
discover.
As you read the following pages please make it your business to question my
observations continually, aggressively and use the Internet.
Unrestricted access to appropriate, visual information and the use of such
information combined with ‘common sense’ should result (in time) with
only one conclusion being drawn by all who read these pages.
I honestly believe that time and future knowledge will confirm that
what I am about to reveal to you is a correct portrayal of past events.

___________________________________________________________________
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Preface.

Sometimes, a critical piece of evidence at a modern day crime scene might
just be overlooked by a lack of simple, uncomplicated observation.
Sometimes evidence may be observed but not recognised as such.
Consequently, the very real potential for establishing the truth may be lost. In
some cases, truth itself becomes the victim if a lack of such observational
techniques prevails.
The central thrust of ‘The Impact and Exit Event ’ is based upon my
presentation of visual information collated over the past few years. No myths,
no legends, no guesswork.
Historical and/or religious records have not influenced the final judgment of
my findings. However, there does appear to be some relationship with
sources such as these when further investigation is undertaken. It is
entirely up to the reader to confirm any connections that they suspect may
be apparent. Who knows? I may even write another book on this topic
because as a result of what researching these pages has revealed to me
there appears to be a plethora of new source material to choose from!
However, from the outset I present these pages based on what I believe to be
research based on an unequivocal, visual truth.
Whatever your specialist compass I put forward the following question (this is
a very big ask, so I invite your patience):
Upon the discovery of something ‘new’ - however sensational, apparently
ridiculous or even mind blowing is it not the duty of the originator of such
information to put forward the findings of his/her research for scrutiny by
others with the hope and expectation that it may enrich and enhance the
knowledge of the time?
‘Why ask?’ I hear you say.
Well, it appears to me that because of the ongoing battle between the
uniformitarianism and catastrophism multitudes, archaeologists,
astronomers, geologists, historians (and many others) have, over the
centuries been so keen to prove their point that they somehow missed the
most important, largest and most obvious clue to what has happened in the
past to our Solar System and, more importantly our planet.
I believe that I have discovered a catalogue of clues that ultimately led me
towards uncovering a certain truth. Will science have the courage to even
contemplate accepting my conclusions? Probably not in my lifetime.
What lies ahead simply does not fit with most currently held scientific
beliefs. In many ways what I am about to reveal flies in the face of many
long-held doctrines.
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If an ‘uneducated’ individual such as I dare to question such principles I
think it is only right and proper that other, more articulate people should be
offered an opportunity to respond and I present my case anticipating
‘feedback’.
Incredibly, once the key to the following (astounding) series of events was
discovered in the most unexpected of places, the account I am about to
reveal to you actually wrote itself.
All I needed to do was to follow the trail that was presented to me, time and
time again.
Looking back once again at the collection of visible clues documented
throughout these pages has communicated to me a series of
consequences that I believe may be almost beyond comprehension to the
present-day civilisations on Planet Earth.
I believe that we should always remember that humanity is on a constant
learning curve. Where are we on this curve? I have no idea, although in my
short time here on Earth I have witnessed initial incredulity by the scientific
community regarding many hypotheses reverting, after time to total
acceptance of the very same ideas.
Usually, the more original an idea was, it (by definition) lacked the scientific
proof to vindicate it. This almost always alienated the scientific community.
Scientists said ‘no’ - then set about disproving (or proving, in some cases)
the hypothesis. This is the way the greatest discoveries are accepted
generally and how they can then sometimes help change our world.
The author of The Impact and Exit Event is just another individual who
believes he has found something worthy of further examination and who
has great belief in what has been found. I hope others find the content of
this book interesting enough to respond as they see fit!
Given the content of this book, whatever I present to the public arena will
engender a reaction. Following on from this it is an absolute certainty that
the evidential nature of my disclosures will court controversy.
Taken separately, each element of the book is difficult to prove. Together,
they portray a powerful timeline of events, and all will be revealed before
you place this book either on to a bookshelf …or into your waste-recycling
bin.
Prepare to have all of your preconceptions about the history of our planet,
its inhabitants and our Solar System uprooted by a bewildering array of
irrefutable physical and visual evidence that the reader can, via the Internet
witness
personally,
question
and
then
debate
with
others.
I believe that never before has a commentary such as this contained
information that has, at a stroke challenged so many currently accepted
‘realities’.
Ironically, I believe that what I am suggesting may even help cement some
previously contradictory theories together.
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So then, what are the clues that might someday introduce momentum for a
sea-change in scientific evolution?
As you will see, the writing of these pages took me on an entirely
unexpected journey along an astonishingly easy-to-follow trail, which in
turn led to an amazing series of discoveries.
Hold on tight to your current belief systems, because I fully intend to
infiltrate …and significantly modify them!
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Introduction
This is not a literary masterpiece. I am not a writer of books (this being my
first attempt). This work is simply an opinion, based on my version of
common sense and not a small amount of visual and physical evidence.
I do, however anticipate severe criticism from many areas of ‘expertise’.
What I am proposing simply does not fit with almost all past findings across a
broad range of subjects such as archaeology, geology, astronomy etc.
Believe me, if I was anything less than 100% certain of what I am about to
present to you I would not offer myself up for the vehement cynicism that I
suspect is about to come my way from a broad section of the scientific
community.
Here I go.
**************************
Ever since I was a six-year-old boy I have maintained a keen interest in the
night sky and the planet we live on.
As time passed by (way too quickly) I became very interested in the many
religious tales, mythological and historical events, archaeological
conundrums and astronomical mysteries that have confused and
challenged humankind for thousands of years.
Within this scope of interest a wide range of mysteries intrigued me; huge
structures that, given their age simply should not have been built; ancient
civilisations, some disappearing almost overnight and some which
developed rapidly, almost mysteriously complete with mature languages;
ancient texts which exhibit an astounding knowledge of astronomy and
other sciences; calendars which run for thousands of years …and
calendars which cease abruptly; worldwide historical and religious writings
containing an eerily similar narrative of massive death and destruction - the
list seems almost endless.
In one sense, at the time of writing my endeavours to explore the
previously mentioned topics was a little like ‘putting the cart before the
horse’. I now realise that I was trying to run before I could walk.
Other interests of mine also seemed to coalesce the information I had
been storing in my subconscious over the decades. For example, over the
years
my
mind
consistently
wandered
to
the
skies
above, and the possibility of life existing elsewhere in the Universe.
Then, throughout the summer of 2006 and the ensuing winter months,
something very unusual happened. For reasons I do not understand, my
hugely insignificant brain put together a series of thought processes which
culminated in what I now believe explain many of our greatest scientific
mysteries by encapsulating them all within one huge, cataclysmic event.
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It is my view that once pulled together, the cumulative geological and
visual evidence within this publication paints a picture of what would be an
almost fantastically unbelievable scenario if it were true.
Well, it is.
Throughout the research that I (and to be perfectly honest, thousands of
individuals far more qualified than myself) have undertaken over decades,
one simple consistency has always been evident; for all of the research, all of
the expense, all of the best intentions and all of the subject matter …all the
research has consistently produced ‘loose ends’.
No amount of research and understanding seemed to get to the bottom of
the mysteries that were being investigated. In fact many additional
questions have blossomed on the back of such research. For example:
What killed off the dinosaurs? Was it a meteor, a comet, something else or
even a combination of events?
How was the Moon formed? When was it formed?
Is there water on Mars? Is there life on Mars? Was there ever life on Mars?
Why are there rings around Saturn and other planets? Why do some
planets have none?
These and other questions remain stubbornly unanswered. They were
mysteries with loose ends. Annoying loose ends.
Very few investigations - if any at all - have been completed with definitive
explanation of the subject matter.
In addition to driving my proverbial cart and horse at full speed through the
placid marketplace of accepted science (this book will rattle a few stalls), I
am also about to reveal a sequence of sensational discoveries, some of
which may impart significant implications that undermine or support a
myriad of past theories and/or question the basis upon which some
current, entrenched beliefs are founded.
To me, the greatest truth of all is a truth that is real and tangible. To be
able to see the reality is surely the most convincing route to truth. This is
the basis upon which I present this publication.
That you, the reader can allow your mind to open up, take hold of the
information in this book is all I ask. You may then choose to discard it,
merely thinking it plain ‘folly’, which is fine. Discard it.
Alternatively, you may choose to undertake your own research and seek out
for yourself sources that confirm or refute the evidence I put forward. I
implore you to do so.
This is why I have ‘put pen to paper’ (well, one finger to keyboard,
actually). I may have my own opinions on this matter but for others to
confirm anything close to what I have found will make this work more than
worthwhile.
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As the content of this book unfolds you will discover that I have taken time
out to explore, collate and combine several solutions to some of the major
mysteries of our times, and I did this by accident.
Other mysteries will, I believe be either answered within these pages or
because of the subject matter be hauled out into the glare of lucent enquiry
for further examination long before this book is forgotten. I am simply
putting forward for the reader to explore what I have seen with my own
eyes.
So where exactly am I coming from?
Drawing upon existing visual (and other) evidence, details of an amazing
series of events that not only changed the history of our planet but also the
entire Solar System shall be disclosed.
I challenge you to examine what lies ahead amongst the pages of ‘The
Impact and Exit Event ’ and once completed, ask yourself this question:
Do your original preconceptions remain intact or are you intrigued by
what has been presented before you?
It amazes me that even with the onset of the blistering pace of
technological advances in the past half-century, many of the age-old
mysteries remain just that - mysteries.
Why?
Could this solely be the result of the continuing angst that exists between
(and within) various sciences?
In today’s sometimes highly sophisticated disclosures (offered in the fields of
archaeology, geology, astronomy etc.), most writings and documentaries (or
films covering such matters) contain the predictable “We think…” or “It is
likely…” or “It could be that this may have occurred…” or even “The
evidence suggests that…”
This gives me great heart for the future. Although I respect and envy the
educational background and achievements of such people, I also
recognise that all are putting forward their opinions based on research they
have undertaken over a number of years, and in some cases discoveries
that they have made either in that time or since.
So, without the Graduation, the PHd or the Msc I have carried out my own
research, and for what it is worth I am putting forward my opinions based
on similar, intensely focused research.
Curiously my research led itself.
I have not had the need to seek support from existing ideas or dogma.
What you will find here is a self-perpetuating series of events that do not
require input from any previous theories.
This is an entirely new approach that may attract interest from the authors of
existing opinion - whatever their field of research.
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It is up to the reader to question the evidence I put forward. Moreover, I
actively encourage you to use the Internet to establish your own ‘truth’.
This will become an annoyingly repetitive prompt of mine throughout the
pages of this book.
That said, I expect those who have become bogged down in the quagmire
of long held scientific dogma will challenge most, if not all of my findings.
This is an historical phenomenon and is to be expected. It a very rare
animal indeed that will accept that the general basis on which their longheld belief is flawed.
I look forward to the debate!
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Section 1: Overview
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Catastrophism over Uniformitarianism?
Arguments have been ongoing for many decades regarding the timescales
and processes involved in shaping the surface features of Earth.
From the early days when catastrophism was the accepted theory for
explaining the way in which mountain ranges, oceans and sub-ocean
features of the world were created scientists debated whether there was a
place for uniformitarianism.
Over time, political (and other) changes would enable the gradualist theory
to gain popularity. The notion that it needed millions of years for the
process of natural selection to occur unhindered was finally accepted as
the dominant theory during the early 19th century. This work was initially
pioneered by James Hutton and built upon by Charles Lyell.
Lyell’s work heavily influenced Charles Darwin who went on to develop his
‘survival of the fittest’ or ‘natural selection’ theory. Darwin’s theory relied on
the absence of catastrophic occurrences that would deny the necessary,
lengthy and uninterrupted time spans required for the evolution of species’
on Earth.
When Alfred Wegener proposed the existence of ‘continental drift’ in1912,
he could not conclusively explain why such huge land masses could simply
‘drift apart’. At the time the scientific community treated him with contempt,
considering his proposal unrealistic. Some sources mention that he was
laughed at.
However, Wegener was vindicated some 40 years later when his theory
became widely accepted in the late 1950’s.
The theory of continental drift then became part of hypothesis relating to
today’s currently (generally) accepted concept of plate tectonics as the
driver of deformation of the Earth’s crust globally. Unfortunately, the work that
was put into enhancing the continental drift model to create the plate
tectonics theory has, in my opinion been undertaken based on flawed
assumptions. Could it be worth considering that many scientists have
become caught up in a self-perpetuating, erroneous circle of assumptions
that have led to an incorrect acceptance of the plate tectonics theory? I
believe that this is exactly what has happened. In concluding that the
landmasses of Earth were floating around and very, very slowly colliding with
one another creating mountain ranges, seas and oceans I believe that they
were wrong and I will prove it throughout the following pages. If you are in the
science of plate tectonics or similar I fear what lies ahead
may prove difficult for you to accept. Please take a close look at the
evidence I present here because it might not be all bad news, as you will
discover that my findings complement the original concept of seafloor
spreading and continental drift.
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Although it would appear that the content of this publication falls (literally) on
the side of ‘catastrophe’, I honestly believe that this is not to say that there
is no place for uniformitarianism. Quite the opposite in fact.
It might just be the case that elements of the uniformitarianism and
catastrophism arguments when combined = the truth. Why should it be that
one concept automatically negates the other?
Who knows? Amongst an expected wave of heightened criticism there may be
someone out there who agrees with me.
So, let us begin …at the beginning.
Let us explore where the kernel of my crazy hypothesis lies.
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The biggest clue ever.
The desire to find the next great discovery sometimes leads to research
into something so miniscule that, as in the case of biological research (for
example) it takes the use of a microscope to view it.
Elsewhere, looking underground provides success for archaeologists using
a toolkit that comprises a range of instruments; from the most basic trowel,
sieve and bucket ...to the most sophisticated satellites orbiting the Earth.
Astronomers also seek to extend the boundaries of human knowledge by
peering further and further into deep space using highly advanced
telescopes.
Sometimes, attention to such detail - a requirement in all cases - can have its
pitfalls.
Maybe it is because I have had plenty of time to (part-time) study a range
of subjects and did not have the need to focus entirely on one field of
research that I have arrived at the far-reaching conclusions presented
here.
Although spanning almost four decades my research has always been in
the form of a hobby. I would read fascinating material then, without
realising it I would store it away in my sub-conscious … only to find its
unexpected,
combined
retrieval
towards
the
end
of
2006.
I (loosely) read subjects as diverse as astronomy, geology, theology,
ancient history, astrogeolgy and any other area of interest that appealed to
me. Building design even got in the mix somewhere along the line. Maybe
that helped somewhere. I suspect it did!
However, it was not until the summer of 2006 that I realised that I had
stored - by accident - a collection of facts that, when pulled together would
somehow produce a quite astonishing scenario.
Before I move on, I must point out that of all of my interests over the years,
none have come close to the interest sparked in me by the geology of the
North American and Canadian Rocky Mountains.
It was until I was 37 years old that I had to ‘make do’ with books and
Internet sites containing photographs and video images of this majestic
mountain range.
Then, finally my family and I achieved what was a dream for us all (well,
mine actually) to visit the Rockies. For those of you who have been there
you will agree that even the best photographic images simply cannot do
justice to their magnificence.
Once there, the scale of the terrain immediately impressed me, and it
came as no surprise to me that I was even more affected by the geology
on view.
The general consensus of opinion in the scientific arena is that the Rockies
were formed over millions of years via the gradual, slow upthrusting of rock.
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Over time, geologists have added tremendous detail to this, citing glacial
erosion, mineral deposition, wind and rain erosion, colliding tectonic plates
etc., etc.
Some even point out that somehow the process that created the American
Rockies was different than those that formed the Canadian Rockies. Surely
it cannot be that nature respected the border between the two countries?
Travelling throughout the Canadian Rockies, everywhere I went the view
was the same; spectacular, high rocky peaks that were always
accompanied (visually) by underlying substrata layers that seemed to imply
that at some point in the past the entire mountain area on view had
previously lain in a horizontal state.
Clearly, both sides of the many valleys we travelled throughout the journey
were at one time connected to each other as flat land. The evidence for
this was easy to see, very abundant and undeniable.
Apart from the jagged ‘inner’ face of the mountain peaks where the telltale
linear substrata is visible there are other features that are also visible: on
the ‘outer’ slopes of every rocky mountain feature, the ‘sky facing features’
of each mountain are in almost all cases flattened, gradual slopes. These
were clearly the original horizontal flatlands of the American/Canadian
northwest that had been forced upwards as a result of pressure from
below. This is quite consistent with the general ‘uplift’ consensus, and I
agree.
Yet it is at this point that I have to part ways with the currently dominant
scientific explanation for one reason only. Timescale.
Later I will be discussing why I believe that the Rocky Mountains (and
many other mountain ranges across the globe) were created in one
cataclysmic event that occurred in a matter of seconds.
Thankfully, and due to the physical appearance of our planet in the
aftermath of this remarkable event my assertions can be easily supported by
visual facts.
If you can imagine the forces required to create something as huge as the
Rocky Mountains and (even more astonishingly) the Himalayas in their
entirety within seconds then you are beginning to understand the sheer
scale of what lies in the pages ahead.
Where is the proof?
It is almost everywhere on Earth.
I can hear the howls of incredulity already!
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Take a look at the following example:

This image is a view of the beautiful town of Banff, which is located in the
British Columbia, Canada segment of the Rockies.
The geology is fascinating to me.
The layout of the land and mountains is much the same wherever you find
yourself in the northern Rockies. That’s how they got their name. Notice
the rocky ‘inner’ face of the mountains (right of centre), which reveals the
uplifted sub-strata at an angle of almost 45 degrees.
Then note the flat ‘sky facing features’ of the mountains to the top centre
and left in the image. Partially covered in trees, it is clear that if the
mountains returned to their original position the land would be almost flat
for as far as the eye could see.
‘Upthrust’ has been used to indicate how the formation of mountains such
as these took place (here and elsewhere) over an extremely long period.
However, the mountains do not provide singular evidence of excruciatingly
slow uplift any more than they reveal the high-speed uplift I am proposing.
So where is the supporting evidence for my ‘high-speed’ theory?
As I have already mentioned - almost everywhere. I am so confident in
what I have discovered that I predict that, somewhere out there a number
of scientists will read this and instantly recognise a correlation with their
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findings - or better still provide answers to problems they have been left
puzzled by for some time.
I also believe that the evidence supporting this concept is of a global
nature, has already been discovered by others and misinterpreted from the
moment it was discovered due to an over-reliance on previously ‘accepted’
theories.
How can I be so confident? This is because thinking rationally I would
expect such a tumultuous event as The Impact and Exit Event to have left
telltale scars across the globe, and would you believe it they are there just as
clearly as the Moon passes by serenely in the sky.
The Moon. There is another exclusive element of my hypothesis relating to
the moon that must wait until much later in this publication.
I am being deliberately vague for now because I would like to think that
throughout the process of reading this book some form of ‘connectivity’ will
occur in the mind of the reader and cause you to race to the Internet for
information that you suspect might lead you exactly where I am heading.
Remember, most of what I discuss is visual evidence easy to find on the
Internet. Hopefully you will have arrived at the same conclusions that I
have long before you reach the end of this book.
However, in order to maintain any level of interest I am aware that I will
need to bring clarity to my observations for all who read this publication. I
will therefore ensure that all of the findings I present will be accessible via
the Internet or other external sources.
I should also explain at this point that I believe I am aware of what it was
that caused the planet-wide devastation that underpins this hypothesis. I
have discovered clear, visual evidence and this evidence will provide the
foundation to what is a truly sensational finale to these pages.
As a consequence you should prepare yourself for what is going to be an
unexpected twist in our investigation.
Incredibly, we are off to Mars!
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Section 2: The Cataclysmic Creation
Of Today’s Solar System
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Mars gives up its secrets …at last.
Now that we are here, I cannot begin to tell you how excited I am!
When investigating a hypothesis, an individual is lucky to be able to make
sense of their conclusions. Better still, the more fortunate researcher will
discover hard evidence to back up their conclusions.
To have a genuine ‘Eureka!’ moment usually heralds a major discovery.
Apparently it is an elusive moment to find.
Yet can you imagine that throughout my research there have been not one,
but several Eureka moments! I suppose this reflects the importance of
what I believe has been discovered.
Since I was a child I never understood why it was that whenever I found
myself anywhere outside after sunset I always looked towards the night
sky. Always. Why?
Without exception a kind of reflex action took place. The Sun would set. I
would step outside. Then I would look up. Maybe we all do it. Maybe it is in
us all to wonder what is up there.
Out there, the faint redness of Mars would often make me question why
this should be so. All of the other stars and planets twinkled brightly in their
glittering splendour, but not Mars. Why the reddish appearance?
Unfortunately, I had to rely on an amazingly ineffective telescope that had
been bought for me by my mother. If I were lucky enough to find Mars
amongst the stars the next problem I had to negotiate would be to keep it
within my field of vision (an almost impossible feat as I did not possess a
tripod!).
On the rare occasions that I somehow managed to overcome these initial
challenges, Mars would appear as small reddish, blurred blotch. Not
something that could provide me with inspiration - let alone knowledge.
My, how times have changed. Today, I don’t even need a telescope to see
Mars or any number of celestial bodies in astonishing detail. The onset of the
Internet has enabled us all to have access to an unbelievable amount of
shared information. As recently as 30 years ago this would have surely
blown our minds.
Time and time again I asked the World Wide Web to aid me in my
research. Eventually, what the search engines cumulatively found for me
changed my life. After many years surfing it took just one website to
provide the ‘Eureka moments’ that formed the basis of this book: the
superb www.geoplayer.com.
The software available within this website provides visitors with (amongst
other things) amazing satellite views of Mars and Earth in a variety of
formats. Try it for yourself - it will be a useful exercise to undertake because
throughout this book geoplayer.com will make a convenient reference tool.
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Towards the end of the 20th century I, like many others was intrigued by
renewed interest regarding the potential for life on Mars. At one point in
1996 tentative announcements made by a NASA research team appeared
to reveal the first evidence of biological organisms on a planet other than
Earth.
Meteorites found on Earth that had apparently come from Mars appeared to
contain features that resembled microorganisms.
A subsequent announcement by President Clinton provided a cautious
endorsement of the findings. From that point, just like countless others
around the globe I was off on a mission. I asked the Internet for information
relating to Mars and set off on a quest to discover life on Mars.
Of course what happened next was entirely predictable. Once I had input
the word ‘Mars’ into the Internet search engines the information that
bounced back to me was almost overwhelming.
From long, long ago came theories about life on the Red Planet. Equally,
scientists and astronomers refuted such theories. Scientists require facts.
That is the way it has always been, the way it should be …and most of the
time science gets it right.
However, sometimes scientists get it wrong. Allegedly they are only human,
just like you and I!
Back to Mars. To begin with, we need to view the appearance of the
surface of Mars with ‘fresh’ eyes and ask ‘what explanations have there
been for the appearance of Mars?’
We are informed that the surface of Mars has not only been affected by
meteorite impacts, but also by volcanic and tectonic activity. Some say that
the movement of glaciers caused geological features on Mars when the
planet was covered in oceans. I believe that this is incorrect information
and these points will be addressed within the next few pages.
We are also told that Mars has some of the largest volcanoes in the Solar
System, but I disagree. Instead I argue that Olympus Mons, which is over
600 kilometers wide and 26 kilometers high (and its counterparts) are not
volcanoes at all.
I believe that they are what I can only refer to as ‘percussion pressure
points’ on a truly monumental scale. This is another surprising
announcement that will no doubt attract criticism - yet it will be backed by
visual evidence later.
A common misinterpretation of a feature of the surface of Mars is the
widely held assertion that volcanic activity, icebergs, tectonic movement or
glaciation is responsible for the appearance of the spectacular Valles
Marineris canyon system that is over 8 kilometers deep and 4500 kilometers
long. Volcanic? No. Glacial interaction with the surface of Mars? No.
Movement of tectonic plates? Sorry, no.
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At this point I recall a memorable car journey I had in 2001. I was driving
along a motorway in North West England when it started to rain.
“Nothing memorable in that” I hear you say…
Putting it into context, the subject of Mars and the appearance of its
surface had been something that I had been studying for some time prior
to this journey, and a simple observation during the rain storm provided me
with the answer to a significant question that had troubled me: How were
the features located on the surface of Mars to the east, north east and
south east of the Valles Marineris canyon system and to the north, south
and west of the Hellas Region formed? I simply had not been able to come
up with of any kind of feasible explanation of what could be seen on Mars.
Nothing made sense.
Of course, the different regions are peppered with thousands of impact
craters of varying sizes, which I had no problem at all explaining (later), but
the unusual surface features that appeared to resemble lava flows had me
baffled. Lava flows without any obvious source from which the lava had
emerged?
Then, traveling at around 60 miles an hour along the motorway, the
answer appeared. The driving rain, when it hit the windscreen displayed
exactly the same characteristics of those annoying features on Mars. As
the rain began falling, the ‘impact evidence’ displayed itself with small
circular ‘pebble dropped into a pond’ characteristics. Just like on the
surface of Mars. There was more to follow.
As the deluge increased, the fabric of each droplet changed. Each impact
became more of an elongated feature, with the speed of the vehicle and the
force of the impact creating a secondary feature - an extension of each
droplet along the surface of the windscreen for just a few centimeters.
At 60 miles an hour, in the midst of a torrential downpour I turned off the
windscreen wipers and said to my wife “Look!”
Can you imagine the response I received?
Nevertheless, the results were obvious, and for what its worth (i.e. legal
reasons) I am not encouraging any reader to try this particular experiment.
Summary? The strange geological formations could now be explained;
molten lava had ‘rained down’ onto the surface of Mars from above at great
speed.
The terrain on Mars that looked like flowing lava looked very similar to the
way in which the rain had appeared on the car windscreen moments
before I was ‘politely’ asked to switch the windscreen wipers back on
again.
Rained down? This was another discovery that clearly had huge
implications. If the lava had rained down onto the surface of Mars, where
had it come from?
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Self evidently, once again there could only be one answer. It must have
rained down onto Mars during its impact with a close neighbour - an
impact which so severely damaged Mars that any of its oceans and/or
atmosphere were jettisoned into the void of space whilst completely
destroying the incoming planet with similar results.
It is my view that, having looked at the evidence contained within the Solar
System the planet we refer to as Venus was in a completely different orbit
than it is today. For some reason Venus became embroiled in a stellar
encounter with another planet that resulted in Venus being wrenched away
from its previous orbit, finding itself much closer to the Sun (where it
remains presently). The encounter left Venus with a heavily damaged
surface and an atmosphere completely dominated by gases generated via
the confrontation. While Venus was moving toward a new orbit closer to the
Sun, the planet that had caused its change in direction was also displaced
from its original orbit and sent on a collision course with Mars.
Of course the idea that Mars has collided with another planet (or similar) is
not new. Many others have proposed a collision between Mars and
another cosmic object; theories that I absolutely adhere to. I would simply
like to arrange the series of events that occurred into chronological order
as best I can, whilst at the same time linking them all together with events
that occurred afterwards.
The Mars impact event had consequences for the entire Solar System and
extremely grave consequences for planet Earth, as we will discover later…
Before I continue, here is a thought that you might like to contemplate:
Is it possible that prior to the Mars impact there were only four
planets in our Solar System, all of which were very similar in
composition: Venus, Earth, Mars …and one other?

Only four planets in our Solar System? Yes, the collision did occur. The four
planets were similar in composition, although differing in size.
The oceans and atmospheres of the two colliding planets had to go
somewhere upon impact; they did not simply disappear or were ‘seared
away’ by cosmic winds, as some might suggest.
Some meteorites found on Earth are actually pieces of the planet Mars.
Scientists study these meteorites for evidence of tiny ancient bacteria and
other signs that life may have once existed on Mars. How did bits of
another planet get to be found here on Earth? Yet again, there can only be
one answer and that answer is entirely consistent with what I have
stumbled upon.
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Where is the evidence supporting the ‘Mars impact’ element of this
hypothesis, and why is it so compelling? How does the Mars impact fit
within the totality of this hypothesis?
Answers will emerge in due course, but apart from strong visual verification
the main reason why the evidence is so compelling is that it fits very neatly
into the chronological series of events covered throughout the pages of this
book.
For example, the reader may be aware of the Tharsis region of Mars.
Olympus Mons, Arsia Mons, Pavonis Mons and Ascreus Mons are
described as volcanoes - “the largest volcanoes in the Solar System,” no
less. However, a technique that was to be used later in my research
provided me with evidence of the cause of these massive edifices, and
volcanic activity is not it.
Images of the Olympus Mons Caldera reveal that these prominent features
strongly resemble calderas found on Earth. In my opinion, they are not
eruption vents. I suggest that they are probably collapsed pits that formed
in the roof of a deeper, previously expanded subterranean dome (or
chamber).
The image below is a 3D perspective view of Olympus Mons obtained via
the Viking space mission. As soon as I saw this image I was convinced of
what it was, and the solution to the mysteries surrounding the ‘unique’ cliffs
that surround it became clear in the same moment.

(Image courtesy of NASA)

Given the comparatively geologically ‘calm’ nature of the surrounding
regions of Mars in which they are located, why should these ‘volcanoes’ be
there at all?
To find out why they had appeared I had to turn my attention to the
opposite side of Mars, in the Hellas Region to be precise (this proved to be
a very useful exercise when I later researched the global geography of
Earth).
This area is of special interest to me. Not only is it almost directly opposite
the Olympus Mons Caldera it also provides evidence of the final moments
prior to Mars’ impact with another planet.
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When I studied the Hellas Region and then scrutinised the entire surface of
Mars (and elsewhere in the Solar System), a fascinating scenario unfolded.
Additional evidence came to light that confirmed that at least one of the
colliding planets was similar in composition to that of Earth, with an
atmosphere, oceans and landmasses.
Visual (and scientific) evidence does indeed confirm that each of the
characteristics required to support my assertions are in abundance
…exactly where I would expect them to be, and I will reveal the source of
this evidence later.
Meanwhile, after many months assessing the surface features of Mars I
came to the conclusion that the orbit of Mars had at some time in the past
somehow been crossed by another planet (or maybe the other way
around).
This other planet was the one that had earlier sent Venus to its new orbit.
Known to us as Mercury, it was not as we see it today; at the time of its
celestial dance with Venus and Mars, Mercury was much larger.
As if becoming caught up in a fatal cosmic embrace Mars and Mercury
eventually collided, but not before the entire surface of Mars was scorched
to the extent that all we now see is the seared remnant of Mars, with
Mercury
having
disintegrated
almost
completely
upon
impact.
With regard to this particular element of my research the supporting
evidence was literally …everywhere!
How can I be so sure?
Always, I needed to have hard visual and physical evidence before I
proceeded
with
any
assumption
relating
to
this
hypothesis.
Notwithstanding the scorch marks which cover Mars, many months of
painstaking research actually revealed the position of Mercury as it circled
and began breaking apart in the skies above Mars.
Close scrutiny of the surface of Mars revealed dark ‘streaks’ that followed a
definite line in a given direction. In my opinion, these ‘dark streaks’ have
previously - and understandably - been mistaken for canals (or more
accurately ‘channels’ which, my research has informed me was the original
description of the subject matter made by Percival Lowell).
In the mid-late 1800’s, Lowell produced drawings of his interpretation of
what he had observed on the surface of Mars.
Modern-day technology has enabled me to gain further understanding of
the origin of the channels Lowell had so famously discovered. To the
author the majority of the channels are, in fact dark scorch marks that
traverse the surface of the red planet.
Collectively, the scorch marks provide evidence of a catastrophic event
that not only rendered Mars as the lifeless planet we see today; it also
significantly and permanently altered the rotational axis of Mars and sent a
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remnant of Mercury - its inner core - on course to orbit very close to the
Sun as it does presently.
Cloaking the surface of Mars with a ‘swirling’ effect, the dark streaks that
Lowell mistook for channels indicate that a fiery object had a) passed close
to the surface of the planet, radiating intense heat as it descended and b)
deposited huge volumes of rock and magma onto the surface of Mars.
This is not rocket science as it can be seen by anyone interested enough to
spend time taking a closer look via www.geoplayer.com. The evidence to
support this is once again clearly visible. So visible that I cannot
understand why nobody has discovered this sooner (although maybe they
have and I am unaware of it).
More importantly, the final impact zones are clear for all to see and will be
identified shortly.
Preceding the impacts, a brief chronological history of events is so
strikingly visible that there can be no doubt. Leaving behind what
happened leading up to the impact between the two planets, I have made
further remarkable findings that question the foundation of some of our
accepted sciences.
Again, common sense informed me that if I was correct about the
approaching planet’s disintegration then surely there should be further
evidence of this on the surface of Mars?
You have guessed it; it is there and it is almost everywhere!
Prior to discovering such evidence my subsequent thought processes had
also asked the logical question; “If Mercury disintegrated as it approached,
where did the disintegrating fragments go?” There were only two possible
answers. The debris had either fell onto the surface of the red planet or it
had been deflected out into space.
In fact both outcomes proved to be correct, and I witnessed confirmation of
the first when I saw the images relayed back to Earth by NASA which, for the
first time revealed what Mars looked like close up; the surface of Mars was
covered in millions of pieces of ‘broken rocks’.
This was extremely interesting to me.
The rocks on view appeared to be in the form of ‘volcanic lava’ deposits,
with the visual evidence indicating that all of the rocks on view originated
from the same source.
Scientists are puzzled why there is so much ‘volcanic’ debris strewn across
the region when there appears to be no volcanoes to distribute it!
What absolutely convinced me that these rocks are some of the remnants of
Mercury was the fact that all of them were scattered on the surface of
Mars, consistent with each remnant having fallen from above.
Take a close look at the following image:
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Image courtesy of NASA

Out of this observation came another question: Was this all of what
remained of Mercury?
I believe that not all of the remnants of Mercury’s outer layers fell onto the
surface of Mars.
The visual evidence demonstrates that a huge amount of disintegrated,
remnant materials from the impactor continued to further break up as it
deflected away into space, some of which was to be caught up in a
complex series of orbits further out from the Sun than Mars. The answer to
another long-standing question then emerged very, very quickly. It
seemed that the pieces of a giant celestial jigsaw were being handed to
me - and I was being shown where to put them!
Again, against previous scientific assumptions I assert that because of its
angle of approach huge sections of the incoming planet that survived total
disintegration were deflected past Mars rather than breaking up upon
impact.
However, I believe that as one of these huge remnants passed by it could
barely escape the gravitational pull of Mars for a few short moments.
It is clear to me that NASA images of the Valles Marineris canyon system
(i.e. the huge ‘scar’ across the surface of Mars) clearly reveal images of a
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gigantic impact event as a huge, planetary remnant fought to escape from
the grip of Mars.
The trail left behind by the incoming rocky mass can be mapped out. Its
route is entirely consistent with the proposed direction of approach; the
eventual collision with Mars and the surface features contained within the
Valles Marineris canyon system.
Astonishingly an inescapable reality of all of this is that the entire Valles
Marineris canyon system was created in a matter of minutes!
Additionally, there are quite a few unusual features on the surface of Mars
that have left scientists perplexed over the past two hundred years.
However, a fresh look provides answers that will surprise many. The
appearance and location of each of these surface features are connected
and can be traced to a singular cause.

Image courtesy of NASA
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Under closer scrutiny damage to the surface of Mars can be observed
which indicates that the moving edifice lurched and rolled across the
surface of Mars, gouging out huge canyons along the way. At one point,
towards the centre of the Valles Marineris canyon system (see previous
image) the reader will see what appears to be the closest Mars ever came
to winning this titanic battle, with the greatest evidence of confrontation
clearly visible, centred in the Melas Chasma section of Valles Marineris.
However, after this interplanetary tussle the gradually decreasing marks
heading westwards (as viewed today) on the surface reveal that Mars was
indeed losing its grasp, and as can be seen to the left of the image,
freedom was almost realised as the grinding mass finally appeared to gain
independence from Mars once again.
Unbelievably, yet another tumultuous event was to change all this in an
instant.
At precisely this moment, the impact of the second surviving relic of
Mercury - its iron core - occurred on the other side of Mars.
The result was to apparently ‘alter’ the course of the lurching, massive
remnant that was at this time gouging out the Valles Marineris canyon
system …and send it on collision course with Earth.
As far as I am aware, no one has come up with my next discovery. Yet it
makes absolute sense and yes, it can be evidenced easily.
Hold on!
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The importance of the Hellas Region of Mars.
What is the Hellas Region of Mars?
Entirely consistent with what I am trying to communicate to the reader the
Hellas Region contains the lowest point on Mars: The Hellas Basin. Why?
This 1,800 km (1,100 mile) wide basin is 3 km below the Mars reference
level (on Earth we would call this sea level). The Hellas Basin is visible as
a dark blue circular feature situated to the southeast in the following image:

Image courtesy of NASA

Situated almost directly opposite the ‘tail end’ of the Valles Marineris
canyon system (an area entitled Noctis Labyrinthus), the Hellas Region is
clearly an impact zone of some kind, and I argue that this is the site of the
main collision as the core of Mercury slammed into Mars. Do I have evidence?
It seems unbelievable that once again there is an abundance of visual
evidence, in this instance antipodal to where the impact occurred.
I suspect that because of its apparently initial complexity (its quite simple,
really), the following description may take some time for the reader to
grasp. However, I will attempt to make it an easy read…
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How can I be so sure that the Hellas Region is the impact zone of the
collision with an incoming planet?
It is all about timing.
As Mars rotated for the final time before impact, it is quite logical to
assume that due to the gravitational force of Mars most of the exterior of
Mercury had by now disintegrated and had either impacted on the surface of
Mars or begun to drift out into space beyond Mars.
Having found that there are already a number of scientists who are
referring to a scenario that is similar to what I am proposing, I believe it
would be worthwhile for the reader to explore such findings. For example,
Erik Esphaug (University of California at Santa Cruz) led work into how an
impact (analogous to that which I am describing between Mars and
Mercury) can result in an aftermath strikingly similar to what exists in our
Solar System today, such as a wide variety of rocky substances of differing
sizes and composition. His findings are detailed in the January 12th 2006
edition of the journal Nature. Shorter references to his work can also be
found at www.space.com (using the internal search engine at
www.space.com the reader can easily access information about Erik and
his work relating to the above).
As shown in the following image, the comparatively large size of Mercury’s
core suggests that the original size of the planet could have been much,
much larger, which is entirely in keeping with The Impact And Exit Event:

Image: NASA (with my graphics added).
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In a moment of artistic inventiveness I produced the following sketch to
illustrate the concept of Mercury disintegrating as it approached Mars. As the
structural stability of Mercury had probably been weakened by its earlier
confrontation with Venus the rapid disintegration of its external layers would
come as no surprise:

Moving on, as previously discussed I also suggest that a massive segment of
the incoming planet did not disintegrate. As it had been pulled ahead of the
core of the incoming planet by the gravitational pull of Mars the large reeling
mass had closed in on the surface of Mars (see it in the previous sketch
approaching the surface of Mars as Mercury was on its final orbit. The huge
separated mass had already separated from Mercury and collided with Mars.
Mercury is shown to the lower right). In the same image the core of Mercury
can also be seen emerging from within the disintegrating planet as its
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surface is stripped away completely and pulled towards Mars. Additional
research by Erik Asphaug and Professor Quentin Williams at the University
of California at Santa Cruz seems to suggest that an interplanetary
collision could indeed result in the disintegration of one (possibly both) of
the planets involved.
An article that was also displayed on the
www.space.com website stated that the results of their research implied that
the combined gravitational forces of two planets colliding with (or passing close
by one another) could induce dramatic effects on each. In the images that
follow, the reader can follow the approximate trajectory of the huge gouging
mass via my added arrow line:

Image courtesy of NASA (Additions by the author)

Maintaining the same trajectory as the unfolding collision event the huge,
wayward segment finally ‘touched down’ on the surface of Mars to begin its
devastating journey, gouging out huge sections of the surface as it went.
This was the birth of the Valles Marineris canyon system and the huge
edifice can be seen passing close to the surface of Mars before making
contact (see previous image).
This is an example of visual evidence once again supporting the Mars
collision element of this hypothesis. It appears that a large section of the
incoming planet had indeed made contact with the surface of Mars ahead
of the impacting core, causing massive amounts of damage to its surface
in direct linear correlation to the impact zone (e.g. the Hellas Basin) on
the other side of the planet. The following series of images provide a view
of Mars that clearly reveals a correlation between the linear, ‘scar like’
anomaly that is the Valles Marineris canyon system, the Hellas Basin and
the proposed angle of impact. When continued around the surface of Mars
it becomes apparent that the trajectory of the incoming core - and by
association the huge rocky mass that did not disintegrate - is also aligned
with the axis of the Valles Marineris canyon system:
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All 4 images courtesy of NASA (my additions)
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Mars’ axis is altered.
Amazingly, upon further close inspection the colossal, drifting edifice
appears to defy all known physics making several sudden, unexpected and
dramatic changes in direction …unless, of course this ‘change in direction’
can be explained.
The location where this puzzling event began is shown next:

Image courtesy of NASA (My addition)

The ringed area I have added indicates the location of the large, gouging
piece of debris at the precise moment it seemed to change direction. This
was also the moment the core of the impacting planet slammed into the
opposite side of Mars.
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This event shifted Mars from its original, perfectly natural axis of rotation
(i.e. perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic) to its present day tilt of 23
degrees.
At the moment at which the huge remnant had apparently finished its
destructive work gouging out the Valles Marineris canyon system (slicing
through impact craters created just seconds earlier by falling debris), the
central core of the incoming planet smashed into the opposite side of Mars
(creating the Hellas Basin) before being deflected away into space once
again.
The effect?
To the western end of the Valles Marineris canyon system the route taken
by the massive piece of rock seemed to ‘alter course’ in a weird way.
Should the reader choose to (and I recommend you do), it would benefit
you to visit www.geoplayer.com/gateways/mars.html and take a closer
look!
When the image of Mars has fully loaded, ‘zoom’ in to the western end of
the Valles Marineris canyon system and follow the course of the incoming
mass as it struggled once again to escape the gravitational clutches of
Mars.
You will see that the route taken by the massive, grinding edifice suddenly
‘veers’ southwards, then returns eastwards before finally heading north (all
of which is indicated by a series of increasingly smaller canyon systems),
crossing back over the Valles Marineris canyon system it had just created,
maintaining this direction until it gradually and finally escaped the
gravitational pull of Mars.
In all of this the astonishing fact is that this huge, rambling chunk of rock
did not change direction at all!
I don’t need to be a Master Of Physics (or even a rocket scientist) to work
that one out because it cannot be argued that such an object could change
direction in this way.
So how did this apparently impossible change of course happen? Its
simple, really - it was the planet Mars that moved. Considerably.
Using an extremely complicated scientific experiment, I held a pencil
against the face of a tennis ball to mimic the position of the Valles
Marineris canyon system (it is safe to try this at home).
I then rotated the tennis ball slowly (to imitate the rotation of Mars). I then
also imagined the central core of the incoming planet colliding with Mars
(sorry, the tennis ball) at an angle similar with that which is evident on Mars
(as shown by the relationship between the Hellas Basin, the linear direction of
the Valles Marineris canyon system and Noctis Labyrinthus).
Time and time again the results were the same…
Having kept to known physics (not that I know anything at all about
physics) I ensured that the line taken by the pencil replicated the direction
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taken by the huge rocky remnant - straight on - and simulated an impact
on the reverse side of Mars.
As Mars (i.e. the tennis ball) ‘wobbled’ from the impact of the incoming
collision, the line left by the pencil on the opposite side of the tennis ball left
its telltale evidence. I replicated the event over and over again and each
time I had finished sure enough the pencil line had taken a ‘southerly’ turn,
returning east before heading north. Every time.
As it scraped along the surface of Mars, the loose cannon that was about
to leave Mars gouged out the Valles Marineris canyon system as it cut
across many of the impact craters deposited just a few minutes earlier by
the original downpouring of matter from the incoming Mercury.
As the huge, fiery rock lurched onwards it also created some of the
darkened expanses of burnt areas still visible on the surface of Mars today.
These are clearly visible across the Protei Regio, Aurorae Sinus and Capri
Chasma regions.
The effect of the ‘delayed impact’ (the colliding planetary core impacted
slightly behind the falling deluge of its disintegrating outer layers) was to
then make the huge, gouging object appear to turn back upon itself, first
southwards, then eastwards and finally northwards, gradually rising away
from the surface and passing directly over the Valles Marineris canyon
system.
Study the following image to see how the direction of the massive, lurching
rock appears to change its course dramatically (represented by the dotted
lines), then replicate an impact on the Hellas region of Mars with your own
tennis ball (or similar) and I guarantee that you will be astonished by the
results.
Using the manipulative characteristics available via www.geoplayer.com it is
possible to recreate the way in which Mars became tilted on its present 23degree axis.
Following the geologic evidence visible on the surface of Mars the user can
firstly establish and maintain the position of the huge, grinding mass (i.e.
heading westwards).
Then, by following the apparently anomalous trail of canyons south,
southeast, east and finally north the user can then recreate the exact
process of planetary movement and subsequent axial displacement.
Given the tremendous amount of research, funding and time that has been
spent sending scientific hardware to (and exploring) the Red Planet it really
astonishes me that what I have found has not previously been recognised
for what it is.
What we see today on the surface of Mars is quite clearly a geological
record of the event:
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Image courtesy of NASA World Wind (lines added by the author)

This is convincing visual evidence that as a direct result of the glancing
impact at the site of the Hellas Basin the rotational axis of Mars was
significantly altered.
Final, stunning evidence that Mars has indeed undergone a significant shift
in terms of axial alignment can be found when once again viewing the
geology of the red planet using NASA’s online World Wind facility (at
www.worldwind.com). World Wind enables the user to add layers of
information to the original image of Mars and other planets within the Solar
System. This provides the user with an enhanced understanding of its
surface features.
The author is extremely grateful to have had the opportunity to access
information of such importance. In pre-Internet circumstances this would
have taken an inordinate amount of time and patience. Even then I doubt if
the results would have been as impressive.
Although the level of importance is very high for each of the images I have
used up to this point to discuss the Mars impact event, non quite match the
importance of the next image.
Given my assertion that Mars was involved in a collision event that forced it
to be knocked off its original axis I would expect the principal component of
my evidence to be so profound and powerful that it would leave little room
for objection.
At the centre of this lies my claim that a large segment of the disintegrated,
incoming planet scoured the surface of Mars before apparently changing
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direction several times. I then further elucidated an explanation for this by
revealing that the core of the incoming planet had also collided with Mars a
short time later, causing Mars to rotate off its axis drastically while at the
same time considerably altering the way in which damage was inflicted
onto the surface of Mars (the huge, surviving segment of rock inflicting the
damage had earlier broken free from the incoming planet under
tremendous gravitational stress).
I therefore present the geology of Mars as principal evidence of where the
‘change in direction’ occurred:

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

The following image is a view of Mars using World Wind shaded relief
colour mapping technology:
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Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

The geology cannot be more convincing.
The ‘apparent change in direction’ taken by the gouging rocky mass can
only be explained via one process: Mars being knocked off its axis
following the collision with the central core of Mercury on the opposite side
of Mars.
Proof of this is revealed when the trail of canyons and mountain ranges left
behind by the massive remnant is traced; the planet emerges with its poles
realigned from their original location precisely where the visual evidence
suggests the rotation cycle terminates …at 23 degrees from perpendicular.
Prior to the axial realignment event the huge, gouging rock was heading
east-to-west (as viewed today) across the surface of Mars. Once the collision
occurred on the reverse side of Mars, the entire planet began to ‘roll’ in the
same direction as the force of impact causing the apparent ‘shift’ in direction
of the rocky remnant, although in reality it simply continued along its original
course.
The following series of sketches highlight the way in which the rolling mass
appears to have altered its course. Each sketch reveals an additional
section of damage inflicted upon the surface of Mars (shaded in black)
as Mars ‘rolled’ from the effects of the impact:
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Valles Marineris

1
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Interestingly, it is no coincidence that the collection of the largest
‘volcanoes’ in the Solar System is situated almost directly opposite the
Hellas Region. Why?
I believe that this is because the force of the impact sent shockwaves
throughout the sub-surface of Mars. These internal thunderbolts then
produced huge ‘percussion-type’ uplift effects, forcing upwards each of the
massive features referred to as Olympus, Ascraeus, Pavonis and Arsia
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Mons, before their summits collapsed inwards via gravity, weight and the
poor structural strength of each newly created dome. I am not inventing
any of these observations. The reader might once again like to take a look
at www.geoplayer.com/gateways/mars.html and compare my findings.
Existing imagery from NASA appears to add support to my assertions. The
position of the Hellas Basin is key to providing answers to how Olympus,
Ascraeus, Pavonis and Arsia Mons came into existence:

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

The antipodal region of the impact site shown above now becomes
relevant. The damage caused by the internal shockwaves from the impact
concentrated on the opposite side of Mars, and became an immense
region of uplift that was subsequently entitled the ‘Tharsis Bulge’. This region
contains the previously mentioned largest ‘volcano’ in the Solar System:
Olympus Mons, and alongside this are Arsia Mons, Pavonis Mons and
Ascraeus Mons. The latter three are the huge, uplifted areas on Mars in the
region occupied by Olympus Mons (although significantly smaller than
Olympus Mons) that are also commonly referred to as ‘volcanoes’. In the
following image I have inserted a shaded area (to the south of
Olympus, Arsia, Pavonis and Ascraeus Mons). This indicates the location
(on the reverse side of Mars) of the Hellas Basin (i.e. the site where the
incoming core collided with Mars).
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Image courtesy of NASA World Wind (shaded area added)

The angle of approach suggests that any internal shockwaves from the
collision would have passed through the planet and force upwards under
immense pressure the Tharsis Bulge region.
Still not convinced?
The next image is a sketch I have prepared which reveals what I am trying
to explain here.
To date, when discussing impact craters, almost all consideration has been
given to single strikes being the cause of the crater in question. I suggest
that in some cases the angle of impact would facilitate a further one, two or
even three collisions between the impactor and the planet concerned.
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Do I have further evidence that supports these startling revelations? Yes,
and yet again it is almost everywhere in the outer Solar System and all will be
revealed in the following few chapters of this book.
So there it is. The first of my (several) ‘Eureka’ moments: the creation of
the Valles Marineris canyon system, the Hellas Basin, the Tharsis Bulge
…and the way in which the axis of Mars was significantly altered as a
result of its impact with the remnant core of Mercury.
As if to substantiate my claim that Mars and Mercury were involved in a
collision, Mercury has what I believe to be strong, supporting visual evidence
of a collision with another entity. It has been named the Caloris Basin, and this
huge geological feature is also recognised today as an impact basin.
Again, I would go a little further and predict that once analysed, other impact
basins found on Mercury will be shown to have a connection (i.e. they will
eventually be recognised as being part of, and sequenced within the collision
event with Mars).
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Incidentally, Mars also has additional impact basins that may, in time be
proven to correlate with my suggestions. A collision between two planets does
not necessarily mean that there was only one actual ‘collision’ – especially
when considering the effects that gravity would have on the collision event as it
unfolded…
Here is the Caloris Basin on Mercury:

Image courtesy of NASA

The second of my ‘eureka’ moments is even more dramatic with an even
more sensational outcome - if that were at all possible.
Before I reveal the nature of this discovery I would like to further convince
the reader of the authenticity of what I am setting out within the pages of
The Impact and Exit Event. To do so we will need to explore further out
than Mars across the outer Solar System.
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The Asteroid Belt and other space-bound entities.
Having investigated the cause and effect of the impact on Mars I once
again looked for evidence to support such an event.
It did not take too long to find it.
In between Mars and the next outer planet (Jupiter) came the strongest
corroboration possible.
I was looking at the Asteroid Belt.
What would I expect to find if the incoming planet had indeed disintegrated
as I have suggested? I would expect to find displaced fragments of rocks of
all sizes and shapes …and there they were - millions of them! Rocks of
various sizes, fragmented exactly as I expected them to be and exactly
were I thought they should be.
Furthermore, there is an undoubted resemblance between the rocks of the
Asteroid Belt and the rocks that lie on the surface of Mars. They vary in
size and they are irregular in appearance. The band of rocks that orbits the
Sun is a definite reminder of rocks of similar size and appearance that lie
on the surface of Mars. Images of asteroids suggest that they also
resemble cooled segments of magma.
Take a look. Use the Internet to view images and compare the visual
appearance of asteroids to the rocks scattered on the surface of Mars.
Question my findings.
It is inconceivable to me that the Asteroid Belt could have simply been
formed during the creation of the Solar System. That theory is just too easy
- especially in the absence of any genuine supporting evidence, and if the
coalescing theories are true why aren’t there many, many more Asteroid
Belts, and why hasn’t the Asteroid Belt coalesced into a planet? How and
why it is taking the Asteroid Belt so much longer than the others to accrete
into a planet?
However, if a collision had taken place at that distance from the Sun it is
perfectly logical to assume that any debris not deposited on the surface of
Mars (or ejected further out into the Solar System by the force of the
collision) would simply be captured and remain orbiting within the region
where the impact had occurred.
Of course, some of the disintegrated planetary remains would have been
jettisoned out of the plane of the ecliptic by the force of the impact to drift
off in all directions, so where did they go?
Again, consistent with what has gone before in these pages they can be
found in a variety of locations across the Solar System.
Before I explain their location it is worthwhile discussing what the
composition of such remains should be in order to explore if what I am
proposing is indeed correct.
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A collision between planets similar to Earth would result in the space
bound dispersal of a wide array of materials and gases.
Should the reader choose to do so, I believe that it would be a worthwhile
exercise to consider the overall composition of our home planet. It may
then come as a surprise when further research is undertaken into the
content and composition of our Solar System. All of the ingredients that
make up Earth are out there.
Notwithstanding the huge amount of cooled, magma-type rock that is in
evidence on the surface of Mars, within the Asteroid Belt, orbiting various
planets and found elsewhere in our Solar System, other equally interesting
substances are plentiful and these are discussed in the next few chapters.
For now, let us return to the location of the disintegrated planetary
remains I mentioned earlier…
Given the information we have learnt from our own planet (in terms
of composition), and my view that planets very similar to Earth had collided
it is logical to assume that evidence should exist to back up such a view.
Long, long after the original clash between Mars and its lethal neighbour
Mercury (although I might be prejudging which planet was the aggressor)
we see the remnants of materials ejected from the collision quite often in
the night sky.
The Earth sometimes passes through dust clouds that are residue of the
original collision. These dust clouds are commonly associated with the
separation of materials from within the ‘tails’ of comets. Sometimes this
occurs annually as, for example the Perseid meteor shower. Earth also
passes through the ‘tails’ of other comets over a much longer period (e.g.
once every 33 years for the Leonids meteor shower).
I suggest that comets (or what astronomers often refer to as ‘dirty balls of
ice’) consist of water, dust and rock ejected into space during the Mars
collision event.
Water ejected from the planets instantly solidified into countless ice chunks
and were catapulted at different trajectories and at different velocities out
into the void of space, remaining within the gravitational influence of the
Sun. Because of this, they fell into elliptical orbits.
These ‘far flung’ pieces of debris are referred to today as ‘periodic comets’.
They have been known to pass close by and/or impact with Earth or other
planetary bodies (the most famous being the Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet
impact with Jupiter in the summer of 1994).
Here on Earth, a remnant entered the atmosphere and exploded over
Tunguska, Siberia in 1908.
The reader should note that I do not consider 95% of the impact craters
found here on Earth to have been caused by debris expelled from the Mars
collision. The vast majority of impact craters on Earth were caused via an
entirely different mechanism. It is a mechanism that will astonish the
reader and one that will also be discussed later.
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Having put forward my opinion that the Asteroid Belt is further evidence of
a planetary collision; that comets are the remnants of water, dust and rocks
ejected from the collision what else can we find to support my hypothesis?
Notwithstanding the already huge amount of physical and visual evidence
supporting each of my previous assertions, I was now confident that there
would be additional evidence - all I needed to do was pursue the trail that I
was already following.
After the Asteroid Belt the next objects I came across were the so-called
Gas Giants of the Solar System.
I was not to be disappointed!
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The Gas Giants.
My research has revealed that most (if not all) of the elements required to
create an atmosphere (or atmospheres) very similar to Earth exists within
our Solar System.
If this is correct, why is this so? Where did these elements come from?
Why are the four ‘Gas (or ‘ice’) Giants’ of our Solar System found orbiting
more-or-less alongside each other?
Has nobody recognised that after Mars and the Asteroid Belt, the only
entities of any significant size elsewhere in the Solar System consist
almost entirely of ices and gases. There are no ‘real’ planets there at all.
Is this merely a coincidence or is it an undeniable (and perfectly logical)
product of the Mars collision event? Consider the following: The overall
composition of the ice-and-gas giants of the Solar System constitutes a
cocktail of gases strikingly similar to the content of the atmosphere here on
Earth. The amounts may vary (which is to be expected), yet an ‘atmosphere’
is quite evidently there - albeit separated into what we refer to as Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
Here on Earth, the atmosphere contains around 78% nitrogen and over 20%
oxygen, with argon, carbon dioxide, trace amounts of other gases and
water vapour combining to create the envelope within which we live.
Could it be that in the process of being ejected from the remnants of the
colliding planets, huge clouds of dust particles then merged with the
voluminous amounts of expelled ex-atmospheric gases as they drifted
away? Could the ensuing clouds of gases eventually have formed into
naturally globular shapes around weak gravitational cores and taken on a
‘planet-like’ appearance?
Furthermore, could the earliest accumulation of these ejected, space-borne
gases have gathered around an appropriate centre of gravity (in this case a
remnant piece of debris from the Mars collision event) and then settled into
an independent orbit of the Sun (i.e. the creation of Jupiter)? Could other,
separate clouds of gas and dust act in the same way to create the
remaining ‘planets’ of Saturn, Uranus and Neptune?
Is it also worth surmising that the first gas planet to coalesce would, quite
naturally be the largest?
Given the nature and origin of the dust, ice and gas particles the author
also believes that it is not unreasonable to expect each newly formed gas
planet to contain evidence of colouring to match the dust that had been
collected during the emergence of each of the new gas planets.
If these assumptions were to be proven correct the sequential outcomes of
the formation of each of the gas-planets would need to display
characteristics that reflect the above features …and they do.
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What would the resulting gas-planets be expected to look like? Where in
the Solar System would they be most likely to be found? What would be the
anticipated gas composition of each?
I looked at the available evidence and very quickly stumbled upon answers to
each of these questions. In terms of what we should expect to find, and what
we do find the following table provides details of the gaseous composition
of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune and compares these with what is
found in the atmosphere here on Earth. The reader may be surprised at
Atmosphere
what is out there: Gas Earth’sG
Gas
Giants
Nitrogen
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Argon
Carbon dioxide
Neon
Helium
Krypton

Earth’s
Atmosphere
Nitrogen
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Argon
Carbon dioxide
Neon
Helium
Krypton

The above comparison of the gases found within each of the four gas
giants compared to Earth’s atmosphere produced results that appear to
support my hypothesis, so I found this particular exercise very enlightening
indeed! Also, when a visual examination of the innermost gas giants
(Jupiter and Saturn) is undertaken similarities once again emerge.
Mars has for a long time been referred to as the ‘red planet’. This is
because of the reddish appearance of its entire surface. In fact close up
images provided by the Mars Explorers confirm that the surface of the
planet is covered with rocks, soils and dust all of which are red in
appearance. Strangely, even the rocks lying on the surface of Mars exhibit
a reddish hue. Take a close look at the rocks in this image (or use the
Internet to locate similar images):

Image courtesy of NASA
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If any of the rocks shown here were found drifting in space they would be
classed as an asteroid. Found elsewhere in the Solar System the surface
appearance of these rocks would also suggest ‘impact craters’ of varying
sizes.
Of course it is clear that many of these rocks are the remnants of
disintegrated sections of cooled magma and that they are presently lying
on the surface of Mars.
What if the author is correct in his suspicion that other rocks and reddish
dust had been ejected outwards into the solar void following the collision?
Research into the appearance of the closest two of the gas giants - Jupiter
and Saturn does appear to reveal an intriguing association between both. Take
a look at the following images and see for yourself:

Images courtesy of NASA

(Left to right) Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. I have discussed the reddish
characteristics of the Martian rocks, soil and dust. I have also discussed
the potential for dust and gases from the aforementioned planetary
collision to merge as they drifted away from the site of the collision.
In my opinion the largest assimilation of dust and gases would have
occurred soon after the impact. This would have been where the dust and
debris ejected from the collision would have been at its highest levels of
concentration. This condensed collection of dust and gas became Jupiter,
with its dramatic system of red, brown and beige bands. Interestingly,
Jupiter’s ring system also consists of red and brown colouring…
Further away from the impact zone an additional convergence of gas and
dust particles would have occurred until these gases coalesced
successfully, and Saturn was born.
Consecutive gaseous planets would have been created (albeit on a
diminishing scale) and would have collected a significantly reduced amount
of gas and dust. By definition this would also infer that the presence of a
reddish hue within successive atmospheres would fade.
Jupiter displays a mixture of deep red, red and then pale-red bands, but
thereafter the intensity of reddish colouring fades as we go further out into the
Solar System.
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As the main concentration of reddish coloured dust particles had previously
been merged within the atmospheric gases of Jupiter, the amount of dust
contained within the atmosphere of Saturn would have been considerably
less with a corresponding reduction in reddish hue. This is exactly what is
found when observing both planets.
Further out, gases continued to merge and although Jupiter and Saturn
had collected most of the red dust ejected from the Mars collision event the
author suspected that the gas and (at this distance) hugely depleted and/or
dispersed dust composition of the two furthermost gas giants Uranus and
Neptune would have had a major impact on the final appearance of both,
and they do.
In summary, each of the gas giants of the Solar System displays exactly
what I would have expected to see if they were created from the remnants
of a massive collision between planets that were originally very similar to
Earth but became scorched as a result of the collision event;
concentrations of reddish dust within atmospheres consisting of predictable
gases.
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Planetary ring systems and other unusual objects
visible across the Solar System.

As I have previously covered the connection between the four gas giants (in
terms of gaseous composition, colour and location within the Solar System) I
now turn my attention to the mysterious ring systems and other unusual
bodies of our Solar System.
Imagine for a moment that the author is correct in assuming that each of the
four gas giants were created following a collision between Mars and Mercury,
both of which originally had atmospheres and oceans similar to Earth when
the collision occurred (curiously, this would indicate that prior to the collision
ours was a much more cohesive Solar System than we have at present; four
very similar planets in an unremarkable Solar System, orbiting around an
insignificant star).
Apart from the crust, mantle, internal magma and outer core of the
disintegrated planet, huge amounts of water and atmospheric gases from the
surface and atmospheres of both planets would have been instantly expelled
into the cold void of space. Other gases would have undoubtedly been
created as a result of the collision. The gas and dust clouds would have
swirled and churned until each of the gas giants were formed as gases
congregated around an acquired centre of gravity such as a piece of ejected
debris (the most likely candidates having emerged from within the
disintegrating planet, retaining their gravitational properties). Thus Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune came into existence.
Remaining gas and dust clouds would have simply drifted off into space.
The vast amounts of water and water vapour that would have been ejected
outwards during the collision would have instantly crystallised into billions of
ice particles of different sizes.
As the expelled water froze in the sub-zero environment of the cosmos it
would have formed a huge icy mist cascading outwards from the location of
the collision, carrying dust particles encapsulated within the rapidly freezing
haze.
Logic decrees that because of the trajectory of the expelled debris ice, rock
and dust particles of varying dimensions must have been catapulted on a
long journey through space away from the Sun and the site of the collision.
Different trajectories created by the force of the collision would have ensured
that such materials were dispersed over a wide area of the Solar System:
some remaining part of huge clusters and some veering wildly off into space
independent of any other debris. Because of the force of the collision it is not
unreasonable to assume that heavier remnants were expelled faster possibly further - than lighter elements such as water crystals, dust and gas.
Meanwhile, each of the outer Solar System gas-planets formed and began
settling into its respective orbit.
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As if to complement the content of this hypothesis the first evidence of a
planetary ring system is to be found exactly where I would have anticipated it
to be: associated with the next nearest significant source of gravity outwards
from the site of the Mars collision …Jupiter.
Consisting of dust particles, can it be coincidence that, as previously
discussed the rings of Jupiter once again display a reddish colour?
It is worth mentioning here that it is the author’s view that the early formation
of Jupiter caused it to drift into orbit shortly after the Mars impact, yet well
ahead of the formation of the other gas planets. Because of this, and as the
main body of debris was travelling out into space and further away from the
Sun, Jupiter avoided an early encounter with the majority of icy, ring-forming
debris because intense heat from the collision prevented 99% of near-space
water vapour from condensing, subsequently restricting the ice content of the
ring system of Jupiter.
However, it is suggested that subsequent orbits did take Jupiter through the
‘tail end’ of this increasingly thin icy mist where it collected diminishing
amounts of ice crystals on each occasion until either a) the ice-cloud had
wandered beyond the orbit of Jupiter, b) Jupiter had collected all of the
remaining ice, or c) a combination of both.
Each of the previous scenarios would explain the properties and appearance
of the limited number of rings around Jupiter.
In an enchanting manner Saturn’s ring system also presents itself with
reddish and salmon coloured hues. Does this sound familiar? In my opinion,
because of its ring system this is the most visually beautiful planet in the
Solar System. Of course other planets have ring systems, but Saturn’s rings
are the most prominent and most magnificent in appearance.
*************************************
The rings of Saturn surround the planet at its equator. They do not
touch Saturn. As Saturn orbits the sun, the rings always tilt at the same
angle as the equator.
The seven rings of Saturn consist of thousands of narrow ringlets. The
ringlets are made up of billions of pieces of ice. These pieces range
from ice particles that are the size of dust to chunks of ice that measure
more than 10 feet (3 meters) in diameter.
Saturn's major rings are extremely wide. The outermost ring, for
example, may measure as much as 180,000 miles (300,000 kilometers)
across. However, the rings of Saturn are so thin that they cannot be
seen when they are in direct line with Earth. They vary in thickness
from about 660 to 9,800 feet (200 to 3,000 meters). A space separates
the rings from one another. Each of these gaps is about 2,000 miles
(3,200 kilometers) or more in width. However, some of the gaps
between the major rings contain ringlets.
(Source: http://www.nasa.gov/worldbook/saturn_worldbook.html)
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How many hypotheses are there regarding the origin and function of Saturn’s
rings? I don’t have the answer to this particular question, but I now know
there is one more – mine! Once again following the astral clues I took a close
look at the rings and (via the Internet) visually explored their composition,
structure and arrangement. Then, unbelievably, the answer to how the ring
systems of the entire Solar System were created occurred to me almost
without thought.
Here was another natural and amazingly simple solution to a long-standing
puzzle that had appeared out of nowhere! All I needed to do to was to merely
follow the lead that Jupiter had set. It was such an easy conclusion to make
because of a) the location of Saturn and it’s accompanying rings within the
structure of the Solar System: b) the predominantly ‘ice-based’ composition
of the rings, and c) the ‘reddish hue’ which is apparent across Saturn’s ring
system.
I then asked myself the following question:
‘Apart from the aforementioned visual evidence have there been any
discoveries that might support my observations which relate specifically to
the rings around Saturn?’
In 1981 and 1982, Voyagers 1 and 2 sent back images confirming that
Saturn’s rings were indeed made up of billions of ice particles ranging from
microns to metres in size.
Discovered by Galileo in 1610, the rings stretch across Saturn some 480,000
kilometres …yet they are only metres thick. Why?
There are a number of distinct ‘bands’ within the ring system. Why is this so?
Well, the explanation for how Saturn’s rings (and all of the ring systems of
the Solar System) were created is …simple, and forms a natural part of the
entire stellar event described amongst these pages.
Following the collision between Mars and another planet, Saturn (the second
nearest gas-planet to the site of the collision) developed a consistent orbit
around the Sun, which lasts 29.46 Earth-years. Similar to Jupiter, Saturn’s
orbit crossed the path of the errant dust and ice clouds, collecting some of
this debris within its gravitational pull as it passed through the cloud for the
first time.
The first of Saturn’s rings was born.
Many more rings were added as each consecutive orbit saw Saturn pass
through the dust and ice particles at regular intervals of 29.42 years,
creating another ring, then another, and so on.
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Periodically, Saturn would pass through the area of space where the
outward-bound dust and ice particles had been, only to pass through an
almost empty void in the dust and ice mist.
The cause of this empty ‘gap’ was either a) a natural, empty space within
the cloud of debris or b) that Saturn had ‘removed’ the debris during
previous orbits.
Via the same process Saturn would have subsequently ‘hoovered up’
heavily contaminated ice and dust particles as its orbit took it through the
cloud once again, adding another ‘ring’ of collected ice and dust particles
as it passed by.
This simple concept would explain the variation in the dust/ice composition
of the ring system, and would also explain the existence of the Cassini
Division (which, I predict will not be completely without ice and dust; the
‘Division’ will simply have far less content than the rest of the ring system)
…and this process of ‘ring creation’ would have continued, orbit after orbit
until we could witness the magnificent sight that we have in the night sky
today.
Naturally (and quite predictably) the ‘intensity’ of Saturn’s ring systems
diminishes towards the outer edge of Saturn’s ring system. With most of
the ice/dust debris within the orbit of Saturn now collected by Saturn’s
gravitational forces during earlier, consecutive orbits, there was far less
material to collect during later orbits and ‘thinner’ rings were formed up
until the point where almost no ice and dust particles remained, or what did
remain had passed beyond the orbital range of Saturn.
Replicate this with Uranus and Neptune, and it becomes clear that this, the
‘orbital cycle of solar debris collection’ process is the only explanation
that encompasses in a coherent and viable manner the relationship
between each ring system of size, colour, composition and distance from the
Sun. Another loose end tied up? Perhaps.
I would like to think that this element of my hypothesis also goes some way to
answering longstanding questions about the source of the Kuiper Belt and
the Oort Cloud, which I discuss later.
As an accurate measurement of the duration of Saturn’s orbit is available, I
also predict that when the final number of ‘rings’ around Saturn has been
confirmed it will be a relatively easy task to calculate the date of the
original planetary collision.
I suppose it’s the same as estimating the age of a tree using its ‘rings’. Will it
really prove to be that simple?
Time will tell, of that I am certain.
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During my research I found that only the outer planets have ring systems.
Why is this? Inwardly towards the Sun (from the Asteroid Belt) no ring
systems exist. Why not?
Linked evidence was yet again handed to me on a plate. The apparently
never-ending string of visual clues that are the basis of my hypothesis
once again provided an answer. It is clear to me that there is a perfectly
natural explanation for this unusual stellar arrangement …and just as
naturally my hypothesis embraces this anomaly.
The obvious answer lies in the outward nature of the collision. The force of the
impact was clearly directed away from the Sun.
Having made this observation, it became very clear that further out in the
outer Solar System, away from the site of the planetary collision further
evidence accumulated in a big way.
More gas giants and more ring systems!
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Uranus.
It doesn’t take a huge leap of imagination to understand that the ring
systems of Uranus and Neptune were formed in exactly the same manner
as the ring systems of Saturn and Jupiter. This is not rocket science, nor
should it be because the whole process was simple and quite natural.
Further, credible evidence of this is very abundant and also very, very
clear; a predictable decrease in size of each planetary ring system occurs
in a direct relationship to each outer planet’s distance from the original
collision site.
How can such a decrease of size in ring systems be so predictable?
Once the collision had occurred, the then (newly established) orbits of
Uranus and Neptune would have naturally ‘accessed’ ice and dust that
Jupiter and Saturn had failed to collect during their collective orbital cycles.
The author suggests that both (new) Uranus and (new) Neptune passed
through the ever-expanding, thinning and separating clouds of dust, rock
and ice during the collective orbital sequences of each, resulting in
progressively weaker ring systems for both.
Also, the ring systems of Uranus and Neptune are only meters thick, very
similar to Saturn’s rings. Coincidence?
Uranus is made of mostly molecular hydrogen and helium with a small
amount of methane and traces of hydrocarbons.

Courtesy of NASA

It is generally perceived that the internal structure of Uranus consists of a
rocky core, an icy mantle and an outer gaseous hydrogen/helium envelope.
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Considerably weaker than Saturn’s, Uranus has a very dark ice and rock
based ring system. With more and more being learnt about Uranus I
predict that, in time the ring system of Uranus will be shown to contain
shades of red and brown, probably to a much lesser extent than the false
colour image shown below:

Image credit: NASA

The continued expansion of the reddish debris, dust and ice particle clouds
from the collision site enabled Uranus to capture a quantity of these
materials as it orbited around the Sun, adding a new ring each time.
Predictably, the amount collected would be to a far lesser extent than that of the
two gas planets situated closer to the collision event - Saturn and Jupiter.
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Neptune

Image courtesy of NASA

Neptune’s (predictably) smaller, 5-ring system is composed of materials of
differing sizes such as dust particles as well as large rocks. Another
important finding has occurred as technology has advanced; Neptune (like
Uranus) has also been found to be composed of various ices. Neptune's
atmospheric composition consists of Hydrogen (85%), Helium (13%) and
Methane (2%). Again, there is almost certainly a small core of rocky
material:

Image courtesy of NASA: Lunar and Planetary Institute
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Water, Hydrogen, Helium, rock and ice.
This is not only a predictable mixture; it is something to be expected when
placed within the context of my hypothesis.
Planetary ring systems are not alone in providing further evidence in
support of my hypothesis. Previously, I have explained that Jupiter and the
other three ‘Gas Giants’ - Saturn, Neptune and Uranus (although the latter
two are sometimes referred to as ‘ice giants’ because of the predominance of
ice over gas) consist of an interesting cocktail of gases which, when
compared and combined unquestionably resemble the content of the
atmosphere of Earth.
Another coincidence?
I cannot emphasise enough the need to review the fact that Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune all have ring systems, when none of the inner
planets up to (and including) Mars have any at all. This is another telling piece
of evidence that supports my work. An even further piece of associated
evidence appeared out of nowhere, and again it may be something that has
been recognised before – but not within the context of a series of
interconnected cataclysmic events across our Solar System.
It is of great interest to me that in a Solar System consisting of so
many ‘planets’ that their physical composition is set out in the way that
it is. What I mean by this is the fact that inward from Mars (and the
Asteroid Belt) all of the planets are solid, analogous bodies. Further
away from the Sun than the Asteroid Belt we have an entirely different
set up.
These ‘outer bodies’ have a completely different make-up. They are
gas, ice and (to a much lesser extent) rock. Surely this fact alone
sends out the message that the outer ‘planets’ are interlinked in terms
of their original formation?
There really is no need to over-complicate something that is
genuinely so simple. The outer gas giants appear different
because their formation was in a different manner than that of the
inner, rocky planets.
Up to now I have expressed how and why I believe that the make-up of
the entire Solar System is testament to the bewildering series of findings that
I am presenting here. The next component of my hypothesis involves taking a
close look at those mysterious, inconsistent members of the solar family:
the Moons and satellites of the Solar System.
They also have an enlightening tale to tell.
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The Moons and Satellites of the Solar System.
As I will be discussing Earth’s Moon later I am now going to concentrate on
the Moons and satellites of Mars and outward into the Solar System.
Why do the outer planets have an astonishing number of ‘satellites’ orbiting
them, yet the inner planets have none?
Interestingly, most of the ‘Moons’ and satellites of the Solar System would
just as easily be categorised as asteroids if they were part of the Asteroid
Belt. As they orbit a planet they have somehow become moons or satellites.
Clearly resembling asteroids, most of these moons and satellites have similar
features (such as barren rocky surfaces) - but just look at their distribution!
Assuming the Mars impact occurred the diagram that follows (not to scale!)
speaks volumes in favour of the Mars collision theory:

Curiously, the two inner planets, Mercury and Venus have no Moons or
orbiting satellites.
Earth’s Moon shall later be shown to be unique in our Solar System.
Mars has two satellites, and both are asteroid-like.
In addition to its ring system Jupiter has over 60 orbital ‘companions’, a
similar number to that of Saturn. Uranus has 27 satellites and 13 accompany
Neptune.
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Naturally, the fragmented remnants of Mercury that collided with Mars are
shown in the position where the collision occurred between Mars and Jupiter.
This suggests that there was indeed a planet in the region where the
Asteroid Belt is now situated, and such remnants are exactly what we would
have expected to find if we had witnessed the collision.
Just as naturally, many fragments from the collision were hurtled out into
space to become Moons and satellites of the outer planets once they had
formed. Others escaped this particular fate and headed out into deep space.
Mars itself retained at least two of the pieces of magma jettisoned from the
collision, which were subsequently titled Phobos and Deimos. Phobos and
Deimos appear to be composed of C -type rock, similar to asteroids.
Even today, looking at Phobos it is clear to my senses that this rock was still
in a state of liquefaction from the collision event when the Stickney crater and
the other craters on view were formed.

Courtesy of NASA (Viking 1 orbiter)
The comparatively large size of Phobos (27 by 22 by 18 km) provides an
indication why it is not part of the Asteroid Belt.
Could it be that membership of the Asteroid Belt was determined by size?
Too small and the ejected remnant is on its way to a ring system of an outer
planet; or incorporated within the atmosphere of a newly formed planet; or
propelled on a never ending journey throughout the furthermost extremities
of the Solar System. Too large and some planets might claim it as a satellite
…or it may end up as a periodic comet.
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An additional point I intend incorporating into this expanding, chronological
account of one huge event is that most astronomers believe that comets
consist of frozen water and gases mixed with dust and rocky material.
I have no argument with this.
Unsurprisingly I do have something to say in relation to where they
originated. More on this later.
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Trojan Asteroids.
The curious existence and source of the Trojan asteroids can now be
explained, too. The Trojan asteroids are groups of objects that occupy the
same orbit as various planets in the Solar System (orbiting 60° preceding
and 60° following the planet). In the case of Jupiter, the first group of
Trojan’s is referred to as the ‘Greeks’.

Image courtesy of NASA/Lunar and Planetary Institute
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The Greeks are positioned ahead of Jupiter as it orbits the Sun. The
second group, the Trojans follow behind Jupiter. In the above image the
sharp-eyed reader will have noticed the absence of a third, unusually
situated group of objects - the Hilda’s.
The Hilda’s are another apparently strange collection of bodies made up of
asteroids. They also orbit in front of and behind Jupiter. Puzzlingly they are
to be found in direct opposition to Jupiter as it orbits around the Sun.
Remembering my suggestion that a collision had occurred between Mars
and another planet and that the debris from the collision was catapulted
outwards from the Sun, notice how the volume of asteroids diminishes
once the distance from the Sun exceeds Jupiter’s orbit.
However, the presence of ‘clumps’ of asteroids (such as Trojans) caught
up in the orbit of Mars and Neptune would suggest that other ‘planets’
further out from Jupiter might also acquire a collection of Trojans - although
probably to a lesser extent – and that they will be discovered at some point in
the future.
This is consistent with what I am proposing (i.e. clusters of debris radiating
outwards from a central point, the source being the collision event), and
would also suggest that much of the remaining debris has been ‘lost’ via
the ‘planetary harvesting’ processes described here, drifting out into far
space or perhaps pulled back by the Sun into an orbit of its own to become
short or long period comets, or centaurs (comet-like bodies that orbit among
the gas giants).
Given the orbital similarities that exist between the Trojans of Jupiter and
other planetary Trojans it is tempting to speculate that an association in terms
of origin exists between the three. The author further speculates that if it was
possible to establish a computerised model of triangulation that took into
account the largest bulk of the ‘planetary’ Trojans, the results might reveal
that the original source of each group lies within one specific region of the
Solar System.
Amongst the immense number of asteroids that formed as a result of the
Mars collision the presence of groups of asteroids in isolation should not
come as a surprise. Why not?
The following image highlights one of the ways in which debris expelled
from the collision would have naturally dispersed. Many of the fragments
that had drifted beyond the Asteroid Belt may then have been drawn into
the orbits of Mars and Jupiter with the remaining fragments traveling even
further out into the Solar System to be collected by other planets’ in much
the same way once they crossed these orbits, too.
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The above process would therefore put in place the potential for large
groups of asteroids to be ‘caught up’ in the orbit of Jupiter and other
planets in a manner indicated by the presence of the Trojan clusters.
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The Kuiper Belt:
An anomaly or a natural consequence of the collision?
If this hypothesis is correct (and in keeping with the collision theme
espoused throughout these pages) further evidence of dispersed debris
should be traceable further out from the Sun …and it is.
The Kuiper belt is a sector of the Solar System beyond the known planets. The
Kuiper belt consists mainly of small entities of which, (according to recent
science) the constituent qualities are rock and metal. Once again it interesting
to note that the current, scientific understanding of the Kuiper belt objects is
that they are also composed of frozen components such as water, methane
and ammonia.
It is clear that the source of this mega-elliptical arrangement of space
debris is located at (or near) the centre of our Solar System. It is also clear
that the image below displays characteristics of fragments being hurled
away from the original source (The pronounced gap at the bottom of the
following illustration is due to obscuration by the band of the Milky Way and
can be ignored):

Image courtesy of NASA
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The Oort cloud
Even further away from the site of the collision another set of expelled
astral debris can be found; the Oort cloud.
In the early 1900’s, research was carried out by Ernst Öpik, who was an
astronomer and an astrophysicist that postulated a suspicion that longperiod comets originated at the outermost edge of the Solar System. His
findings led him to suggest that these comets came from within a distant
orbiting cloud.
Today, it is generally accepted that the Oort cloud's objects began their
existence much closer to the Sun and as a consequence of gravitational
interaction with the young gas giants they were ejected the into the vast
elliptic or parabolic orbits we see today.
The latter part of this statement is not too dissimilar to what I am
suggesting, and puts the origination of the Oort cloud within the proximity of
the collision site.

Image Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC-Caltech)

The Oort cloud hypothesis suggests that the cloud is the final phase of the
dispersal of trillions of icy segments of various sizes.
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The Oort cloud consists of trillions of icy ‘objects’?
This is a very interesting assumption and because of its predictability in terms
of content, composition, dispersal, trajectory and location the Oort cloud
would be another perfectly natural outcome of The Impact And Exit Event.
I have no doubt that the Oort cloud will some day be confirmed as outwardbound remnants of the Mars collision.
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Section 3: Earth - The Impact Event
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Earth.
Having totally rewritten the currently accepted understanding of the
creation of almost all ‘planets’ within our Solar System (and upset
countless individuals along the way), I have now discovered that most of
the geological features visible across the surface of our own planet can be
used to prove that centuries-old perceptions of how the continents, islands,
seas and oceans of Earth were created are incorrect.
On the face of it the cause, appearance, variety, complexity and sheer
number of geological features around the surface of Earth appear
unconnected. However, when these features are observed as a collective
and placed within the context of this hypothesis Earth itself presents a
compelling argument that I suggest reveals a startling version of events
on such a scale (and across an area of such magnitude) that the rationale
behind my hypothesis simply cannot be ignored, without at the very least
further interrogation by others.
The onset of major technological advances during the past 20 years has left
many evolutionist and catastrophic theories of bygone days resembling little
more than fanciful ideas based upon erroneous assumptions (however well
intended they may have been).
Access to new information across the sciences has opened up whole new
areas of research from which emerged (for example) surprising discoveries of
new-life forms in the depths of the oceans and amazing images of the birth
of galaxies far out in space.
Access to just a few of these new technologies has enabled me to uncover
(via the Internet) information and evidence supporting the argument put
forward within the pages of The Impact and Exit Event; that a huge
remnant from a near-space planetary collision collided with Earth in
such a manner that it shook the very foundation of our planet so badly that
it almost ripped it apart.
At precisely the same moment this event completely redefined the surface
features and size of our planet and established the continents, islands,
oceans and seas that we are all familiar with today.
Within a time-span of seconds, life on Earth altered forever.
Similar to what has been presented to the reader up to this point, what
follows is clearly going to unsettle many who read ‘The Impact and Exit
Event’. This is simply because the content of this book is outside many
currently accepted ‘realities’.
All of the evidence I have presented up to this point is real and tangible. It is
visual, rational and consistent.
I have previously referred to the extensive amount of time I have spent
closely scrutinising images of the surface of Mars.
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Curiously, this is the very same planet that has, throughout history been
referred to as:
· The Red Planet;
· The God of War;
· The Angry Planet;
· The Mountain God;
· The King Of The World;
· The King Of Combat;
and…
· A Warrior
The above reference to the assortment of names given to Mars is just a
tiny fragment of a huge amount of historical, anecdotal and written works
that have been laid down in the past. As this kind of evidence is mostly
‘passed down’ via tradition, ancient writings, legend, word of mouth etc. it
is often open to wide interpretation by individuals and as a consequence
sometimes loses its integrity over time. This is why I have decided to omit
any further references to such information and utilise hard visual evidence,
which I believe that given time will be very difficult to refute.
I hope that the reader is beginning to realise that, over time and without
realising it I have stumbled upon a very interesting catalogue of events that
very definitely appear to be connected. Once I had placed these events
within a timeline I was more than a little surprised. I also became
increasingly intrigued by what was emerging.
Upon digesting the information that I had compiled to date it became
clear to me that I was looking at strong evidence that Mars and Earth had
indeed been involved in truly catastrophic events at some point in the past.
Following on from this (in much the same way as everything that had gone
before during my research) the direction of the next phase of my everexpanding hypothesis was once again placed before me.
As I sought a logical consequence of The Impact and Exit Event a truly
staggering development presented itself. Yet again, I found a verification of
the latest assumptions I had made within minutes.
The visual evidence was absolutely undeniable, I had discovered another
quite astonishing series of events of major significance and I once again
found myself being taken on a journey of discovery that seemed beyond
my control.
I followed eagerly and with great anticipation!
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Mega impact.
Once I began studying the surface area of the Earth with the same
intensity as I had studied Mars, I quickly realised that the evidence I was
finding was becoming very difficult to dismiss as simply the product of my
fertile imagination (which was a concern of mine throughout the earlier part
of my research).
The evidence is there, and it is there for all to see if they choose to look.
When I looked further, I found plenty!
The next element of my amazing journey involved the unmistakable
narrative entombed within the geological features of Earth. My first
breakthrough came when I studied the relationship between the Gulf of
Mexico & Caribbean Sea region with the massive Rocky Mountain Range.
Once again the visual clues led the way…
Using available, easily accessible evidence I found that there is indeed a
fascinating correlation between the geographical course which links the
‘cause’ of Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico to the apparently ‘in-line’
emergence of the Rocky Mountains, the geological properties of the entire
Rocky Mountain Range and the continuation of this magnificent formation
as it heads northwest through North America into Canada and onward to
Alaska and beyond - with dramatic effect, as the reader will soon discover.
I was also aware that many individuals had put forward Earth impact
theories, so I decided to research what had been previously proposed to
see if any theories would correspond with mine. None did.
My hypothesis involved something that was way, way beyond any that had
been proposed before. In fact, the hypothesis you are reading almost
beggars belief (so much so that the author sometimes had trouble taking it
all in).
Pioneers of any ‘impact catastrophes’ have had plenty of scope to embellish
their speculation. All over the world there are craters that indeed appear to
have been caused by an unwelcome visit from extra-terrestrial chunks of
rock sometime in the past.
For the most part the level of damage caused by these craters are
localised and the effects on planet Earth, although significant were limited
to a relatively short term. Given the size of the impact necessary to
generate the energy required to reshape our planet (more later…), there
really are only two sites of any significance, and what significance!
When researching sites around the globe where impact craters exist my
attention was brought to the Chicxulub Crater, which is half-buried under
the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. The other half is submerged, stretching
out into the Gulf of Mexico. It has been speculated that the impactor that
formed the crater was around 10-20 km in diameter.
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There has been discussion amongst scientists to try and establish if there
was a single impact or whether the Chicxulub impactor was perhaps one of a
number that may have hit the Earth at the same time. This immediately
attracted my attention.
There is evidence that suggests that the Chicxulub impactor crater was
formed as an after effect of a much larger impact event, and the reader will
find that this is an argument I certainly subscribe to. I believe that there
was indeed a far larger impact that immediately preceded the Chicxulub
event.
However, what really caught my eye about the Chicxulub event was the
literal Maya translation of the name Chicxulub, which means "Tail Of The
Devil." I can relate to the expression ‘Tail of the Devil’ because this fits
neatly with my findings (and what I am proposing) simply because it raises
the question: If Chicxulub was the tail of the devil, then where was the
‘head’ of the Devil?
My research informed me that the main impactor in my hypothesis was
indeed the ‘head’ of the devil, entering into the Earth’s crust creating what is
now the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea, although I suggest to the
reader that even the Chicxulub crater does not come close to meeting the
requirements of my hypothesis. It is simply too small.
Before I continue I have sketched out below what I believe to be the
preimpact orbiting conditions within which a considerably smaller Earth
than today revolved around the Sun. As you can see, I believe that the
pre-impact Earth orbited the Sun in a predictable, natural manner with its
north/south axis perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic. The Earth’s
equator was also aligned with the plane of the ecliptic, and prior to impact the
Earth rotated in the same direction as it does today.
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The size of the impactor of my hypothesis must have been enormous
compared to today’s estimates of the scale of the Chicxulub impactor.
The evidence I have discovered points to two - possibly three impactors
colliding with the Earth almost instantaneously, creating the entire area
known as the Gulf Of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. Here is a sketch
showing my interpretation of the location of the impact site at the moment of
impact:

This impact occurred just before the second, then the third powerful strikes
that hit the Earth slightly further southeast in the region of the Caribbean
Sea. Here is a satellite image of the site of impact in my hypothesis.

Images courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Center: NOAA Satellite and Information Service
From :http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/image/2minrelief.html
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Note the definite depressions in the ocean floor over which the Gulf of
Mexico and the Caribbean Sea are situated. This is in clear variance to the
widely recognised correlation between the east coast of North & South
America, west Europe and West Africa, and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
Something must have happened here in the past on a truly massive scale
to cause such an anomaly.
At this time please also refer to the elongated mountainous area bottom
right of centre in the previous image. This is a geological feature that is
quite revealing, which I will discuss later.
During further research into impact theories I learnt of a number of
individuals who proposed that the age of the dinosaur was brought to an
end following an extra-terrestrial impact, leaving behind the K-T Boundary.
The K-T Boundary (discovered in 1980 by Luis Alvarez and his team) is a
geologically thin signature of the Earth’s crust found to contain levels of
iridium many times greater than normal. As iridium is normally extremely rare
in Earth’s crust yet abundant in most asteroids and comets Alvarez
concluded that an asteroid had collided with the Earth, creating the K-T
boundary. Of course there have been attempts to date this fascinating
layer. Estimates place its creation at some 65.5 million years ago. I
struggle to comprehend such a time-span. Can dating of such a remote
event really be relied upon? What if an impact event was so huge it had the
capacity to alter the chemical composition of rock long after its original
creation? Would (for example) this provide the potential for the unexpected
degradation of isotopes, perhaps leading to the fallibility of these and other
dating techniques?
I don’t know too much about dating methods so I think I’ll stop right here except to say that I would have thought that the rocks being dated would
need to be in the same pristine condition as they were when they were first
created, otherwise surely any impact event would have the potential to
contaminate such rocks, undermining any degree of accuracy?
Having explored the visual evidence supporting a much larger impact than
has ever previously been recognised I then asked myself another, logical
question:
What would I expect to find if Earth had suffered an impact to generate
enough energy to uplift the entire ‘Rockies’ mountain system in a matter of
seconds? What I found within minutes was simply amazing; visual evidence
of a catastrophic event that has never before been recognised, let alone
discussed amongst the sciences; evidence of the Earth expanding and
almost splitting apart; the instant creation of the Peruvian (and other)
mountain ranges of South America and, unbelievably the uplifting and
depositing of most (if not all) of the mountains across the Earth in the
blinking of an eye.
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The Earth did not just decide it was time to separate and create the Atlantic
Ocean; some kind of mechanical event made this happen and, with the
huge amount of supporting visible and complementary evidence available it
would appear that there could only have been one cause: a mega impact on a
scale almost beyond our imagination.
There are countless images available on the Internet similar to those
shown below, each of which provides visual evidence of the similarities
between the continental coastlines either side of the Atlantic Ocean:

(1) Map showing the similarities between
coastlines either side of the Atlantic Ocean.

(3) Map showing what would be a
missing profile of matching continental
coastlines either side of the Atlantic
Ocean. It is the Gulf of Mexico region
and is the scene of the main impact in
my hypothesis.
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(2) ‘Similar’ coastlines highlighted.

(4) The location of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is
highlighted in white (above). Note that the
coastline of the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean
Sea region is not reflected in the ‘profile line’ of
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. If the Gulf Of Mexico
region existed prior to the impact event it
would encircle the shaded area as shown.

(5) This image also highlights how the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the coast of west
Africa would appear if the Gulf Of Mexico
region was a ‘pre-separation’ geological
feature, with the added definition of the
shaded areas altering the shape of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge significantly.

(6) If the Gulf Of Mexico region was indeed
part of an ‘original’, pre-separation continent,
the undersea profile of its severance from
west Africa would have been clearly visible
along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge similar to the
way in which other, ‘corresponding’ coastlines
east, west, north and south of the Atlantic can
be viewed today ~ but it is not. Why not?

The previous 6 images courtesy of NASA (My additions)

It is undeniable that the continental coastlines either side of the Atlantic

Ocean are very similar in appearance. Additionally, flora and fauna on the
southwest coast of Africa are found in southeast South America, and
discoveries have been made which demonstrate that rock formations and
mineral deposits are also similar along the two coastlines.
When one combines the above information with bathymetric images that
reveal evidence of a widening of the ocean floor there can be only one
logical conclusion; at some point in the past the Atlantic Ocean and the
entire east-west Atlantic continental divide did not exist.
The logical consequence of this is the possibility that a much larger
continent existed previously. This is something that has been accepted for
some time now, as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge widening process is an integral
component of the plate tectonics theory of ‘shifting’, ‘floating’ and ‘colliding’
continents.
Given the evidence I have uncovered I feel a strong urge to advocate
caution at this point - in terms of current belief systems, because the
reader will discover that visual (and other) evidence I am about to present
strongly suggests that the geological surface features of the North/South
America’s and the European/African continents (and elsewhere on the
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planet) did not in any way resemble the geology of the present day …and
that they were originally joined together to form a large portion of a much
smaller Earth.
A mechanism other than plate tectonics was to create the features of the
Earth that we are all so familiar with today. This mechanism was The
Impact And Exit Event and will (hopefully) encourage lively debate for
some time to come.
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Section 4: The Impact And Exit Event
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The Impact and Exit Event.
Initially, the series of incidents contained within The Impact and Exit Event
may, to the reader appear to be of a chaotic nature.
However, closer study has revealed that all elements of The Impact and
Exit Event are indeed connected and, just as importantly they are also very
predictable.
A relapse by the reader at this point into past ‘realities’ will undoubtedly
censor the new reality presented here and no doubt cloud the mind.
Fortitude is required from this point on, and before I continue I would like to
remind the reader of the ‘before and after’ scenario relating to my hypothesis.
I believe that establishing this at this point will enable the reader to
mentally picture the scenario leading up to the impact (as stated earlier in
these pages) and the way in which Earth was totally altered once The
Impact and Exit Event had occurred.
Firstly we had a much smaller Earth, which was orbiting around the Sun in a
perfectly natural manner, with its north/south axis perpendicular to the Sun:

Then, following a shuddering jolt from a high-speed impactor the Earth
expanded rapidly and was rocked off its original axis, settling on today’s
23.45-degree axis.
The following sketch reveals the way in which I propose the position of Earth
was altered in the aftermath (which is what we have today):
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At this point I would be failing the reader if I did not include a third sketch.
After all, I did mention that before continuing I was going to provide a
‘before and after’ scenario.
It may have gone unnoticed that the both previous images did not include
the Moon and its orbit around Earth. This is because the story of our
nearest celestial neighbour is another element of (and closely intertwined
with) The Impact and Exit Event.
With this in mind I have produced another sketch that indicates the
anomalous orbital plane of the Moon in relation to Earth and the plane of
the ecliptic.

It should be noted however that, once it had settled on its new angle of
rotation Earth was a much larger entity than before the impact occurred.
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Further to providing the previous ‘before and after’ scenario’s I have also
put together two sketches that provide the reader with an overview of the
entire ‘Impact and Exit Event’.
I hope this will be a useful reference when I bombard you with the
observations to come, as they will no doubt come as a major surprise! The
first surprise will undoubtedly be the biggest, so here is my attempt to
sketch the entire Impact and Exit Event:

Another sketch reveals my interpretation of how The Impact and Exit Event
would appear from above the (original) North Pole:
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Now that I have shocked the reader into a state of complete numbness, I
will provide the opportunity for you to access unambiguous visual evidence to
support my claims.
Hopefully the reader has access to the Internet. Using Google Earth, copy the
following coordinates into the ‘Fly To’ box:
19.12n 83.27w
Once the site is located (usually on ‘full zoom’), the reader should ‘zoom
out’ until the following region appears:

Image courtesy of NASA

The impact site is located at the centre of the image. We refer to it today as
the Gulf Of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. The site of the Chicxulub
impact crater is slightly northwest of centre, on the Yucatan peninsula.
In an attempt to provide continuity it seems appropriate at this point to
discuss the issue of angle of impact or approach trajectory of the incoming
mass.
Generally speaking, when attempting to explain the effects of an impact
theory, images and animations indicate the angle of impact between 90
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degree ‘full on impacts’ and maybe 45-degree impacts. We should be
grateful that this never happened in this case!
Luckily (an understatement if ever there was one) the Earth suffered an
impact via a shallow angle.
Can I be so sure? Yes.
How?
I can now reveal evidence that indicates the angle of the largest impact event
in the history of our planet, and in doing so a new, quite sensational
hypothesis will emerge - one that has, at its very centre highly visible
evidence (another really interesting observation I made at this point was
the astonishing implications that the angle of impact had for yet
another amazing series of discoveries. These are discussed in later
chapters).
With particular regard to both the impact and the exit elements of my
theory, the occurrence of a shallow impact event and a mega-powerful exit
event easily explains why the Rocky Mountains have an uplifted, ‘jagged’
appearance while the South American Andes mountain range, the
Himalayas and the Alps all display much higher levels of metamorphism (e.g.
folded rock formations).
This was a key piece of information and it also provided confirmation to me
that I was indeed ‘on the right track’. More on this later.
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Did the oceans rescue planet Earth from oblivion?
Absolutely.
As the entire Impact and Exit Event unfolded, the Earth was heading for
total disintegration. Without the natural characteristic for the need for water
to ‘find it’s own level’ it is safe to say that our planet would have
disintegrated completely following The Impact and Exit Event.
With the assistance of tsunami’s and floods way beyond anything
experienced in known history, the oceans of the world collaborated to halt
the very destruction of our only home. As bad as things were for
humankind (if our species was around at that time) we were still a very,
very lucky species to survive - as were any other species for that matter.
The impactor split the surface as it slammed into the planet, delivering
(literally) an earth-shattering blow against the direction of the Earth’s
rotation. The forward momentum of the impactor took with it huge sections
of the Earth’s surface, leaving behind rapidly widening (north to south)
fissures to the east and west of what became North and South America as
the planet rapidly increased in size. It was at this moment in time from
which the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean’s originated.
The impact element of my hypothesis is also the reason we have the coast
of western Africa shaped the way it is. A force as yet unrecognised by
geologists and other scientists across the world shaped this and the
eastern & western coasts of South America. The Impact and Exit Event
hypothesis explains how these two continents (and others around the
world) became fashioned and in doing so adds significant strength to my
argument.
So, just how did these two continents get their shape?
Again, it is all about timing.
Once the impactor had disappeared under the surface of the Earth’s crust,
the energy released back out into the atmosphere was immense. The
outward force of this energy threw up at least one huge column of ejected
magma from within the interior of Earth (try throwing a rock into water and
watch what happens).
Now, here is where the ‘timing’ element comes in; as the impactor hurtled
through and out of the opposite side of the planet, the eastern ‘Atlantic
Ocean’ fracture was just beginning to open up (see following sketch).
In almost the same moment the impactor burst through the Earth’s crust at
the site of the exit event (not shown). On the impact side of Earth all that
would have occurred at this point in time would have been the initial split in
the Earth’s crust created by the force of impact. There was no Africa, no
Europe, no Asia …just an emerging fracture in the surface of the Earth to
the east and crustal uplift to the northwest of the impact site.
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In my mind I can visualise what the impact event must have looked like,
and I have reproduced this (very loosely) in the following sketches.
Each sketch portrays an exaggerated moment in the timeline of the impact
event. I have omitted to draw in any of the ejecta columns around the
impact area nor have I reproduced any debris deposited from the exit
event, which would by now have settled in the region, as the emphasis for
this series of drawings is to explain the process that created the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans. See also how the Earth’s axis alters in just a short
period of time. Below is a sketch that shows the moment of impact.

The entire Impact and Exit Event occurred so quickly that the northern
hemisphere was, by now already covered with fallen debris and collapsed
magma columns that had been flung upwards and westwards by the
incredible momentum of the exit event (shown in later sketches).
It was also at this point that the magma column ejected outwards from the
impact site slammed back onto the surface of the Earth creating a rupture
along which the original fissure continued to extend (see following sketch).
This magma column is visible today as the Andes mountain range on the
west coast of South America.
The reader may choose to use www.geoplayer.com/gateways/earth.html in
order to further scrutinise my observations. This will be possible with or
without the use of the bathymetry facility at the website. However, the use of
bathymetry undoubtedly clarifies the source of the Andes mountain
range as the impact site - i.e. the Gulf of Mexico.
The following image represents the impact site just a few seconds after impact.
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Note (in the image above and the two that follow) the way in which the
early Atlantic Ocean floor is formed rapidly as the Earth begins to open up
along with two smaller fissures that were created by the westward force of
impact.
An additional fracture in the Earth’s crust appeared to the northwest of the
impact site as the impactor passed underneath (white arrow). The shape of
the west coast of Africa and the south east coast of the Americas has
begun to appear. This is because the sheer force of the fallen ‘Andes’
magma column (thick black arrows in previous sketch) put tremendous
pressure on the Earth’s crust off to the east, splitting it along a similar shape
to join the fracture created by the falling magma column further south (see
following sketch).
The small, numerous arrows (above) indicate the rapid flow of magma
escaping from underneath the combined entire north/south fissure to create
the Pacific Ocean.
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The two smaller fissures that lacked the tensile forces required to enable
them to extend can be seen today as the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf.
The downward pressure of the falling Andes magma column also split the
Earth’s crust along the entire length where it fell. This released incredible
volumes of magma westwards and combined with the rupture further north
facilitated the rapid expansion of the Earth to create the Pacific Ocean
floor.
The speed of expansion of the main fissures, coupled with enormous
sideways tearing forced an additional rupture in the Earth’s crust off to the
east. Close scrutiny of bathymetric imaging of the ocean floor in this region
revealed that under these phenomenal pressures a part of the crust broke
away from the westward-headed landmass, remaining in place to become
what we now refer to as Madagascar (see previous and below).

As it reeled from the impact, Earth found a new axis some 23.45-degrees
from the vertical, much larger than it had been prior to The Impact and Exit
Event:
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I believe that visual and recorded scientific evidence (when combined and
re-assessed) supports this hypothesis completely and reveals that the
oceans across the world were created rapidly as a direct result of the
impact event. As the Earth expanded, the crust split still further, allowing
more and more magma to escape under pressure. This assisted the
expansion of Earth and separated the continents directly adjacent to these
fissures even further.
Close scrutiny of the ocean floor using bathymetric mapping will enable the
reader to view the way in which Earth expanded. The way in which our
planet expanded is recorded in great detail in the form of ‘expansion lines’ or
‘scour marks’ all across the ocean floor globally.
Fortunately, the potentially destructive and rapid rate of expansion and
disintegration of the Earth’s surface (into what eventually became the
Atlantic, Pacific, Indian and Southern ocean floors) was almost
immediately halted via a water-induced congealing process. This occurred
immediately following impact via the simultaneous submersion and cooling
of the rapidly emerging interior of the planet by immeasurable amounts of
water displaced from elsewhere on the planet during the unfolding turmoil.
As previously discussed, at the moment of impact huge fissures opened
up along the entire length of the Earth (north-south) originating east and
northwest of the impact site.
The incredible ejecta column that was released collapsed back to Earth
and created the Andes mountain range, pushing down the surface of the
Earth to enable a huge section of the Earth’s crust to drift away eastwards
(now Africa and western Europe).
This process then allowed magma from the Earth’s interior to well upwards
in wave after wave along the length of the fissures that were opening up
around the globe as Earth expanded.
The impact, combined with the sudden parting of the Earth’s crust and the
consequential global drainage into these voids would have undoubtedly
created turmoil throughout the existing seas and oceans of that time.
What were previously ocean floors would have - almost instantaneously become dry land. Evidence of the rapid drainage of trillions of gallons of
water would be left behind.
The churning, swirling power of the world’s most powerful natural
medium, water would wreak havoc as sea levels across the entire planet
fell dramatically. Take a look at the following section of Earth’s surface,
the origins of which continue to puzzle many researchers today:
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Courtesy of NASA

This image could easily represent a rapidly emptying section of a
beach - but this is of course the Grand Canyon from space.
I am suggesting that the scale and speed of water erosion is the only
difference between the two. This is because to me the substantial
displacement of ‘sediments’ across the entire peripheral land surface
around the central feature, the Colorado River replicates a perfectly
natural, everyday occurrence on less compacted soils.
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It is largely agreed that water erosion was the cause of the topography of
the area - what differs, in my opinion is the scale of drainage.
The Washington Scablands is another case in point. Clearly the result of
another example of massive water displacement, the Scablands have
nonetheless generated much debate about how they were formed. The
Impact and Exit hypothesis also provides solutions to this conundrum.
Also, at precisely the point within The Impact and Exit Event timeline that
crustal uplift should have occurred - we find evidence of it. This uplift
occurred as the impacting mass disappeared under northwest America,
Canada and Alaska, forcing upward the surface of the Earth as it passed
underneath.
The result was a catalogue of different, yet interlinked surface features that
provided evidence of uplift, water-based erosion, displacement and
sedimentation on a truly massive scale.
With monumental levels of water disruption, the oceans under which the
entire region had been previously submerged colluded with the chaotic
conditions that had just been unleashed by the impact event.
Entire ocean currents were to rebound back toward the uplifted Rocky
Mountains. The runoff channels from these titanic tidal surges are also
very easily identified when one cares to look. Scientists and researchers
have for generations recognised the presence of such evidence without
realising the origination of it.
Once again, the author recommends that the reader study very closely
mapping evidence wherever you may find it.
During (and immediately following) The Impact and Exit Event the waters of
the Earth roared back and forth delivering unbelievable power and
destruction.
Throughout the turmoil the waters poured back into newly formed chasms,
then receded only to return, then to recede again …and again …and again.
Following the initial uplifting of ocean floor that is now the region covered
by the plains of North America, the next phase of the impact event rapidly
took place; this was the introduction of seismic shockwaves produced by
the subterranean mass.
In the blink of an eye, and much more powerful than the initial uplifting of
seabed’s, these shocks forced upwards the entire mid-north to northwest
sections of the Rocky Mountains.
Pushing a blunted pencil just under the surface of a hard-boiled egg
produces similar results; the surface is cracked open and forced upwards
from the force of the pencil as it passes underneath.
This is quite easy to see when comparing the acute difference between the
entire Rocky Mountain range and land to the east of the continental divide,
which escaped the full underground force of the impact event.
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When studying the following image the reader may also recognise (to the
east of the Rockies) clear evidence of the remnants of water channeling
caused by the massive drainage event in the direction of the arrows:

Above and following images courtesy of NASA/JPL (My additions)

In the next image I have highlighted the presence of a number of additional
huge drainage channels:
Hudson Bay

Banff

*
Additional,
huge
drainage
channels
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Shortly afterwards, the oceans and seas of the Earth would, quite naturally
and very quickly have found their natural levels to expose completely
different surface features across the entire planet.
In addition to the release of an extremely complex cocktail of gases, the
event would also have released tsunamis on an unimaginable scale.
Tremendous volumes of displaced water would also have crashed over
and into the rapidly widening Atlantic and Pacific Ocean fissures, enabling
the freshly erupted magma to cool quickly forming a new, thickening crust
(i.e. the ocean floor). This would account for the anomalies relating to
ocean floor sedimentation that perplexes scientists today.
Although present day eruptions are on a much smaller scale than The
Impact and Exit Event, the process of rapidly cooling magma quickly
forming a new ‘crust’ is a common sight around the world.
Today, we can see these magma-cooling processes in action wherever
volcanic eruptions occur, especially when they occur underwater. The author
suggests that the concept of a fractured, rapidly widening (then cooling)
ocean floor should not come as a surprise to the reader, given our current
knowledge and experience of such information. After all, this is what we
see happening along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge presently.
The fracture created by the fallen Andes magma column (and the
corresponding damage to the Earth’s crust caused by other massive,
falling ejecta columns) formed some of what I believe are erroneously
referred to as ‘divergent boundaries’ and ‘converging tectonic plates’. If water
had not intervened, I believe that the upward force of escaping magma
would not have receded and the surface of our planet would have expanded
exponentially, delivering complete disintegration once the reduction of the
internal composition of Earth (and therefore its ability to support the
external existing crust) had reached a critical state. Earth was lucky. Once
‘cooled’ by the incoming waters the main fissures that had been created by
the impact event slowed and solidified, reducing the rate of outflow of internal
magma to a fraction of its original output. These smaller, volcanic eruptions
are remnants of The Impact and Exit Event and are the subject of detailed
research along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in the Atlantic and volcanic islands of
the Pacific Ocean and elsewhere. Additional, almost fatal incisions into the
Earth’s crust followed immediately as the devastatingly powerful down-thrust
of collapsing magma columns (and other debris from impact and exit ejecta)
violently slammed back onto the surface of the planet.
Presently, these and other damaged sections of the Earth’s crust also
continue to spew out lava at a far slower rate via smaller venting
occurrences, and we see these manifested today as land-based volcanic
eruptions.
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Interestingly, this would be a perfectly natural consequence of my
hypothesis; a predictable series of weak points in the Earth’s crust through
which internal magma continues to escape, and later I will provide visual
information to support this.
I would like to think that what I have discussed (and sketched out)
previously will provide the reader with a plausible, alternative process that
created the oceans of the world, and that the creation of these was part of
a much larger series of almost instant, world-changing events. The
outcome was very quick, very violent and is easily visible to anyone who
cares to look closely.
Today, long after the whole process of expansion of the Earth’s surface
had cooled (eliminating the self perpetuating capability for widening itself),
visible evidence is available which confirms that the ocean formation
process outlined in this chapter did indeed slow down rapidly soon after it
had been set in motion by the impact event.
A simple observation relating to the ocean floor either side of the north and
south Americas reveals an undeniable truth. Prior to revealing further
details it is necessary to firstly imagine the process through which the
oceans were formed via a ‘mini-timeline’.
As previously discussed, once the impact event had occurred the fissures
it created began opening up. This in turn allowed magma from with the
Earth to surge outwards. A combination of internal pressure, the fallen
Andes magma column and a rapidly expanding (north/south) fracture then
‘forced open’ the crust of the Earth. It is this element of the process that
creates a puzzle for scientists today, the answer to which has proven
elusive - unless consideration is given to The Impact and Exit Event.
If the oceans of the world had indeed been formed as a result of the rapid
opening up of a gigantic north/south split in the Earths crust then I would
have expected to find what is currently regarded as an anomaly on the
ocean floor – a corresponding lack of sedimentary deposition.
It has long been recognised that on the floor of the oceans either side of
the American continents levels of sedimentation is wildly different than
what millions of years of deposition should have laid down. This could
mean one of two things; a) the oceans are much, much younger than
previously estimated, or b) the oceans were created very, very quickly.
The author suggests that both outcomes impart the surprising truth that the
oceans were created extremely rapidly during The Impact and Exit Event
and that this happened in the not too distant past (arriving at a particular
period in time will have to be the subject of another lengthy period of
research - and another publication).
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Professor M. Ewing of Columbia University published a document entitled
‘Propagation of Sound in the Ocean’ in 1948, which was a report on findings
from research works undertaken by him and his team at various locations
across the Atlantic Ocean (either side of the Mid Atlantic Ridge). Professor
Ewing was interested in (amongst other things) the use of sonar to establish
the depth of sediments on the ocean floor.
During his research he was surprised to find that in contrast to the long held
belief of the time that the Atlantic Ocean floor should be covered in a thick
layer of sedimentation (set down during millions of years of Atlantic ocean
widening), the reality was that the sedimentation was extremely thin. In many
places it was less than 100 feet thick.
What is so surprising about this is that in the areas where Professor Ewing
carried out his work the sedimentation actually told an intriguing story. The
scientists of the day were confident that the estimated age of the ocean floor
guaranteed that sedimentation would be extremely thick. This is because
sedimentation in the Atlantic consists of the remains of tiny fish, animals and
other matter that had been suspended in its cold, motionless depths only to
eventually sink onto the ocean floor over time. Theoretically, these remains
should have been plentiful …and thick, given the anticipated tremendous
timescales involved in the slow creation of the Atlantic Ocean floor either side
of the Mid Atlantic Ridge.
The reality was somewhat different, and in the absence of any definitive answer
as to why this anomaly was present on the ocean floor Professor Ewing could
only describe it as ‘a riddle’.
To have very shallow sedimentation either side of the Mid Atlantic Ridge must
surely mean that the Atlantic Ocean floor widened at a faster rate than has
been previously thought, or that the other, equally plausible conclusion I am
proposing here (that the widening process also happened far more recent than
is generally accepted) occurred. Separately or together, both scenarios would
produce the same results; shallow sedimentation exactly where Professor
Ewing found them – in the basins either side of the Mid Atlantic Ridge.
Take a look at the bathymetric images of the Atlantic Ocean floor and imagine
that the Atlantic Ocean did indeed widen rapidly either side of the Mid Atlantic
Ridge and I’m confident that you will also come to the realisation that this is the
only explanation that can be found which provides a perfectly natural solution to
how this virtually sediment-free ocean floor was created. Hopefully, just as I do
you will also believe that this concept is worthy of further detailed investigation.
Given the wide variation in arguments that (for example) it has taken
anything between 200 million years to less than 10,000 years to form the
Atlantic Ocean I do not think that anything I have included within these
pages to be unreasonable.
The difference is that I am providing visual and geological evidence to back
up my hypothesis.
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In fact, the reader may have noticed that throughout these pages I have
not made any attempt to date any of the happenings contained within The
Impact and Exit Event hypothesis. This is because I believe that the
science of rock dating (for example) remains unreliable simply because of
the unimaginable time scales involved (I refer to my earlier comments on
the effect that an event of this magnitude would have on attempts to date
the geology of the Earth in certain regions). For the age of a rock to be
accurately determined using any scientific method then surely the rock
concerned must have remained in its original pristine state? The Impact
and Exit Event would have drastically altered the composition of the crust
of the Earth over its entire surface.
As if to underpin my argument, as recently as April 2008 yet another
revision has been made regarding the accuracy of argon-argon dating. To
some (including myself) this will be seen as an improvement in the
technology used. However, such important strides also serve to undermine
the reliability of previous rock dating methods.
There is no doubt that at some time in the future this, the latest innovation
will be replaced by a claim that the April 2008 accuracy is out of date and an
even greater level of dating supersedes it.
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The dramatic impact of the first ejecta columns.
At the moment of impact in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea region,
upon the instant release of immense pressure a huge column of Earth’s
internal magma was catapulted back outwards and upwards as the
impactor disappeared under the surface of the Earth (rather like the aftereffects of throwing a rock into a lake; a column of water is ejected back out
and upwards immediately following the disappearance of the rock
underwater).
I have earlier referred to this as the ‘Andes magma column’ for reasons
you are about to discover. During the impact event this enormous column
exploded upwards at an incredible rate, to an incredible height and with
incredible volume. Once this column had reached the zenith of its
trajectory, gravity took hold and pulled this rapidly cooling emission back to
Earth.
The collapsing mass of molten rock slammed back into the surface of the
Earth in the opposite direction to the trajectory of the impactor (in a
southerly direction) leaving behind the igneous and/or metamorphic
mountain ranges of southwest America; Columbia, Ecuador, Peru and
Chile. Later, I will reveal evidence supporting my assertion that the
furthermost end of this collapsing magma column stretched further south to
create what is now Antarctica.
If the aforementioned scenario had unfolded I would have expected to find
evidence to support the concept that a huge volume of magma had
crashed down onto the Earth’s surface. Once again it was there. Just a
simple, fully expected consequence of what had gone before.
The Earth’s crust is relatively thin. It sits on a mantle that is softer than the
crust. What would you expect to happen when such a large amount of
magma crashed back onto the Earth’s surface? I would, at the very least
expect some damage to have occurred to the Earth’s crust, and it did.
All along the western edge of the (now collapsed) Andes magma column
there are what many refer to as boundaries of ‘tectonic plates’ (i.e. the
eastern edge of the ‘Nazca plate’ and a section of the northwestern edge
of the ‘Antarctic plate’).
My interpretation is somewhat different. I do not see converging tectonic
plates. I see monumental damage caused to Earth’s crust by the
collapsed Andes magma column. I see what can best be described as a
huge ‘crack’ in the Earth’s crust caused by the immense downward
pressures that were imparted as magma fell onto the surface of the Earth.
I would even go a little further and state that the force of impact
(downwards) of the collapsing magma column not only split the Earth’s
crust; it also rebounded upwards and settled back on top of the adjacent
(westerly) section of the Earth’s crust.
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What is commonly perceived to be a ‘subduction zone’ is, in my view the
water-cooled remnants of the rapid outpouring of Earth’s internal magma in
a westerly direction as it surged out from underneath the fallen Andes
magma column. This is completely opposite to what today’s science
suggests. The eruption of magma along the entire length of this fissure
then enabled the surface of Earth to expand westward (to become the
floor of the Pacific Ocean), taking with it the adjacent landmass and thereby
initiating the expansion of Earth to its present size. I have sketched out this
scenario and hope the following two images reveal what I am proposing:

Falling magma column - The Andes

This would leave behind what might appear to be a ‘subduction zone’, with
the Pacific Ocean floor disappearing into the Earth’s mantle. In fact what
we see today is the end product of the widened Pacific Ocean floor:

New, raised landmass of South America, newly separated
westward heading landmass, new mountains and what would
appear to be a new ‘subduction’ zone (heading in the opposite direction!).
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Given the scale of such an event, aftershocks would be entirely
predictable. However, because the newly formed South American
continent is now resting on top of the adjacent section of the Earth’s newly
cooled crust, a never-ending series of ‘friction release’ events will occur as
the two broken sections of the crust constantly grind against each other,
causing perpetual earthquakes.
This will undoubtedly continue for as long as these two elements of a
fractured Earth’s surface remain above and below each other.
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The simultaneous creation of the coastal profiles of
South America and West Africa.
Although the reader will discover later in these pages why I absolutely
agree that Earth is covered in ‘plates’ (but not way in which the plate
tectonics theory implies), moving forward I feel that it is really important at
this point to discuss the coastal profiles of South America and West Africa.
This is another area where I would like to put The Impact And Exit Event
hypothesis and the plate tectonic theory ‘head to head’. Why?
Since the recognition that similarities between the east coast of South
America and the west coast of Africa existed, it has been accepted that at
some point in the past these two continents were joined together.
Most of the scientific community concerned with such things rapidly
endorsed the belief that this coastal similarity was caused by a widening
process underway beneath the Atlantic Ocean.
The evidence seemed to back this up as sea-floor bathymetry clearly
revealed the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the ongoing subterranean release of
Earth’s internal magma along its length.
However it is my view that science in general has prematurely combined a)
the previously mentioned coastal similarities with b) the existence of the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and c) the corresponding profile of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge to conclude that the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is the original cause of the
widening process.
Given the existence of such (apparently) strong evidence it is easy to
understand how this misunderstanding has occurred.
However, I suggest that the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is not all it appears to be.
Yes, magma is being released along its length from within the Earth, but
just because this is happening does not mean that it should be taken for
granted that that is why it exists.
Most individuals acknowledge the authenticity of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
but I had never found any explanation of how this snake-like corridor of
undersea eruptions came to be there in the first place, or how it got its
geologic shape …until now.
I have discovered that a land-based formation runs unerringly parallel with
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the west coast of Africa. Although over 2,000
miles distant, it is the origin of the profiles of the Mid-Atlantic Ocean,
West Africa and the entire (east and west) coastlines of South America. The
name of this previously ‘unrecognised’, yet interconnected land-based
formation is …the Andes Mountain Range.
In clear variation to the theory that two tectonic plates are colliding to
produce the Andes Mountains I am about to prove - again with visual
evidence - that colliding tectonic plates (or subduction) cannot be the
causation of this mountainous region.
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The dominant theory of today informs us that the Andes Mountains have
been ‘uplifted’ over a long period of time by the interaction between
colliding tectonic plates.
However, it cannot be possible that the singular ‘subduction’ force that
allegedly created the Andes also created the almost identical geologic
formations that are the west coast of Africa and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
The only explanation for the similarities discussed here is as follows:
Prior to the collapse of the Andes magma column there was no South
America, no Atlantic Ocean, no Mid-Atlantic Ridge and no west coast of
Africa.
Upon the collapse of the Andes magma column onto the surface of Earth a
number of interlinked outcomes occurred.
Firstly, the immense pressure forced down Earth’s crust and split it directly
adjacent to the fallen column along its entire western edge and out poured
huge volumes of Earth’s molten interior (heading in a westerly direction).
Secondly, the downward momentum of Earth’s crust quite naturally also
introduced additional stresses in a corresponding manner off to the east,
where Earth’s crust once again succumbed to the downward pressure
being exerted from the west.
This ‘duplication’ of stresses resulted in an almost identically shaped
fracture opening up. It was this fracture that became the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge.
Following the outpouring of additional, huge amounts of Earth’s internal
magma and the subsequent rapid expansion of the Atlantic Ocean floor the
east coast of South America and west coast of Africa were formed (this
process coincided with the separation of the landmass to the north as the
Mid-Atlantic fissure continued to open up, to create the eastern North
America and western Europe coastlines).
The visual similarities between the Andes Mountain Range and the west
coast of Africa are astounding, and before presenting them to you I need to
point out that I am not referring to the generally recognised ‘neat fit’ that
exists between the group of continents either side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(North and South America, Europe and Africa).
I am specifically referring to the shape of the entire Andes Mountain range,
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the west coast of Africa.
As far as I am aware the Andes mountain range and the west coast of
Africa have not been linked in this way so I anticipate that what I have
presented will come as a surprise to the reader.
However, the evidence in the following images speaks for itself and
indicates a completely natural solution to how and why the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge and the coastal regions of West Africa and north, south, east and
west South America were created.
Here are a few images to help the reader to consider my conclusions:
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South America

West Africa

Images courtesy of NASA (my additions)

So. The previous images (and paragraphs) clearly reveal the relationship
between the fallen Andes magma column and the coastal profile of the
west coast of Africa.
Focusing upon the profile of the Andes mountain chain and its close
similarity with the west coast of Africa, confirmation of a correlation
between each becomes evident when another geologic feature imparting
identical characteristics (the Mid-Atlantic Ridge) is added:

Images courtesy of NASA
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I once again assert that, in assuming that the Andes mountain chain was
created by forces generated via ‘colliding tectonic plates’, scientists clearly
arrived at a premature conclusion.
The existence of the huge, almost identical and clearly associated
geologic features described here is highly visible and unquestionable.
Therefore, the notion that colliding tectonic plates created the Andes as a
single geological entity can now be rejected. Another mechanism must be
found which provides a common sense, natural and justifiable source of all
three features. This mechanism is The Impact And Exit Event.
The following sketch indicates the way in which just one element of the
impact event created the entire Andes mountain chain, while at the same
time dictating the coastal profile of the whole of South America and
western Africa:

In the above (very rough) sketch I have inserted a dotted line running in a
southeasterly direction from the initial fracture caused by the impact. The
dotted line represents where a huge rift opened up as a result of the
immense, downward pressures put on the surface of the Earth along the
entire length of the fallen ‘Andes’ magma column. This forced down the
upper crust, creating enormous tension to the east and ‘cracking open’
Earth’s crust along the route of the dotted line.
At the weakest point (i.e. where the impact fracture was opening up),
pressure from the magma column bearing down on the crust was released,
creating an extension to the original (impact) fracture. This fracture retained
most of the profile characteristics of the fallen Andes magma
column.
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At this point the reader might like to pause for breath and refer to a map of
the world, because the author is about to offer further supporting visual
evidence regarding his discovery that a collapsing magma column dictated
the entire coastal profile of South America and west Africa.
Notwithstanding the simultaneous opening up of the Pacific Ocean as the
Earth expanded in size, additional (and associated) fractures appeared to
the east of the Atlantic Ocean fissure. Although nowhere near as powerful
as they were at the initial impact site the same forces continued to wreak
havoc, and once brought to your attention the precise location of these
splits in the Earth’s crust should come as no surprise.
I invite you to compare the coastal shapes of a) the western coast of South
America; b) the western coast of South Africa; c) the Red sea/Gulf of Aden,
and finally d) the Persian Gulf/Gulf of Oman.
I have referred the reader to the region of the Red Sea and the Persian
Gulf because the easterly fracturing that was caused by the impact event
did not stop at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge fracture.
Maintaining a similar shape to the original (collapsed) ‘Andes’ magma
column comparisons can be made between this, the main ‘Atlantic Ocean’
fracture and the smaller ones further to the east in terms of orientation,
shape and predictably diminishing size. A linear correlation with the main
impact fracture is also visible.
The location of each of these fractures is shown as Fractures 1 & 2 in the
following image:
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Closer inspection of these sites using bathymetry reveal that Fracture 1
(the site of the Red Sea) was well on the way to becoming another major
physical threat to the stability of Earth. Fortunately, the cooling process
induced by inrushing seawater and greatly reduced tensile forces halted its
progress.
Similarly, Fracture 2 (the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman) had only just
begun to form when the tensile forces that were required to enable it to
expand dissipated even further as water rushed into the widening fissure.
The loss of tension once the main Atlantic and Pacific Ocean floor
fractures had opened would also explain the corresponding reduction in
size of both Fracture 2 and Fracture 3, which is highlighted in the previous
image by the yellow enhancement of the areas (e.g. coastlines) involved.
The yellow arrows indicate the direction of the impacting forces against the
west-to-east rotation of the Earth.
The sudden drag of the landmass that is now South America westwards
(once the impact had occurred) left behind what we now refer to as
‘Madagascar’. This island was created as the tension between the force of
impact, the extension of the (by now) worldwide ocean fractures and the
Earth’s natural rotation split the Earth’s crust still further. The surface of our
planet separated away from the site of the impact and (in addition to
continuing west) the fracture continued in a southerly direction creating the
western coastline of the African continent and the eastern coastline of
South America.
However, once the Atlantic Ocean fissure had reached the point that is
now the southern tip of Africa, its direction changed to accommodate the
tremendous attraction generated by the colossal wrench of the impact
event. At this critical moment, the southwest coastal area of Africa
released a section of its landmass, with the separated main section itself
simultaneously splitting from the newly created South American landmass
as it started its journey west. Water poured into the opening void, and
Madagascar was now an island.
A revealing, important feature of fractures 1 and 2 is the way in which they
are aligned today, with the central alignment of each situated in a
northwest-to-south-easterly direction, similar to the alignment of the
collapsed Andes magma column and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The
alignment towards a more north-south placement of the latter two is
because of the huge distances the newly formed South American continent
had travelled from its original location, occurring because the outpouring of
magma from the newly formed Mid-Atlantic Ridge fuelled the separation
and allowed both to ‘drift’ westwards to where they can be found today.
Finally, I believe that it is worth revisiting the similarities in the shape of
each fracture. I have noted the interesting ‘hook’ type features of fractures
2 and 3. This is consistent with the appearance of the southern tip of Africa,
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and provides further evidence that one and the same process created all
three fractures (please once again refer to the yellow, highlighted coastal
areas shown in the previous image).
However, bathymetry also reveals a stunning endorsement of what I
have proposed here. Close inspection of the sea floor around the south and
southeastern tip of South America reveals an extension from the mainland
that continues under the ocean. This feature also creates a distinctive ‘hook’
appearance, further adding to my assertion that the falling ‘Andes’ magma
column did indeed initiate the linear momentum that created fractures 2 and
3, and the west coast of Africa.
The next image highlights the way in which bathymetric mapping confirms
this element of my hypothesis. The reader will see at first hand the
normally invisible (e.g. sea covered) ‘hook’ and how the isolating
mechanism that created Madagascar transpired. Also note the way in
which the collapsed furthermost tip of the fallen magma column came to
rest at the location of Antarctica:
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This mountain system in Columbia was
the northernmost, land-based end of the
ejected magma column. Note the ‘sinewlike’
base of the column.
Once past its zenith, the column fell back
to Earth south of it’s original base
creating the entire Andes mountain
chain.
Look closely at the sub-ocean
continuation of the collapsed column,
which extends way beyond Cape Horn,
Twisting
southward
again,
the
furthermost end of the column culminated in
what appears to be the creation of the
Antarctic landmass.

Image courtesy of NASA
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Having initiated the physical mechanism that triggered the rapid widening
of the crustal fissures that were to become the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,
the trajectory of the main impactor then took it directly underneath a
continental-sized area of a previously horizontal Earth’s surface. This is the
region that is now occupied by the Rocky Mountains of the western USA,
Canada and Alaska.
As the impacting mass disappeared underneath the surface of the Earth,
immense upheaval occurred around the impact site and directly above
each element of its forward trajectory as the crustal exterior of our planet
was uplifted.
This was really useful to me because it created a huge, visual pathway
along which I was very happy to wander, because it took me towards the
site of the exit event of my hypothesis!
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Section 5: Earth - The Exit Event
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What happened after impact?
Having established that an impact had taken place on a much more
massive scale than had previously been envisioned, my mind then
considered the possibility of discovering any traces of the after-effects of
such a huge impact. Naturally, I thought that the best place to search
should be at the impact site, and I believed that the most appropriate place
to start would be the floor of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea.
It became clear to me that the anomalous nature of the coastlines of both of
these seas presents considerable evidence of a mega impact event. Both
simply do not ‘fit in’ when matching the continental coastlines created by the
widening of the Atlantic Ocean floor.
No. Another agent of change must have created what we refer to as the
Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. Then another interesting piece of
information emerged. This was bathymetric evidence that indicated that the
base of the ejected magma column that created the Andes mountain chain
system originated in the region of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean
Sea. Following further research of this particular magma column, another
‘reverse engineering’ exercise revealed indisputable evidence that there
was more to this than I had previously realised. Retracing the features of
the ‘base’ of the Andes ejecta column as it entered the sea along the
coast of Venezuela, bathymetric mapping reveals the underwater
continuation of the base of the magma ejecta as several sinew-like strands
(in reverse sequence, of course) arc in an easterly direction before
returning west, culminating at the heart of the impact event; the sea
floor off the westernmost tip of Cuba. This is the centre of the impact site.

Images courtesy of NASA World Wind
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Looking at the previous image the reader is now observing the location of the
most destructive external force that has ever impacted our planet.
As a result of the Mars and Mercury planetary collision event the original
‘four planet’ system advocated here was radically altered. The planetary
composition of our Solar System was reduced to three (with the core of the
fourth becoming present-day Mercury) and as a direct consequence many
catastrophes were inflicted upon the closest surviving planets to the collision
- Mars and Earth.
Ever since the planetary collision event took place Earth has received
expelled segments of debris, the largest of which created The Impact and
Exit Event. A further, compelling piece of evidence came to light after more
time spent on the Internet. Advantageously this was obtained from an
external source. Please note that this source has never, prior to (or during)
the preparation of this hypothesis endorsed or been connected with the
concepts I advocate and must not be taken by the reader as an
acknowledgement or endorsement of The Impact And Exit Event by the
researchers or Universities concerned.
However, from my point of view the findings of the research team that
produced the following conclusions are extremely interesting. A team from
Arizona State University, UC-Santa Cruz, and the University of Minnesota
announced in 2006 that their research had uncovered evidence that a
huge piece of sunken ocean floor is now entombed within Earth’s
mantle.
The reader may note with interest the location of the sunken, massive
folded slab of rock they have discovered; it is directly under the impact site of
my hypothesis; the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea (you may also want
to take a look at these findings via the Internet… it really is interesting
information that has not been publicized much).
Another natural consequence of The Impact and Exit Event, I believe. Or could
it be yet another coincidence?
Once again using the www.geoplayer.com viewing software as a visual
research tool I asked myself the following question:
‘If the Earth was involved in an impact event that was so much bigger than
had ever been previously imagined, where would I find evidence for it?’
Logic informed me that if an object (or objects) slammed into the Earth at a
velocity so powerful that it almost broke the planet apart, then the
impactor(s) may have had sufficient forward momentum to pass straight
through our planet and out the other side. I also recognised that the only
place to look for evidence supporting this idea should be in a direct linear
relationship to any impact and potential exit trajectory. Given the scale of
the events I was proposing I realised that if I couldn’t find any significant
evidence of an exit site my entire impact and exit hypothesis would be in
tatters.
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Having identified the impact site I now hoped to reveal evidence of an exit
event on a truly colossal scale.
I couldn’t believe it. I found it immediately.
Forget ‘Eureka’ - this discovery was much, much bigger!
Using a standard desktop globe I imagined Earth without the Atlantic,
Pacific, Indian and other oceans (i.e. before Earth had expanded to its
current size). I then followed what I believed to be visual evidence of the
impactors’ angle of impact and its trajectory towards a ‘departure point’ on
the other side of Earth.
Yet again, I found to my absolute amazement that I had been led to
discover genuine evidence of what can only be described as an immense
‘exit wound’ on the surface of the Earth, and because of what I had just seen
at precisely the same moment I discovered evidence of the after-effects of
such a mighty event all over the world.
Looking at www.geoplayer.com my eyes once again darted everywhere
across the globe.
Almost instantly another, truly unexpected series of inter-related events
unfolded before me that clearly required further research.
I then quickly followed the mass of visible evidence (resembling a kind of
crime scene that had been laid out on the surface of the Earth) and
continued to make discovery after discovery.
Once again these are major statements to make yet I truly believe that I
can persuade the reader of the validity of such far-reaching comments in
the pages that lie ahead.
Before I reveal the precise location of the exit event I believe that it is
necessary to explain how I found it.
How did I come to such a bold conclusion? How can I be certain that the
impactor passed straight through Earth and out the other side?
The overwhelming amount of evidence before me made the concept of an
exit event impossible to ignore any longer.
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The process of finding the site of the Exit Event.
I explained earlier in this book my fascination with the geology of the Rocky
Mountains and the obvious uplifting of enormous volumes of rock in
most areas to approximately 45 degrees above horizontal.
Further research confirmed to me that the alignment of the entire Rocky
Mountain Range is consistent with The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis.
This mountain system is situated directly above the trajectory taken by a
massive, high-speed impactor that entered our planet in the region of
the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea and then traveled under the
surface of Earth toward the site where it exited the planet.
When studying the actual geological layout of the Rockies (especially as
they approach the border of North America and through western Canada)
a definite pattern emerges; each of the thousands of uplifted sections of
the Rockies display similar characteristics such as the angle of uplift, the
direction of uplift and the flat (previously level) ‘top-side’ of each individual
mountain, as shown earlier in the image of Banff in British Columbia,
Canada.
The following sketch is my attempt at providing a visual profile of an
uplifted mountain in the Rockies. Should the following return to horizontal all
that would be visible would be flat land:

Another, equally important factor supporting my hypothesis lies within the
geology of the rocks, not only across the Rockies but also across the entire
globe.
I anticipated that an impactor colliding at high speed with (and puncturing)
the Earth’s crust at a shallow angle would generate huge shockwaves
under the crust, pushing the Earth’s surface upwards as it passed
underneath.
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This sudden uplifting of trillions of tons of rock north westward from the
Gulf of Mexico region is clearly evidenced by the modern day appearance of
North America, and particularly the Rocky Mountains.
Before I continue to follow the course of the (by now) submerged impactor
as it passed just below the surface of northwest America, western Canada,
Alaska and beyond, I suggest that the reader takes a look at images of
the above mountain ranges, especially the north western section of the
USA Rockies and the entire Canadian Rocky Mountain system and
onwards into Alaska.
I have no doubt that the entire surface of the Earth was altered significantly
during The Impact and Exit Event. Subsequent, objective scrutiny of this
element of my hypothesis (and that of the Earth’s surface) by the reader
will, in my opinion confirm to the reader the accuracy of what is presented
here. Put simply, the ‘lay of the land’ globally provides a chronological
account of what happened to radically alter our planet in just a few
moments!
Crucially, the agent of change differs in relation to where each change
occurred within The Impact and Exit Event cycle and the precise location of
each surface feature along this cycle of upheaval.
For example, two agents for change could be a) the impact event itself,
which erupted huge volumes of ejecta from within the Earth’s crust to
create the South American mountain ranges; and b) shockwaves
emanating from the subterranean impactor that blasted the Earth’s crust
upwards to form the Rocky Mountains etc. These are just two examples of
change brought about by The Impact and Exit Event. Many more can be
found across the entire surface of the Earth, and most will be explained in
due course. For the time being I will return to the subterranean trajectory of
the impactor and ultimately, the site of the exit event.
Due to the sheer velocities involved, and in a time frame of seconds the
entire ‘Rockies’ mountain system was created as the impacting mass
hurtled through the Earth’s mantle sending out shockwave after shockwave
as it headed through the shallow interior of the planet towards the place
where it was to exit Earth. At a point under what is (interestingly) the
area of the highest peak in North America (Mount McKinley) the
appearance of individual mountain ranges alter, exhibiting a clear variation
(in terms of orientation) from those further south. I suggest that this indicates
an alteration in the structure of the shockwaves corresponding with
changes in the characteristics of the subterranean impactor.
The variance in surface features evident on Earth’s surface from that point
forward implies the beginning of a high-speed break-up of the
underground mass, with one huge section maintaining its original trajectory
…but showing further signs of break-up.
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Separating into smaller and smaller pieces these remaining sections of the
impactor began to burst out from within Earth milliseconds ahead of the
main exit event. These can be seen to the east of the exit site. Collectively
they shattered the surface of Earth creating massive amounts of damage
as they burst out, leaving behind the exit wounds I am referring to.
Where are they?
I found the exit wounds exactly where they should have been. They were
in a direct linear relationship with the impact site on the other side of the
planet and they have been there all this time without anyone seeing them
for what they are.
Truly amazing!
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The site of the Exit Event.
Before I continue, I suggest the reader takes a close look at the region I
am about to discuss. If possible, use an online mapping tool and type in
the following co-ordinates:
39.10n 82.54e
Once the site has been identified and loaded, use the ‘zoom out’ facility
until you can see an image of the globe similar to this, taken from NASA’s
World Wind (which is also an excellent reference tool):

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

You are now observing the remnants of the exit event of my hypothesis. I will
explain exactly what to look for shortly.
In the meantime take a look at the above image and at the very rough
sketch I put together (next) which reveal the truly devastating nature of The
Impact and Exit Event:
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‘Side profile’ of the Impact and Exit Event.

Upon its collision with Earth in the Gulf of Mexico/Caribbean Sea region
(on the right side of Earth in the above sketch) the high-speed momentum
of the incoming mass enabled it to penetrate the Earth’s crust and pass
under the surface until it reached the opposite side of the planet.
Possessing significant forward momentum the main segment of the
impactor punctured the Earth’s surface once again as it exploded outwards
along with unimaginable amounts of redistributed, Earth-based materials
including huge volumes of the Earth’s internal magma.
Just for a moment I believe that the reader should once again pause for
some reflection. For many, these will be incredibly difficult
concepts to grasp given our current, centuries old understanding of
Earth and its geology, which has been presented (and accepted) as
fact by so many of us for so long.
This need for reflection is even more important when you discover what
else lies ahead in these pages. The reader will also need to be prepared for
this story to reach its astonishing, yet perfectly logical conclusion, but as
outrageous as this conclusion may seem the combined visual evidence
absolutely supports it.
You will need to fully ‘open up your mind’ - not only to allow
yourself to even contemplate what has gone before but to allow
yourself the freedom of thought to grasp as a possibility that what I
have revealed, and what I am about to reveal to you could actually be
the truth.
…I suggest that you go and make a strong drink before reading on, because
you are going to need it!
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The exit event.
There are so many exciting outcomes of this entire event that can be
visually evidenced that I was unsure where to start!
Take a look at the following, which should prepare the reader for the far
greater levels of detail that I will be presenting shortly:

The above (and following) sketches show at the simplest level the location
and direction of the impacting and exiting mass.
In both drawings I have produced a small ‘event profile’ in order to help the
reader become familiarised with the angle at which the various types of
debris exited Earth (this is an extremely important point that is covered
later). What follows indicates the nature of the exit event as it unfolded. The
sheer velocity and volume of the exiting mass delivered a variety of
destructive outcomes. These include huge areas of uplifted ocean floor;
dozens of ejected magma columns; incalculable amounts of airborne
particles of dust; vast sea’s of molten magma (which generated what can
only be described as ‘massive, molten tsunamis’); other debris such as
huge broken slabs of the Earth’s crust were hurtled skywards for
thousands of miles and vast areas of Earth’s surface became sunken whilst
others were raised from the depths of the oceans.
In the following sketch I would like to point out that the central (main) ejecta
column (shown as a dotted line) is not heading directly upwards, as it
appears to do so. It is in fact heading directly ‘towards’ the reader, although
this is extremely difficult to reproduce here (for me, anyway). Referring to the
small ‘event profile’ sketch may help to orientate the reader.
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From the impact site to the exit site the shockwaves emanating from the
underground force must have, in places spontaneously turned the solid
surface of the Earth into an almost liquefied state.
Something happened, because when observing the way in which the
landmass of the high northern hemisphere presents itself it certainly looks as
though most of the land-locked portion of this continent was raised via
some huge, east-to-west event and that the level of the oceans of the time
were lowered.
From the western coast of Alaska across the entire breadth of northern
Siberia, Russia and as far east as Finland one can see what appears to be
the remnants of the ‘burst of energy’ that forced up the crust of the Earth
over a massive area. This element of the impact event occurred separately
to the devastation of the exit event, although both occurred simultaneously.
Take a look at the world map below to see where I have inserted what I
believe to be the direction, coverage and after-effects of this subterranean
’energy burst’:

(Background image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre)
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Using an online mapping tool such as NASA’s World Wind the reader can
very quickly view a wide selection of images that reveal the site of the main
exit event. Alternatively, using an Internet search engine type in the following
words; ‘Takla Makan Desert’ or ‘Gobi Desert’.
I believe that once the exit event site is viewed from the new perspective I
am presenting here and placed within the context of my hypothesis as a
whole, it will be very difficult for the reader to return to a ‘pre-impact and
exit’ mindset without some degree of difficulty, because the evidence is so
overwhelming. Surely the thought processes of anyone who witnesses this
incredible sight cannot fail - at the very least - to be intrigued by what is on
view:

Courtesy of NASA (my additions)

The above (and following) image speaks far louder than every single word I
have written about this topic. So far I have revealed visual evidence that
underpins my claim that the direction taken by the underground mass was
from east to west. I have also revealed to the reader where the high-speed
impactor then burst out of the Earth’s crust (indicated by the arrows in the
previous and following images) as the main element of a cluster of
exiting debris, instantly distributing unimaginable amounts of debris west
and south west from the exit site across most of the northern hemisphere.
To further enhance my claims, closer inspection of the exit event region
reveals that entire mountain ranges, landmasses and deserts were created
as a result. Having revealed such stunning evidence I therefore challenge
anyone to deny the logic of my hypothesis.
Still require some convincing? Another image of the wider geographical
area adds weight to my argument.
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Notice how the ‘beige coloured’ debris was clearly distributed across an
ever-expanding area of the northern hemisphere from east to
west:

Courtesy of NASA World Wind (my additions)

The author believes that once the overwhelming availability of visual
evidence on a global scale is collated it will provide irrefutable confirmation
that the exit event occurred. The next few pages provide even greater
levels of supporting evidence. This evidence is provided by the geology left
behind once The Impact and Exit Event had occurred.
Astonishingly, most of the evidence on view is in the form of huge, fallen
ejecta columns and massive lava flows that had previously not been
recognised as such. In fact, and even more surprisingly the general
consensus amongst the sciences is that the mountains of the exit site
region were created as the Earth’s crust was pushed upwards at an
incredibly slow rate, by the forces described within the plate tectonics
theory. This is in direct opposition to my hypothesis that states that these
(and other) mountain ranges were created by downward falling, and
outward surging magma within a matter of minutes.
The reader may at this point wish to review any relief map of the world,
objectively use the information I have provided …and then decide.
In the meantime, I would like to take the reader on a journey around the
region within which the exit site(s) are located.
Before doing so, I would like to remind the reader that the only
difference between the daily volcanic eruptions that we are familiar
with today and the exit event eruption of my hypothesis is …scale.
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The geology of the area surrounding the exit site.

For the reader, once the idea that an Impact And Exit Event may have
actually occurred moves towards a potential reality, swathes of visual
evidence instantly become recognisable over vast areas of the Earth.
In the case of the exit event the evidence that I am referring to is the entire
region that we call Europe, the Middle East, Asia and China.
Looking around this region (viewed from the perspective of a completed
impact and exit event) it quickly becomes clear that this huge event left
behind predictable telltale signs of its violent and far-reaching origin.
I am astonished that the aftermath of the exit event has not been
recognised for what it is, and I am even more astonished that I am the first
to see the actual causation of the Tibetan plateau, the Himalayas, the
whole of India and Sri Lanka, the mountains of Pakistan, Afghanistan,
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and many, many more
mountain ranges, depressions, islands and seas further to the west.
Once again the reader is reminded of the importance of scale.
Whether it is a small eruption from one of Earth’s many existing volcanoes
or (as in the case of the exit event) a massive discharge of magma as a
result of a huge, exiting outward-bound mass the results will be similar. On
both occasions the upward force of momentum and pressure released in
the first segment of the discharge cycle ejects elongated sections of
magma to separate, twist, turn and separate even further before the force
of gravity pulls the emerging column of magma back to the surface of
Earth, where it rapidly cools and solidifies.
Recognising that no matter what the size of the eruption the results will be
similar I would like to reveal some very interesting geological
observations of mine.
As I have previously mentioned, throughout my research I have often
asked myself what should follow a particular discovery (or observation) I
had made. Each time any assumption of what should follow was made,
further research produced the anticipated outcomes.
With regard to predicting what I should expect to find once an enormous
exit eruption had taken place, I could only refer to our existing source of
knowledge on the subject; volcanic eruptions and simply scale up the
results.
Yet again it took me no time at all to discover massive amounts of erupted
magma exactly where it should have been.
The way in which the magma flowed away from the source of the eruption,
the familiar lava streams and the flowing nature of molten rock as it
traversed across the surface of the Earth are all visible in abundance in
regions all around the source of the exit event.
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The following series of images are incredibly important because they
disclose unequivocally the reality, scale, scope and geologic effect of the
exit event.
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Telltale signs from the exit event.
Firstly, it may be useful if I provide an overview image of the entire exit
event region showing only the present-day exit site and the sinewy bases of
each the various (now fallen) ejecta columns.
This will enable the reader familiar with geography to visually identify
mountain ranges, deserts and other geographical features. Readers
unfamiliar with the content of the following images can easily cross
reference with existing shaded relief maps of the Middle East, Asia and
other areas. These can be found quite easily using the Internet.
Here is the exit event region:

A
B
C

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre GLOBE Database (*my additions).
GLOBE Task Team and others (Hastings, David A., Paula K. Dunbar, Gerald M. Elphingstone, Mark Bootz, Hiroshi Murakami,
Hiroshi Maruyama, Hiroshi Masaharu, Peter Holland, John Payne, Nevin A. Bryant, Thomas L. Logan, J.-P. Muller, Gunter
Schreier, and John S. MacDonald), eds., 1999. The Global Land One-kilometer Base Elevation (GLOBE) Digital Elevation
Model, Version 1.0. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Geophysical Data Center, 325 Broadway,
Boulder, Colorado 80305-3328, U.S.A. Digital data base on the World Wide Web (URL:
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html)

The above image contains a graphic illustration of how the landmass and
mountains in all directions around the exit event site were created.
Bursting through the surface of the Earth, the remnants of the impactor
brought with them huge amounts of magma, some drawn out by the
outward momentum of the exiting debris but most of the exiting magma
simply erupted via the release of immense pressure from within the Earth
(similar to a volcanic eruption, but on a much larger scale) to emerge as
ejecta columns or flood basalt. In terms of landmass and mountain creation,
three main ejecta columns were created in this way, and the direction they
were catapulted upwards and outwards are shown by the white arrows
labeled (A), (B) and (C).
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It may be worthwhile the reader pausing here for a while to ‘take in’ the
content of the previous image as I will be looking closer at individual ejecta
column sites on the next few pages.
In each example, to aid familiarity once again I will also include the names of
a number of countries, depressions and mountain ranges.
The base of ejecta column (A):
The mountains of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Iran:

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre

By now, the reader should be familiar with the present day name of the
desert features associated with the exit event site (the Takla Makan and
Gobi deserts).
The western end of the Takla Makan desert is visible to the top right of the
above image.
Originating west of a huge area of massive, ground-based flowing magma
(circled), a complex arrangement of ‘magma sinew strands’ (similar to the
base of the Andes magma column) and flood ejecta form the base of this
ejecta column, and can clearly be seen following its eruption upwards and
outwards in a westerly direction away from the exit site.
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Upon falling back to Earth, the huge separated strands of the base of the
column cooled and solidified to create the mountains of Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Smaller strands collapsed to form other mountain ranges further north
(across the Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan region). Further clarification
is possible when the reader views NASA imagery once again:

Courtesy of NASA

The extent of collapsed magma column (A).
The reach of the westerly-headed magma column was tremendous. The
following image clearly indicates the (expected) nature and complex
series of outcomes generated by the column once it had fallen. However, my
attention was immediately drawn to the position of the Black Sea along this
snake-like downpour of devastation. This was because the Black Sea
seems to intersect the natural continuation of the remnants of the falling
column. Could the depression within which this sea is located have been
caused by debris that fell from the skies during the exit event (or shortly
afterwards)? If so, this would also be a perfectly natural consequence of the
exit event.

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre
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It is well worth a visit to www.geoplayer.com/gateways/earth.html where
the reader can scrutinise the content of these images very closely (*don’t
forget to use the bathymetry facility at the site).
Notwithstanding the previously mentioned regions surrounding the site of
the exit event, ‘individual’ mountainous areas can be found to the west of
the exit site such as the Zagros Mountains of western Iran, the Caucasus
Mountains of Georgia and the Taurus Mountains of Turkey.

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre

So, how far did magma column (A) extend? Given the sheer size of the
collapsed magma column it is evident that a number of the world’s main
mountain ranges are contained along its entire length. Further west and
into Europe the remnants of the fallen magma column provide further proof of
the distances involved.
Tracing the grounded strands of column (A) westward, some well-known
mountain regions created by the falling magma column emerge, e.g. the
Pontic Mountains in Turkey (which extend along the southern edge of the
Black Sea - see previous image).
The following image reveals that directly west from the Black Sea lie the
Balkans, while Romania, Ukraine, Poland and Slovakia host the
Carpathian Mountains. In this region of concentrated mountain ranges the
Transylvanian Alps are situated between the Balkans and the Carpathian
Mountains. These represent a separate, winding ‘northerly’ strand of the
fallen magma column that set down the Alps mountain region further to the
west.
To me, the fallen magma column is clearly visible stretching across
the following image from right to left:
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Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre

Further south, the Pindus Mountains can be found straddling the
north/south length of Greece (the fallen magma creating the additional
mountainous terrain on Peloponnese and Crete).
The northern continuation of the Pindus Mountains finds us at the location of
the Dinaric Alps, which stretch along the length of Slovenia, Bosnia,
Croatia, Montenegro, Albania and Macedonia.
At the northwestern end of the Dinaric Alps lies the huge mountain chain
that is the Alps. This was the intersection where the previously mentioned
‘northerly’ strand of fallen ejecta deposited the largest section of collapsed
magma column - but there was plenty more to come.
The Apennine Mountains form the spine of Italy. This mountain range is
clearly another huge strand of magma that had separated from the main
ejecta column as it fell. Other elements of falling debris created islands in the
Mediterranean Sea.
Even further west we find the Massif Central in France and continuing
along the visually clear extension of this column we discover a series of
world famous mountainous regions: the Pyrenees and the Cantabrian
Mountains of northern Spain.
The Sierra De Gredos, Sierra Navada of Southern Spain are also a
remnant of this magma column, as are the Atlas Mountain ranges of
northern Africa, with the Atlas Mountains being the continuation of the
falling magma column that had also created the Apennine Mountains of
Italy.
Please refer to the previous image to view the fallen, east-west ‘ Europe
based’ magma column (A) as it extends from the Black Sea across to the
Atlantic, blanketing Spain almost entirely and parts of North Africa.
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The base of ejecta column (B):
Southern China, Burma, Laos and Thailand.

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre

The above image once again reveals huge sections of overflowing surface
level magma (circled), this time associated with the eruption of magma
column (B).
Upon its release under immense pressure from within the Earth’s mantle,
this huge column of ejecta headed upwards in a southerly direction (see
arrow).
The base of the ejecta column then collapsed back to Earth with the lower
part of the column forming quite a broad base (dotted circle, above).
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Image courtesy of NASA

I have included (above) an image that reveals another intriguing
perspective of the same area. The use of bathymetric/topographic colour
relief only serves to highlight the location of the base of magma column (B)
and the immense amount of flood basalt that surged southward across the
region. The superheated magma, along with the base and beginnings of
the rest of the fallen magma column can be clearly seen along with the
newly created mountains chains of Southern China, Burma, Laos and
Thailand. It is clear to me that the direction of flow of the magma can be seen
as it heads southwest from the site of the exit event.
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The distances covered by magma column (B).
The geology of the following image reveals the direction in which magma
column (B) was ejected and then fell back to Earth. In addition to creating
(parts of) Southern China, Burma, Laos and Thailand the white arrows
indicate the way in which the elastic nature of the erupting column enabled
it to twist, stretch and finally collapse back to Earth over a distance of many
thousands of miles:

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre

It is pleasing to me that some who read these pages might act upon my
suggestion that they scrutinise very closely all aspects of the visual
evidence I am putting forward. I mention this because I acknowledge that I
have an awareness of my topic that has taken many years to accumulate. The
reader may not have the time (or indeed the inclination) to search
independently over long periods of time, hence my encouragement to
follow up and question my findings here.
The image above shows only the central portion of the collapsed magma
column (B), which consists of the entire island region of Malaysia,
Indonesia and Polynesia. Apart from its undersea elements, the
continuation of fallen magma column (B) consists of each of the larger
islands in the image.
Using present day names the larger islands in the image are Sumatra,
Java, Borneo, East Timor and New Guinea. The remaining, smaller islands
across the entire region (including those of Polynesia) are all a product of
fallen magma column (B).
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However, the bathymetry details in the above (and following) images
reveal the mayhem that falling magma columns created as they fell onto the
surface of the Earth across the southern hemisphere. A wider view offers the
reader further insight into this mayhem as collapsed magma columns came to
rest across the region now occupied by Sumatra, Java, Borneo, East Timor
and New Guinea.
The bathymetric evidence does indeed suggest that magma column (B)
extended almost as far south what we now refer to as Australia. Given my
observation that the furthermost extremities of each of the magma
columns that erupted via both the impact event and the exit event separated
from its parent column, it is only natural that magma column (B) should also
display similar characteristics.
The magma column I have associated with New Zealand originated from the
Andes magma column as it fell back to Earth, separating into Antarctica,
Australia and finally New Zealand. These events are discussed later.

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind
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The base of ejecta column (C):

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre

In a direct, linear correlation with the entire impact and exit trajectory lie the
most interesting geological features associated with the exit site.
Towards the top of the previous image is the distinctive oval shape of the
Takla Makan desert. Immediately to the south are the Tibetan plateau and
the Himalayas.
Unbelievable amounts of magma (circled) flooded out of the gigantic
opening in the Earths crust that was left behind as the exit event unfolded.
This event combined with the enormous amount of existing rock that was
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simultaneously uplifted, to create the unique geological features of this
world famous region visible today.
However, this particular ejecta column erupted from the heart of the exit
event. Because of this an increased level of upthrust was generated by the
exiting mass, which emerged along with a sudden release of magma under
immeasurably increased pressure from within Earth’s mantle. This
combination of extremely powerful forces created the ‘super magma
column’ (C).
The upward direction of this column was almost vertical and as a
consequence the collapsing remnant fell almost entirely back upon itself.
The result of this is a unique footprint unmatched in and around the region
of the exit event (or anywhere else on Earth, for that matter).
The base of this ejecta column is distinctly different to the others in that it
has none of the separated strands of fallen stretched and twisted magma
that can be seen elsewhere.
Instead, the base consists of a broad area that tapers off further south.
This is consistent with a magma column that was initially catapulted
straight upwards only to collapse backwards almost entirely upon itself.
Once cooled, the mountain regions of India and Sri Lanka became the end
product of the fallen magma, with the enormous outward-bound forces
sending the furthermost tip of the rising column off into near-space.
Uniquely, the zenith of the super magma column escaped the gravitational
pull of Earth, separating completely from its parent column in the process
(more on this later).
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Visual evidence of additional exit event debris dispersed over
vast areas of the Earth.
In addition to producing the eruption of huge magma columns the exit
event also displaced enormous volumes of dust, ash and solid rock
fragments of varying size across the northern hemisphere of Earth.
It is my belief that the remnants of the impactor that collided with our planet
also left behind clues pertaining to their final resting place. Using The Impact
and Exit Event as a basis upon which to assess any apparent evidence,
the anomalous nature of existing geological features that lie within the
scope of the westerly fallout zone quickly attracted my attention.
Again, a logical question to ask following an eruption event on this scale
would be “Where is the evidence suggesting fallout relating to the
enormous, shattered remnants of the Earth’s crust that must have been
displaced from the site of the exit event?”
Assuming that massive sections of the Earths crust were indeed catapulted
up and away from the exit site, it was my guess that if such debris
remained under the gravitational pull of our planet, it must surely have
fallen back to Earth in line with the trajectory of the entire Impact and Exit
Event.
I returned to the Internet to see if there was any evidence …and of course
there is!
The reader may recall that I have earlier compared researching the content of
my entire hypothesis to that of investigating a crime scene. This was one of
those moments that I needed to separate out the order of events so I
could fully understand what had occurred.
In the image that follows, the reader is shown the region of the Caspian
Sea and the Black Sea.
Interestingly, the Caspian Sea is not connected in any way to any other
large body of water: it is fed entirely by drainage from the surrounding
mountains - yet it contains large volumes of salt.
Another intriguing feature of the Caspian Sea is that it is the largest
enclosed body of water on Earth, yet it is also below sea level (in 2004 the
surface was 28 metres below sea level).
The location of the Black Sea also prompted further investigation as its
position also indicated a connection with the exit event.
When tracing along the length of the fallen magma column (A), it is
possible to extrapolate interesting information from the depressions in
which the waters of both the Caspian Sea and Black Sea have
accumulated.
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Once the magma column had collapsed back onto the surface of the Earth,
cooled and solidified the entire length of column (A) would have been
visible across the surface of the northern hemisphere from east to west.
Having looked closely at the visual evidence I have come to the conclusion
that huge segments of Earth’s existing crust were blasted upwards and out
of the atmosphere during the exit event. Gravity then pulled them back to
Earth westwards from the exit event site shortly after magma column (A)
had collapsed. This would explain the way in which the features that are the
Caspian Sea and the Black Sea appear to be huge chasm’s carved
through the main body of magma column (A). The following three images
may help to further enhance my observations:
The
The Black
Sea

Caspian
Sea

Magma column (A)

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre

Note the way in which this strand of magma column
(A) been dissected by both seas.

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Centre

The final image of the three is a composite of bathymetry and shaded
relief. This image is particularly useful when identifying the arrangement
and position of the different strands of fallen magma column (A).
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Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

The reader may have noticed that a large portion of the eastern and
southern landmass in the above image presents itself as having less flora
and fauna. The following image further enhances the differences in surface
appearance:

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

It is clear to me that the airborne debris from the exit event was heavily
dispersed over a huge area. This ‘blanketing’ is clearly visible in the
previous image and can be traced back to the exit event region. When
combined with the evidence indicating the presence of collapsed magma
columns, the picture that emerges is quite astonishing:
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Image courtesy of NASA

The image above indicates the general direction in which most of the
airborne debris such as dust, ash, magma and other ejected materials
would have travelled once the main impactor had burst through Earth’s
crust (numbered 1,2,3,4, 5 & 6). Emanating from the site of the Takla
Makan Desert this ejecta falls mostly within the areas shown. When viewed
within the context of The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis this is clear,
visible evidence of a major catastrophe that spanned the entire northern
(and parts of the southern) hemisphere.
The exit event upheaval occurred in a westerly direction from what is now
China, sweeping across Central and Eastern Asia, the entire Middle East,
North Africa and onwards westerly towards the site of the present Atlantic
Ocean, distributing debris across this wide geographical area. Debris from
the exit event also fell upon the newly forming Atlantic Ocean, which was at
this time beginning to open at an increasingly rapid rate.
As I have previously explained, in much the same way as what had just
happened at the Gulf of Mexico impact site, a simultaneous outpouring of
debris occurred from the exit site in the form of huge magma columns, this
time hurtling upwards as a result of the incredible forces bursting out from
within Earth. Each column then collapsed in a similar manner in many
different locations (shown as 2, 4 and 5 in the previous image).
Although containing smaller amounts of magma, the ejecta regions shown as
1 & 3 consist mostly of airborne particles and other materials that had been
blasted into the atmosphere only to fall back to Earth completely
blanketing both regions. The composition of land-based debris throughout the
region also consists of seafloor remnants.
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I have also observed that, visually there appears to be a continuation of
fallout in evidence along the eastern coast of South America (6), which
‘follows on’ from ejecta shown on the western coastal areas of Africa (3).
This is entirely consistent with the high-speed characteristics of The Impact
and Exit Event and the concept that both continents were previously
connected.
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The global nature of the exit event becomes clear.
Notwithstanding the visual evidence discussed earlier the implications of a
massive ‘carpet of debris’ not only engulfing, but creating large areas of the
Far East, Asia, the entire Middle East, huge tracts of Europe and most of
Africa seem almost unimaginable.
The effects of such devastation upon any species that had existed and any
marine life, wildlife, flora and fauna that may have once occupied these
regions (let alone the rest of the world) would clearly have been
devastating.
I have already mentioned that perceptions of the layout of the surface of
Earth prior to The Impact and Exit Event need to be carefully reconsidered.
This is because my impact and exit theory suggests that an impactor
entered the Earth’s crust and created mountain ranges and reshaped
oceans and seas as it burst into, then out of our planet in an explosion of
mayhem and destruction on a colossal scale.
Although I have discussed the almost instant creation of the Rockies, the
mountains of South America and the Himalayas I could easily extend the
concept to cover almost all (if not all) of the present-day mountain, island
and land-based regions of our planet, because I believe that the evidence
indicates that each were created during this one singular event (with the
process of simultaneous global expansion accounting for the remainder).
The notion of little or no mountains prior to The Impact and Exit Event
interested me. If one catastrophic event created most - or all - of the
mountain ranges on Earth then what did the surface of the planet look like
prior to this and what would the weather have been like?
The natural consequence of the Impact And Exit Event hypothesis dictates
that if there were peoples of a ‘prior event’ world they would have
experienced a completely different climatic and physical environment, with
landmass and oceanic features bearing little resemblance to what we see
today.
Conversely, it is easy for me to imagine a truly devastating vista at the time
the exit event occurred. In addition to violent earthquakes that reduced solid
land to an almost fluid state, additional massive volcanic activity and
wholesale flooding would have generated a dramatic reduction in air
quality as fires raged whilst at the same time incredible levels of precipitation
would have been introduced globally. Within a matter of days intense heat
would have been followed by periods of intense cold. Longevity of darkness
would prevail and acidic rainfall would be accompanied by extremely
powerful electrical storms high in the atmosphere.
Shockwaves, high winds and the greatest ever tsunamis would have
obliterated most life across the planet.
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Debris ejected upwards and out of the Earth’s atmosphere would have
fallen back for many years after the event (depending upon how far it was
catapulted outwards). There would have been absolutely nowhere to hide
from the devastation.
It was a terrifying and deadly time for all living things on Earth.
Also, the creation of a huge crustal deformity during the impact episode as
the impactor created the region of (and around) the Gulf of Mexico and the
Caribbean Sea would have had a dramatic effect on sea levels across the
globe - effectively lowering levels considerably.
The corresponding uplifting of huge sections of what was previously either
low lying land or ocean floor would have violently displaced unimaginable
amounts of water and existing life forms, resulting in widespread
devastation in terms of life and geology. Add to this the inevitable further
reduction in sea levels that would have occurred as the rapidly widening
fissures that were to become ocean floors attracted water into them. Along
with the intense heat generated by the welling up of the Earth’s internal
magma enormous amounts of water would have also evaporated
instantaneously.
However, at odds with this would be an increase in sea levels caused by
the creation of new landmasses around the Earth’s surface during The
Impact and Exit Event. To what extent this may or may not have had on
the final levels of the oceans remains purely speculative until further
research is undertaken.
It is impossible for me to arrive at any conclusion other than that there was a
substantial increase in landmass following The Impact and Exit Event.
This would also have contributed to significant changes in sea level around
the planet. Take another look:
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Section 6: Post Impact And Exit Event
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Coastal geography providing supporting evidence.
Further research into the surface appearance of Earth has revealed another
undeniable truth.
Once again, sustained visual examination has allowed the author to unearth
evidence supporting the hypothesis that the millions of tons of ejected
magma columns from the exit event had collapsed separately across
what is now recognised as Europe, the Middle East, and China, into Africa
and also the Southern Hemisphere.
Throughout this aspect of visual research I also found that although
individual in terms of geological end product, each collapsed magma
column (and associated debris) left a remarkable amount of what might be
referred to as ‘footprint’. The consistency of sea levels today allows the
observer to view the coastlines (or footprint) of islands and continents
around the globe relative to the sea level thus enabling the viewer to
identify any similarities. Conveniently, the sea itself provides a constant
through which observations can be made relating to the topography of
islands and other coastal areas. Lengthy research has enabled the author
to identify incredible similarities in terms of coastal layout and - crucially the geological footprint of many islands and entire continents. This,
coupled with scrutiny of inland topographic data has produced yet another
amazing outcome.
In my findings, the orientation and topography of many coastlines and
islands around the world display very similar characteristics, with evidence
supporting my assertion that The Impact and Exit Event created them.
Again, all of what I am proposing is readily available via the Internet and
quite easily recognisable.
Given the abundance of visual evidence readily available, it is quite
remarkable that science has missed this next set of examples. Following
the dramatic ‘outward-bursting’ trajectory of the exit event, the present
geographical nature of coastlines stretching westward from the exit site do
suggest that not only had an ‘exit wound’ event been instigated; the exit
event had created many of the islands and inland features we are familiar
with today.
From the Mediterranean Sea to the Atlantic Ocean, from the Irish Sea to
the Aegean Sea the visual evidence is abundant, consistent and supports
this hypothesis.
Take a look; continuity of such evidence can be found when viewing (for
example) the coastlines of Cyprus, Sardinia, Corsica, Sicily, the British
Isles, Scandinavia, France and Spain etc. (images to support these claims
follow shortly).
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How can I persuade the reader that there are indeed similarities in the
physical appearance of numerous coastlines and islands, and that this
unusual phenomenon supports my hypothesis?
Thankfully, I can once again refer to the visual evidence.
Before highlighting a number of examples, it may be worth my while
explaining how I have interpreted the information I am about to share with
you.
It’s not a weird interpretation; it is actually quite a natural approach.
However, I believe it to be necessary at this point to that the reader enters
into a hypothetical mindset:
Imagine that you could replicate the immediate after effects of the exit
event; you arrange for several huge, massive chunks of molten rock
(magma) to be catapulted directly away from where you are standing (the
area that is now the Taklamakan Desert). Watch as it stretches, twists and
separates as it follows its trajectory outwards.
At the point when the forward momentum of the molten rock (i.e. ejecta)
loses its velocity, notice the way in which the magma falls back to Earth.
In fact you could even replicate such an event by using your finger to flick
various fluid substance onto a flat surface. Try it. Try repeating this with a
variety of fluids and semi-fluids …and note the unique ‘footprint’ left behind
by each fallen remnant. Then, compare your findings with the sample of
coastlines of islands and continents around the world that I present
throughout the following pages.
Whether a) flicked down onto a flat surface when conducting a test of my
predictions or b) deposited onto the surface of the Earth on a massive
scale, the results remain constant - and the similarities undeniable. We
witness a repetition of fallen ‘magma columns’ and the creation of similar
‘island footprints’ on a consistent basis.
My point is that should the reader undertake the previously mentioned
exercise the appearance of each ‘grounded’ section of fluid or semi-fluid
(molten rock) created during the test looks extremely similar to what we
see today in various areas of Europe and other regions west of the exit
event and elsewhere on Earth.
In fact, a detailed inspection of the footprint of many islands and coastal
areas across the globe (as well as the fallen fluid and semi-fluid globules of
the suggested exercise) provide even clearer confirmation that they were
all created via one process: falling from above in a given direction.
How can I be so sure? Apart from the remarkable similarities in footprint
which indicates the direction from which the magma was falling, another
equally supportive and consistent piece of evidence is there for all to see;
whenever magma has fallen, the momentum of the falling molten ejecta
ensures that the vast bulk of the fallen magma is deposited furthermost
from the direction in which it came.
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This process created the highest hills and mountains on many islands and
landmasses in various locations across our planet.
I have tried to reproduce this in the following (very rough) sketches:

The arrows in the previous two sketches indicate the direction from
which the falling magma was ejected and the forward momentum that
‘backed up’ the mass as it slowed to a halt. Of course this entire process
occurred within a matter of seconds. The greater mass of fallen debris is
always positioned towards the furthermost point away from the direction from
which it fell. The reader may note this with interest when searching for
examples of this when seeking to confirm or refute this element of my
hypothesis.
The similarities highlighted above are observable in the images on the
following pages.
Again, the reader should note in each case the direction from which the
fallen magma was originating and the association with the massive ejecta
columns generated by the tumultuous exit event:
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Corsica

Ireland

England & Wales

Above images courtesy of NASA and NASA World Wind.

The above images, and the ones that follow visually reveal the supporting evidence I have outlined for the reader to
consider. My hypothesis states that huge sections of the Earth’s landmasses were deposited onto the surface of the
planet as a result of falling magma and other debris immediately following The Impact and Exit Event. When
comparing (for example) Corsica, Ireland, England and Wales they are remarkably similar in appearance.
The ‘lay’ of the land appears to have been created by the force of impact as each region was formed by debris as it
fell from the direction indicated by the arrows. Another important observation is the ‘footprint’ on show. Following the
direction of each arrow in the above cases the eastern coastlines of each island is relatively ‘smooth’ compared to
the western coastline where it is clear that the downward, forward momentum dictated where the bulk of falling
magma eventually came to a halt, leaving behind extended outcrops of land. This previously unrecognised
anomaly is visible elsewhere across the planet to varying extents. Sometimes, this is in evidence on a surprisingly
large scale.

Please refer to the following examples, and note the similarities in the ‘lay’ of the land once again:

France

The Peloponnese, southern
Greece

Turkey

Images courtesy of NASA World Wind

In all of the images shown here, another remarkable similarity exists. When the direction of the arrows (i.e. the
trajectory of the falling magma) are collated with the exit event (or the fallen magma column from which they
originated), the resultant land surface features can be seen to have radiated from the source of the exit event - the
east - and in particular the Taklamakan Desert region of China.
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Close study of Europe, the entire near, middle and Far East landmass also clearly reveals the presence of
collapsed magma columns, and I will cover this in the next few pages.
For the time being, I would like to draw to the attention of the reader how the (by now) predictable ‘fallen magma’
evidence is repeated over an increasingly larger area. The whole of the British Isles are indicative of magma
having fallen from one direction.
The following image incorporates the British Isles, Scandinavia and northern Europe. Again, close scrutiny reveals
deposition from a similar direction.

The British Isles, Scandinavia and northern Europe.
Image courtesy of NASA World Wind (my additions)
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The next image is quite revealing. Perhaps the reader may agree? The bottom right hand side of the image is the
direction from which the ejected magma was being violently hurled. Before I divulge further I would like to ask if you
can see anything that might support my conclusions?

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind (my additions)
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Looking closely at the previous image the reader may have been able to identify the remnants of a number of
‘fallout’ sites. However, it will come as a surprise just how many separate fallout sites are visible. This is where my
hypothesis really does gain momentum - look!

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind (my additions)

Each of the mountain ranges across the region was created via these falling magma columns. The white arrows
indicate the direction in which ejected magma and other debris was catapulted outwards from the site of the exit
event (to the east, out of picture). The telltale footprint of the British Isles, France, Spain and Scandinavia reveal
that each is the fallen remnant of magma and other debris ejected at the same time, from the same direction and
from the same source.
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Image courtesy of NASA World Wind (my additions)

My representation of fallout from ejecta
columns across Europe and North Africa.

Source: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

A sample from research into global and
tectonic activity of the last one million
years. Notice the similarities with the
image on the left.
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The after effects of the Impact and Exit Event.
Earlier, I revealed how I had discovered that the entire Andes mountain
range of South America was created as an immediate after effect of the
impact event. This occurred following the high-speed disappearance of the
impactor below the surface of the Earth.
Similar to when a solid enters a fluid (or semi-fluid) at speed a huge, linear
magma column was ejected back out of (and away from) the impact site.
This column immediately collapsed back to Earth in an opposite direction to
that of the inward trajectory of the impactor, creating the north-to-south spine
of the Andes (and a whole lot more, besides).
Here is a question for the reader: What would be a natural consequence of
the eruption of trillions of tons of shattered debris that had been ejected
from our planet after the exit event?
Could it be that the likely outcome would be that for hundreds (or even
thousands) of years afterwards the gravitational pull of the Earth would
have pulled back onto the surface most of the near-space ‘exit event’
remnants?
It is my belief that much of the ensuing evidence from the exit event
remains visible on the surface of Earth but is constantly being mistakenly
referred to as ‘asteroid’ or ‘comet’ impact craters. ‘Post event’ impact
craters can be easily identified, as they would be sited on top of landmasses
and mountain ranges created by The Impact and Exit Event.
Another unsurprising after-effect of The Impact and Exit Event was to
provide major misleading signs for 20th century scientists. The damage
caused to the Earth’s surface by fallen magma columns and scattered debris
left behind a complex range of geological faults, uplifted landmasses,
relocated seabed’s, sunken continents and curiously situated large boulders
and rocks.
Toward the end of the 20th century scientists who had learned of the work of
Alfred Wegener combined the anomalies created by The Impact and Exit
Event with Wegener’s ‘shifting continents’ theory to eventually produce the
theory of plate tectonics.
In the absence of any other credible explanation, the movement of sections of
the Earth’s surface around the globe appeared to be the only possible
solution. How else could the mountains have been formed other than being
thrust upwards by colliding continents?
Thus, the concept of plate tectonics was born and quickly became
accepted as a viable explanation for countless millennia of mountain
creation, oceanic formation and volcanic activity.
Plate tectonics necessarily require the movement of huge, colliding ‘plates’
around the surface of the Earth. The colliding plate boundaries generated
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tremendous pressures, causing the uplift of mountains …with subduction
sending the leading edge of some plates back into the interior of Earth.
That’s what they say.
The existence of what are normally described as ‘plate boundaries’ can
easily be explained within my hypothesis. In fact, the plate boundaries are
once again a perfectly natural and entirely predictable consequence of The
Impact and Exit Event.
Plate boundaries, whether incorporated within this hypothesis or looked at
in the context of plate tectonics are best described as a series of
interconnected crustal fractures across the surface of Earth. Some plate
boundaries are on land and others under oceans and seas. However, although
Alfred Wegener had correctly identified that there was indeed evidence
supporting his ideas pertaining to his now-famous ‘continental drift’ theory
he could not explain the mechanics behind the drifting apart of the
continents or indeed sea-floor spreading. His findings were based on
observations relating to similarities of marine life, fauna and vegetation on
opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean, which he believed could only have
occurred if the continents were joined together at some time in the distant
past.
Wegener correctly assumed that for some reason these two continents had
drifted apart creating the Atlantic Ocean, and I agree with Alfred Wegener’s
conclusions entirely; continental drift did occur and so did sea-floor
spreading.
What about plate tectonics? The ‘plates’ are undoubtedly real. Clearly,
movement does occur as separate parts of the Earths crust scour against
each other. The Earth undoubtedly has fractures across its surface that
grind against one another causing earthquakes, and volcanic activity does
occur (predominantly along these fractures).
So I agree with the concept of plate tectonics, insofar as there are ‘plates’,
and I support the mindset that they do grind together causing earthquakes of
varying magnitude worldwide.
The theory suggests that (for example) entire mountain ranges were (and
continue to be) created over vast periods of time.
However, The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis provides substantial
physical and visual evidence that supports the instant creation of the
Himalayas, the Rockies, the Alps, the Pyrenees, the Andes and all other
mountain ranges across our planet.
So, it is at this point that there are significant differences between plate
tectonics and The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis. This is because there
are many, many visual anomalies across the globe that can be
incorporated within The Impact and Exit Event concept; anomalies that can
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only be viewed as short-term, catastrophic events. As such they must be
removed from the realm of long-term plate tectonics. For example, it is clear
from images from satellites orbiting Earth that there is a definite fallout zone
of debris that spreads westwards from the exit site. Nowhere else on Earth is
this scenario visual and with such clarity. The fallout zone can be clearly seen.
Look at images of Earth and look for the cone’s distinctive beige-cream
appearance. It ‘fans out’ exactly as one would expect following the exit
event eruption proposed here. It has the correct trajectory …it is just a
whole lot bigger than any eruption event that has ever been imagined let alone investigated:

Courtesy of NASA

The fallout zone I have discovered (wow!) is there and it cannot be refuted
easily. It should therefore be investigated and I look forward to working
with others to complete this research.
Another after effect of the exit event is there for all who choose to look. The
author once again invites the attention of the reader to the fallout left
behind as the ejected magma columns fell back to Earth. These gigantic
columns carried huge quantities of superheated rock and debris for
thousands of miles upwards, outwards, westward, north and south. As I
have already discussed, these magma columns created the entire series of
mountain ranges located west of the exit site. South of the impact site one
tremendous (i.e. Andes) magma column fell back to Earth with the
furthermost tip of this collapsed column coming to rest at the site of what
is now Antarctica. This event caused major fracturing to the surface of
the Earth enabling further, simultaneous expansion of the planet to occur.
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Take a look. Take your time to study what I am placing before you especially via bathymetric maps (which tell the real story).
Evidence of other collapsed magma columns around the globe is there for all
to see, and closer scrutiny of each reveals that all columns originated from
the site of the impact and exit events.
Additional evidence of the after-effects of The Impact and Exit Event
extends to other types of debris that has fallen back to Earth. I mentioned
elsewhere in these pages my observation that the islands of the
Mediterranean were created as a result of huge chunks of magma being
either a) catapulted directly away from the exit site, or b) as the final
separating remnants of a collapsing magma column that fell away as the
main column slammed back onto the surface of Earth.
The reader need only study ways in which a volcano spews out its molten
ejecta to find corroborating evidence. The process is the same whatever
the scale of event.
What other after effects occurred following the Impact and Exit Event? The
answers to this particular question are many and varied. Furthermore, I have
found that shortly after it was catapulted away from the exit site, debris
from the exit event fell upon Earth across a wide area. Damage to the Earth’s
surface induced by instant and extremely powerful uplift events and
immense falling magma columns also left weak, linear fractures in the
Earth’s crust through which magma continues to escape today. There is
much evidence to substantiate this, although for some time this evidence has
been misinterpreted and the cause of these fractures attributed elsewhere.
The reader may wish to review the many examples of interconnected
volcanic mountain ranges around the world, of which up to 98% correlate
entirely with the global effects of The Impact and Exit Event described here.
It is clear to me that what is required - and now available - is a common
sense, consistent and uncomplicated approach to the way in which (for
example) the ‘Ring Of Fire’ around the peripheral of the Pacific Ocean
presents itself. The clear relationship that exists between each region of
volcanic activity around the Pacific Ocean only serves to underline the
connectivity between each. Evidently, each region has a single source
from which it was generated.
Take the volcanic region known as the Cascade Mountain Range in
northwest America. The uplift generated by the force of the impacting mass
as it passed underneath not only displaced (eastward) the overlying ocean,
it also considerably weakened the Earth’s crust, allowing pressurised vents
to open up and form the numerous volcanoes north to south.
Using this fresh information it may be beneficial for the reader to take a
look at the following images:
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Above images courtesy of USGS and NASA

Another illustration of the after effects of The Impact And Exit Event, in
terms of fallen debris can be traced from the exit event site as it fell across
the entire Middle East (including Afghanistan and Pakistan) then Saudi
Arabia, Yemen, Somalia and Ethiopia. As it fell it also blanketed the areas of
Uganda, Sudan, Kenya, Nigeria, Cameroon, Zimbabwe, South Africa and
finally, Namibia (see below):

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind
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The following image reveals the direction from which one of the
huge magma columns (and associated airborne debris) erupted
from the exit site. Evidence indicating the volume of magma and
debris involved is once again very clear. The outward trajectory of this
event is clearly southwest, which is once again consistent with
magma being ejected from the exit site to the east.

Site of the
Exit event

Saudi
Arabia

Oman
Ethiopia

Somalia

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

The latter part of The Impact and Exit Event left behind a
number of distinctive telltale features on the surface of the Earth.
Following its entry into the Earth’s mantle at a shallow angle the
impactor passed directly underneath what we now refer to as North
America. As it roared on under the Earth’s crust the huge mass of
debris forced up (and thereby created) rock formations that reflect
the scale of its forthcoming eruption out of the other side of the planet.
Huge mountain ranges were formed in an instant: the Sierra Madres;
the Sierra Nevada; the American Rocky Mountains; the Cascade
Mountain Range; the Canadian Rockies and the Brooks and Alaska
mountain ranges of Alaska.
Continuing its path underneath the surface of the Earth, the
impactor (although by now breaking into several pieces) burst out of
the planet with remarkable consequences.
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Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

The main exit site can be seen at the top of the above image
(left of centre). Other, smaller exit sites are also visible.
It was at this precise moment that the entire land formations on view
were created via a) collapsing magma columns; b) receding sea
levels; c) debris relocated by exit event ejecta debris, and d) magma
flows release from within the interior of Earth.
Sea level changes occurred across the globe as previously mild
conditions were replaced by untold devastation. The surface
waters of the planet fluctuated wildly, receding back and forth
considerably; the Earth rapidly increased in size as the Atlantic and
Pacific Ocean fissures began opening up.
There is a substantial amount of supporting evidence in the
previous image. For example, when one follows the logical
direction of upward ‘thrust’, the aftermath of the exit event is clear to
see. The Himalayas, the Tibetan plateau and all of the other
mountain ranges in the image are clearly the remnants of the
devastating eruption of magma, uplift or other transformations
caused by the exit event.
Similarly, India (which includes the geologically unique Deccan
Traps - see next chapter) is the result of fallen, ejected magma and
other debris.
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Image courtesy of NASA (My additions)

The white arrows in the above image indicate the direction that debris was
hurtled outwards from the impact event as several huge magma columns
were ejected upwards. The nature of the (several) magma columns
indicated by the smaller arrows is different to the landmass indicated by
the large arrow, insofar as the entire length of each of the other columns
can be traced to where they fell back to Earth over many thousands of
miles (using the bathymetry facility the reader may wish to take a look on
www.geoplayer.com).
Also consisting of ejected magma that has either a) crashed back to Earth
via enormous magma plumes or b) flowed out of the newly created
opening in the Earth’s crust e.g. the site of the Gobi & Takla Makan
Deserts, the following images reveal landforms that were created within
seconds of the exit event.
Himalayas

Taklamakan Desert

Tibetan plateau

Image courtesy of NASA (My additions)
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The main exit event site can be seen to the top of the previous image (the
oval shape that is the Takla Makan Desert). The white arrows indicate the
direction of magma columns that rose high above the site as the volcanic
plumes burst outwards, upwards and then collapsed back to Earth. Similar to
the volcanic eruptions we see today but on a much larger scale and under
immensely greater pressure, flows of rapidly emerging magma surged out
from the newly created ‘exit wounds’ and then cooled, leaving behind the
Tibetan plateau and a series of mountain ranges including the Himalayas.
Although displaying very similar and predictable properties to each of the
‘small arrow’ magma columns, the fallen magma column indicated by the
large arrow differs in one significant way. Before divulging this anomaly I
would like to point out the similarities on display. Each collapsed column
shown in the previous image has;
• a source at the location of the exit event site;
• thousands of miles of ‘sinew-like’ spines (the results of these
spiralling, twisting and falling spines can be seen radiating
outwards from the site of the exit event);
• evidence of the remnants of a huge amount of fallen
magma deposited at its furthermost extremity;
By contrast, the magma column I am now referring to (i.e. the large arrow in
the previous image) do not have any signs of extended, ‘sinew-like’
spines. There is no end-deposition of magma visible on the surface of the
planet (on land or underwater).
Evidently the source of this magma column is once again at the exit event
site. In fact it is in very close proximity, directly adjacent to the exit site
that lies to the north.
What is also clear is that despite the sheer width of the base of this
particular magma column (now India), the outermost point that is found on all
other magma columns is missing.
So why the different characteristics?
There can only be one conclusion; most of the magma from the ‘India’
forming column erupted upwards and outwards in a similar manner to other
magma columns. However, the key difference with this particular column
was that the nature of its exit trajectory was vertical - unlike the other
columns, which exploded outwards in a westerly, southerly or
southwesterly direction.
As a consequence large sections of the magma that had been vertically
expelled from within the Earth did not fall back to Earth. It simply continued
out into space, leaving just the ‘base’ of the column to fall back to Earth in a
condensed manner. Upon returning to Earth in an almost identical,
reversed direction the collapsed remnants of this column left behind a
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broad base which, when cooled created the unique terrain that is to be
found in India - the Deccan Traps; part of the Deccan plateau. The Deccan
plateau is the oldest and most stable in India.
However, the region presents a number of anomalies that continue to
puzzle scientists today, yet the location of the Deccan plateau in relation to
the exit event region of my hypothesis should come as no surprise. The
reader may also be interested to learn of the description of the Deccan
Traps, whilst at the same time considering my (Impact and Exit Event)
explanation of how this unusual geologic feature was created. Firstly, the
Deccan Traps are a large igneous province located on the Deccan plateau of
west-central India, which covers almost the entire length of the country. It is
acknowledged as being one of the largest ‘volcanic’ features on Earth. The
Deccan Traps consist of multiple layers of solidified flood basalt that together
are more than 2,000 m thick and cover an area of 500,000 km². The term
'traps' is derived from the Swedish word for stairs, referring to the step-like hills
forming the landscape of the region (the reasons for the ‘steps’ are explained
later, as this outcome is something to be expected when considering The
Impact And Exit Event). The northwestern part of the Deccan plateau is
made up of lava flows or igneous rocks known as the Deccan Traps. The
rocks are spread over the whole of Maharashtra and parts of Gujarat and
Madhya Pradesh, thereby making it one of the largest volcanic provinces in
the world.
The geology of the Deccan Traps and the Deccan plateau as a whole
provide intriguing anomalies. For example the sheer scale of the
predominantly granite Deccan plateau suggests that its creation was
outside what is perceived to be ‘normal’ geologic processes. The layout of
the land reflects the actual process that I believe had occurred; huge volumes
of lava cascaded over the underlying landmass rapidly as a direct
consequence of the monumental forces created by the exit event, which
took place to the north.
The speed at which this took place is demonstrated by the surprising
results of research into the reversals of magnetism within the rocks of the
Deccan plateau. Given its depth, assumed age and sheer scale, scientists
were convinced that the plateau had been laid down over millions of years.
This in turn would (it was thought) result in science gaining access to a
chronological account of some dozens of reversals in the magnetic polarity
of the plateau rocks. However, and to the astonishment of scientists there
were only two reversals. These results were repeated along the entire
length of the Deccan plateau, and are seen as conclusive proof that the
entire plateau was created in a very short time span indeed.
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Another puzzling aspect to the Deccan plateau is the compelling visual
evidence that the processes involved in its creation occurred far quicker
than is generally accepted.
The Deccan Plateau consist of huge lava flows that were, until recently thought
to have accumulated over millions of years. However, once the exit event had
occurred (in the case of the Deccan-forming ejecta column via an almost
vertical trajectory), it would be natural to conclude that a direct consequence of
such an eruption would be that the superheated column would ‘fall back on
itself’ and create layered formations of lava directly adjacent to the initial exit
site. This is exactly what is found when viewing the region immediately south of
the main exit site:

Image courtesy of the National Geophysical Data Center

Therefore the author of The Impact and Exit Event advocates that the
Deccan plateau is yet another manifestation of the global impact of the
events proposed within the pages of this publication.
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Given the enormity of the exit event that exploded upwards and outwards
north of the Deccan plateau (sending debris and shockwaves in a southerly
and westerly direction over what is now the site of the Deccan plateau) it is
inconceivable that the region of (what is now) India was not affected in any
way. On the contrary, the existence of huge amounts of volcanic
emissions across the entire expanse of India is entirely consistent with The
Impact and Exit Event hypothesis as the pre-existing landscape was
overwhelmed and lost forever underneath unimaginable amounts of falling
magma and other debris that had erupted from this singular source. The
information I have provided up to this point should by now - at the very least have encouraged the reader to seek out confirmation (or repudiation) of the
visual facts I have presented. In doing so, and with my explanation of the
after effects and extent of the devastation caused by The Impact and Exit
Event the reader may, at this particular point wish to take another, close look
at the following images:
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Each of the previous three images courtesy of: National Geophysical Data Centre

If the reader has access to the Internet, clicking on the following link will
open up the final image of the previous three. It will then be possible to
click on the image that appears to enlarge the view still further. Given the
outcome of The Impact and Exit Event (in terms of it’s effect on the geology
of Earth) you will see - in tremendous detail - the aftermath of the entire
event.
For example, the collapsed Andes magma column is clearly visible along
the west coast of South America and the correlation between this and the
west coast of Africa is also evident. The violent upheaval created as the
impactor passed underneath what is now North America is on view, as are
the immense ‘runoff channels’ to the east of the Rocky Mountains
(discussed shortly).
The site of the exit event and the tremendous level of damage to the
surface of Earth in that region is the most noticeable geological feature
across Asia and the Far East, north of India. The two main fallen ejecta
columns can be seen emanating from the exit site; one falling back to
Earth in a southerly direction down into the southern hemisphere, the
other spanning the entire landmass west of the exit site culminating where
Africa meets the Atlantic Ocean. Go here to view the stunning detail:
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/img/glshade1.gif
(…and don’t forget to click on the image once it has loaded).
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Seismic Activity across the world
All across the world there are areas of constant seismic activity. Such
areas demonstrate variable levels of magnitude and volatility. With
particular regard to the content of The Impact and Exit Event the cause of
earthquake activity in the areas of highest magnitude has, in the past been
put forward as the result of the movement of tectonic plates and
subduction. Constantly grinding and locking together, it has been said that
these plates slide over each other causing frictional stress, separating once
again under enormous pressures as a sudden failure occurs, thus
creating an earthquake.
Research undertaken by the Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Program
has produced an excellent view of seismic activity across the globe:

Image credit: The Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Program

When comparing the areas of greatest seismic activity (above) with the
trajectory and effects of the entire Impact and Exit Event there is without
doubt a very strong correlation.
Of special interest to the author is the intensification of activity north and
south of the impact site, and an even greater magnitude of seismic
disturbance not only surrounding the exit site but also where the collapsed
magma columns fell back to Earth. Notice how the submerged impactor
uplifted and damaged the Earths crust along the western side of what is
today North America whilst the ‘reverse’ ejecta column (hurled up,
backwards and away from the impact site) fell back damaging Earth’s
surface along (what then became) the entire western side of South
America.
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Furthermore, it is clear that the wide expanse of seismic activity across
Asia, Europe, the Middle East, Indonesia and New Zealand all have a
common source; the force of the exiting volume of debris and ejected
magma columns.
Furthermore, the location of a) the highest mountain regions on Earth and b)
the thickest sections of Earth’s crust also display an extremely close
association with each element of The Impact and Exit Event.
As discussed elsewhere in this publication images of the Earth also reveal a
corresponding deposition of huge volumes of dust particles and other
debris across the entire northern hemisphere to the west of the exit site:

Courtesy of NASA World Wind
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In keeping with all aspects of my research, I once again returned to the
basic question: What else would I expect to find if The Impact and Exit
Event had indeed occurred?
Having established that there was a vast amount of scientific, visual and
geological evidence in support of my hypothesis it then occurred to me that
there should be additional information available courtesy of the seas and
oceans of the world …and to be more accurate the ocean floor.
So I turned my attention once again towards the ‘rapid opening of the
oceans’ aspect of this hypothesis.
Yet again, the supporting evidence was overwhelming.
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Evidence supporting the huge, sudden displacement of water either
side of the Atlantic Ocean.
Logic decreed (to me, anyway) that if a) there was an event so powerful
that it raised the Earth’s crust many thousands of feet (North America,
Canada and Alaska); b) that this was followed immediately after by the
creation of entire mountain ranges and continents and c) the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans simultaneously widened at a phenomenal rate, then
evidence MUST exist which should, at the very least suggest a major
displacement of water (i.e. oceans and seas) in direct correlation with my
proposals.
So I looked for evidence of the movement of water on an oceanic scale.
You’ve guessed it. It was there, offering an unsurprisingly simple (and yes,
undeniable) reminder of what had gone before. Earth had once again
provided a startlingly clear, visual declaration that I was correct in my
assumption.
What was my assumption? Well, we are all aware that water is a powerful
force …and when a large volume of water is on the move it is a very, very
powerful force, so I assumed there would be evidence of this out there
somewhere.
To re-introduce context, I earlier suggested that the out-bursting of huge
amounts of magma during the exit event was similar to that of an erupting
volcano today but on a much larger scale and under far greater levels of
pressure. I also explained my belief that the Grand Canyon is the result of
rapid drainage similar to the process that happens wherever water erodes
land …again on a much larger scale.
Down on the beach, when the tide recedes it leaves behind those familiar
channels in the sand. This is a worldwide occurrence, so next time you
have a chance to visit the seaside take a close look and then compare this
with images of the Grand Canyon from above.
It is clear that, whatever the scale of rapid water movement, providing the
underlying surface is not (for example) solid granite, erosion features
similar to that of the Grand Canyon can be found quite easily after the tide
has receded on any beach, in any part of the world. Because of this I
wondered if the abovementioned drainage features may have been
replicated on a much larger scale …and if so where could they be? These
pointers got me thinking and I finally came to the conclusion that if
huge amounts of water had been displaced it must have had somewhere
to go, leaving behind associated evidence of its movement on the
surface of Earth. Taking the certain knowledge that water leaves behind
easily recognisable signs of erosion, I once again looked to the Internet for
help.
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Not long afterwards I was looking at a number of examples of water
movement, but instead of looking at small channels on a beach I was
observing the remnants of drainage channels on a truly colossal scale!
Needing to locate a place to where entire oceans could to be repositioned
without returning, I deduced another simple fact: other areas of the Earth
must have become available in which the water could drain into. Of course the
destination of the displaced oceans became obvious immediately. As the
uplifting continents that are now North America, Canada and Alaska rose
skyward the overlying ocean was displaced. An entire mass of water
drained off the raised (and soon-to-be-dry) land in a natural way. This
process left behind unmistakable evidence in the form of huge drainage
channels. Take a close look at the beige coloured region to the centre-left of
the following image:

Image courtesy of NASA

Given the information already imparted to the reader it should not be too
difficult to locate evidence of huge water displacement in the above image.
The uplifted ocean floor forced the overlying ocean to drain off to the
northeast, east, southeast and south. At the same time the mighty
mountain ranges to the west of North America (raised as the impactor
passed underneath) formed a monumental barrier to the west. The result?
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Channels revealing the direction in which the waters receded away towards
the nearest low points on the Earth’s surface. So where were the new ‘low
points’ into which the waters could flow? The author suggests further use of
the Internet by the reader at this time because this will undoubtedly produce
even more astounding results. For example, in the previous image take a
closer look at the entire north/south mid-section of North America directly
to the east of the newly formed mountainous regions. The visual evidence
actually enables the viewer (after much study) to identify independent water
flows, the direction in which each drained away and its final dissipation to
create a newly formed ocean consisting entirely of the previously
displaced oceans and seas. Once I had also concluded that the rapidly
widening (and much lower, newly forming) Atlantic Ocean floor was fast
becoming the recipient of vast volumes of incoming water yet more evidence
became clear. Immense outlet channels had been formed to allow the
displaced water to drain into the void created by the widening fissure.
Importantly, these outlet channels are located exactly where they should
be: on either side of the Atlantic Ocean!
Until recent advances in technology, the existence, quantity and scale of
these drainage channels was neither known nor anticipated. Hidden until
recently by the ocean itself, bathymetry now enables scientists to observe
features of the ocean floor in great detail. Having the ability to access such
images has enabled me to locate drainage channels that display the
ability to redirect huge quantities of water into the widening Atlantic
fissure, thus creating the Atlantic Ocean we see today. One such channel can
be observed off the eastern coast of North America, underwater at the site of
the Gulf of St. Lawrence (the light and dark blue in the following image is
seafloor and would normally be hidden by the overlying ocean):

Background image source: http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/image/2minrelief.html (My additions)
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The mainland shown in the previous image (green) is Quebec and the
island to the centre right of the image is Newfoundland. To the left is Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick. Although normally hidden by the Atlantic
Ocean the huge underwater channels (entitled the Cabot Strait and the
Laurentian Channel) are clearly the remnants of a massive drainage event.
On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean further underwater channels have
been brought to the attention of many researchers via bathymetry, and it is
very difficult not to recognise the way in which all of these drainage
channels make their way towards the newly formed depths of the Atlantic
Ocean. For example, take a look at this image of the Norwegian and North
seas:

Image courtesy of NASA World Wind (my additions).

Although a number of large undersea drainage channels are clearly visible,
closer scrutiny reveals many smaller channels along the submerged
continental shelf around Norway, Sweden and Finland.
Further west along this continental shelf there is supplementary evidence of
mass-drainage from the continental shelf into the widening void west of the
British Isles.
At this point I believe that it is also worthwhile taking a close look at a map of
the southern half of South America and perhaps adopting the idea that
displaced water had also poured into the widening Atlantic Ocean fissure
from several points east of the Andes mountain range:
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Image credit: NASA
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Australia, Antarctica and New Zealand.
As it disappeared on its subterranean journey towards the site of the exit
event the impactor left behind a trail of devastation of which two key
elements would combine to considerably alter the size of our planet.
Firstly, and immediately following the moment of impact internal upward
pressure from the high-speed subterranean projectile ripped open a huge
north/south segment of the Earth’s uppermost surface. Today we call this
area the west coast of North America. In an instant an enormous crack
opened up allowing trillions of tons of magma to rush out.
The second key element was the ‘reverse magma column’ that had been
catapulted out and backwards from the impact site under extremely high
pressure. This then collapsed back to Earth creating what is now the
Andes mountain range - this time splitting the Earth’s crust in a southerly
direction allowing additional, huge volumes of magma to pour out. This
collapsed magma column created the east coast of South America.
Collectively, these two events initiated the simultaneous widening of the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
The combined effect was a massive increase the circumference of Earth.
Viewing bathymetric mapping the reader can see the evidence left behind:
scour marks along the Pacific, Atlantic (and other) ocean floors that reveal
the way in which magma had indeed surged out from the interior of Earth. This
is where the concept of plate tectonics and The Impact and Exit Event
collide (pun intended).
Having introduced the reader to my thoughts on the fallen ‘Andes’
magma column and its initial impact on the surface of the Earth, it may now
be recognised that upon impact (i.e. opening of the ocean fissures) the
Andes magma column not only created the entire coastlines of South
America and western Africa its furthermost collapsed extremity also
shaped the coastal features of Antarctica, Australia and New Zealand.
As startling a claim this might be, the author invites you to once again visit
bathymetric maps and scrutinise the sub-surface continental shelf
definition of Antarctica and the ocean floor north, west, south and east of
this continent (the author found that in this particular instance
www.geoplayer.com provided the clearest bathymetry overview of the
region).
What will emerge is evidence of a landmass (and ocean floor) that has
been separated into two with one section displaced from its original
location abutting Antarctica. This separated section of the Earth’s crust
became the independent continent that is now Australia. How did I arrive at this
conclusion?
Again, my thought processes had informed me that if the collapsing South
America Andes magma column had slammed back across Earth’s crust as
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far south as what we now refer to as Antarctica, then Antarctica must
consist of the final remnants of that column.
Looking at the (available) landmass projections of Antarctica (coupled with
supporting research) I see an unimaginable volume of (now frozen, Earthlocked) ejecta that, with a little more upward momentum could have broken
free of Earth’s gravitational pull. Instead, it succumbed to gravity and fell
back to Earth.
The connection between the collapsed Andes magma column and its
furthermost tip extending further beyond the horizon can clearly be seen on
the following map. Note the way in which Antarctica and South America
are joined by the collapsed, underwater magma column (indicated by the
black arrows).
Should the reader study the ocean floor topography/bathymetry in greater
detail this will reveal how Australia was clearly attached to Antarctica prior
to its separation following the collapse of the fallen Andes magma column.

Image credit: Tom Patterson, Natural Earth II (My additions)

Australia (seen lower right, above) is the visible remnant of the separated
landmass that was released as the fallen, final segment of the Andes
magma column broke away in the direction of forward momentum (as
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shown by the red arrow), creating the two continents of Antarctica and
Australia. The final strand of the falling magma column collapsed to the
east, creating what is now New Zealand.
Assisted by the global widening process that was underway the continent of
Australia was repositioned by the action of outward-surging magma to a
location thousands of miles away, where it is today. Evidence of this can be
found on the ocean floor in the region highlighted by the white arrows. Take a
close look at the following image.
Notice the way in which the Antarctic and Australian continents do
appear to have moved apart as Earth expanded, and the way in which the
separation process left behind undersea expansion lines across the ocean
floor.
The two ‘facing’ coastlines of Antarctica and Australia were definitely
joined prior to The Impact And Exit Event. This is abundantly clear
when comparing the subterranean continental shelf of each. Below,
Australia is at the top of the image. The arrows indicate the direction
from which internal magma escaped via the newly created fissure (shown as
dotted line) as the subsequent Earth widening process ‘carried’ Australia away
from Antarctica:

Image courtesy of World Wind (my additions)

Similar to other examples of ocean floor creation and/or widening across
present-day Earth, the submerged continental shelves of both Antarctica
and Australia have unquestionable similarities. Take a close look for
yourself.
A separate section of collapsed magma was deposited in a northeasterly
direction and formed the geology consisting of New Zealand. These sub
ocean surface features are on view in the following image:
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Image courtesy of NASA World Wind

It is therefore difficult for me to come to any conclusion other than that
Australia is the separated, furthermost extremity of land that was separated
from Antarctica by the downward force of the collapsed ‘Andes’ magma
column. This conclusion is based upon the existence of sub-ocean
linkages, observations of existing end-sections of fallen magma columns
elsewhere (discussed earlier), and of course the examples highlighted
here.
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Matching the Impact and Exit Event fissures with ‘tectonic plates’.
In a manner similar to the inundation process that had created the Atlantic
Ocean, huge volumes of displaced water converged upon the newly
formed Pacific (and other oceanic) crust of the Earth, solidifying the
expanding surface whilst leaving previous sea floors high and dry.
The worldwide network of crustal damage caused by The Impact and Exit
Event is currently understood to be the boundaries of the ‘plates’ of the
plate tectonics theory:

Image credit: The Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Program

However, in the complete absence of an initiating mechanism, the plate
tectonics theory cannot adequately explain how (or why) the continents
drifted apart and moved around the surface of the globe. The theory also
fails to easily explain how the existence of many different geological
formations upon (and underneath) the surface of the Earth came to be.
In many cases the theory appears to contradict itself. For example,
continental drift and plate tectonics require untold millions of years of very,
very slow and unnoticeable movement of the continents across the surface
of our planet. We are informed that this extremely lengthy, mainly
geologically stable environment has enabled species on Earth to evolve
successfully.
It is also argued that the lengths of time involved allowed erosion to
reshape (even remove) entire mountain ranges, coasts, and valleys,
replacing them with new ones over and over again.
However, the actuality is that whilst there are continuous discoveries of
ocean-floor deposits (including fossils) high and dry on many mountaintops
and open plains of today none of these have been eroded since they were
originally laid down, supposedly millions of years ago - even though these
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depositions are found in what should be some of the harshest of all
environments on Earth. How can this be? Did the erosion process stop for
millions of years?
Of course not.
Subduction (said to occur where tectonic plates collide) is explained via the
existence of earthquake and other movements of Earth’s surface. These
earthquakes are largely associated with the surface of Earth returning once
again to the mantle as it is forced underneath an adjoining plate via
subduction. Divergent boundaries (we are informed) are the product of
materials rising up from within the Earth’s mantle to create new crust and
force the plates apart once again.
If only slight modifications to the concept of plate tectonics were made the
theory would make sense. The author suggests that such modifications
might be based around a) reassessing the timescales involved; b)
reconsidering the notion of subduction and c) realising the mountain
forming process for what it is.
These three elements of the theory are preventing scientists from moving
forward in a far more cohesive manner.
Using information taken from a typical global map displaying the position of
tectonic plates the author has recreated the damage (i.e. cracks) on the
surface of the Earth created by The Impact and Exit Event. It was from
within these fissures that the internal magma flowed allowing Earth to
expand to its present size, creating new ocean floors (and consequently
the appearance across our planet of ‘floating continents’) in the process:

Impact Event

Exit Event

The above depiction does not reveal the chronological order of the release of
internal magma, although the main fissures were a) north, south, west
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and east of the impact event; b) north, south and east of the exit event, and
c) the region encircling what is now Antarctica.
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Section 7: The Moon
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Earth’s Moon.
At some point in the past the Moon formed and found its own place in our
Solar System orbiting Earth. Throughout the history of humankind the topic of
the Moon’s creation has spawned endless debate amongst the
sciences. How and why was Earth’s Moon created? How did the Moon
come to be orbiting Earth? Why is it where it is now?
What process occurred that has produced entirely different features on
both the near and far sides of the Moon? Why doesn’t the Moon spin on its
axis in a manner similar to other celestial bodies? Why is it that the Moon is
moving away from Earth? These are just a few of the questions associated
with the Moon.
However, I am convinced that only when taken within the context of my
impact and exit hypothesis visual, geologic and geometric evidence
combine to provide a series of simple, predictable and quite natural
answers to each of the above questions.
Once I had plotted across the globe a timeline of events that had occurred
during (and after) The Impact and Exit Event, I realised that an additional,
hugely important element of this hypothesis was beginning to emerge; the
creation of the Moon.
As bold a statement that this appears to be I once again believe that I have
compelling evidence to prove that the creation of the Moon was caused by
the eruption of the largest of the ejecta columns generated by the exit
event.
The release of the incredible quantity of molten material that was to
become our Moon was the second of the two most violent cataclysms ever to
have taken place here on Earth (the first being the impact event moments
earlier).
It was from this world-changing exit event that the Moon was born and I will
explain how this happened shortly.
In order to substantiate my claim that it was from the exit event that the
Moon was created, I believe that the reader should be left in no doubt that an
event of sufficient power and velocity to produce such an outcome had
occurred.
Once again, the reader will need to revisit and study many of the images I
have included within these pages. This will give you an indication of the
power generated by the entire Impact and Exit Event.
I have produced another rough sketch that reveals the end product of the
path taken by the impactor as it passed underneath the surface of the
Earth and its outward trajectory at the site of the exit event. The sketch
displays the upward motion of the magma columns created by the outward
burst of pressure as magma and other debris were hurtled away from
Earth (the impact zone is located on the far side of the planet and is not
shown).
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Sketch indicating how the Moon was formed following the eruption of a huge column of magma from
within the interior of the Earth.

My conclusion that the exit event created the Moon may sound a little (well,
maybe a lot) far-fetched, but amazingly there are several additional
observations that I have made offering further proof that this is indeed what
has occurred.
The entire body of evidence relating to the ‘Moon creation’ aspect of my
hypothesis encompasses a) the angle of impact; b) the underground
trajectory taken by the impactor as it headed towards the exit site; c) the
angle of exit; d) the subsequent appearance of the Moon; e) the
composition and other characteristics of the moon, and f) the fact that the
Moon is actually moving away from Earth.
The cause of the perplexing orientation between the orbit of the Moon
compared with the planes of Earth and the ecliptic are also discussed and
justified within the context of the entire Impact and Exit Event.
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The angle of The Impact and Exit Event
and its relationship with the orbit of the Moon.
Earlier in these pages I made reference to the angle of impact at the site of
the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. The reader may also recall that
at that time I emphasised the importance of the angle of impact. The angle
of impact is easily established when one observes the linear relationship
between the impact and exit sites. This can be achieved in a number of
ways. Firstly, the author would like to save the reader a little time by
providing an indication of how a 5-degree angle appears:

Once I had discovered the angle of impact (using the geographic positions of
both the impact and the exit events) I realised that herein lies something of
great significance. The angle generated between the impact and main exit
site really is mouth-wateringly similar to the angle of the lunar orbit
relative to the plane of the ecliptic (5 degrees).
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However, Earth rotates on an axis of 23.45 degrees from perpendicular to the
plane of the ecliptic, which means that the angle of impact and exit and the
angle at which the Moon rotates around the Earth are totally dissimilar.
As the reader is about to discover, further investigation produced extremely
interesting results and closer investigation of what follows is strongly
encouraged.
Notwithstanding the apparent disparity between the above angles the
author has found that the current rotational axis of the Earth and the
anomalous angle of the lunar orbit are interconnected …via The Impact and
Exit Event.
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The origin of the anomalies between the orbit of the Moon and its odd
alignment relative to Earth and the plane of the ecliptic.
As previously mentioned, the Earth presently rotates upon an axis that is
23.45 degrees from vertical to the plane on which the Earth orbits the Sun
(i.e. the imaginary ‘plane of the ecliptic’). The Earth also ‘wobbles’ on its
axis as it rotates, with the two most notable wobbles being the Chandler
Wobble and the Precession of the Equinoxes.
Why is the Earth tilted in such a way, and why does it wobble as it rotates?
Given that The Impact and Exit Event imparted enough force to almost
disintegrate our planet, it comes as no surprise to me that another
consequence of the event could be the displacement of Earth from what
was a perfectly natural orbiting motion. Earlier, I explained why the lowest
point on the surface of Mars (the Hellas Basin) existed. I also explained that
the consequence of the force of the impact that created the Hellas Basin
was to thrust Mars onto a new axis of rotation, while at the same time
creating much of the geology on Mars. I also provided a number of
examples of strong visual evidence to support my findings. Knowing how
such an event had completely and permanently altered the orbital
characteristics of Mars, I considered the potential consequences of The
Impact and Exit Event on the axial rotation of Earth.
The reader may wish to contemplate that prior to The Impact and Exit Event
a Moonless Earth was acting in a predictable way; it was travelling along
the plane of the ecliptic rotating on a perfectly vertical axis. That’s the way
it would have remained if The Impact and Exit Event had not occurred.
However, it is commonly agreed that it is quite odd that the Moon’s orbit is
closer to the plane of the ecliptic, and not to the Earth's equatorial plane,
with the lunar orbital plane inclined to the plane of the ecliptic by 5.145
degrees. Why? Surely an object such as the Moon should be orbiting in
direct relation to the orbit and inclination of Earth? The effects of gravity and
5.145 degrees
The moon’s
orbital plane

Earth’s axis

The plane of the ecliptic

Sun
Not to scale!!
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the direction of Earth’s rotation should also dictate the characteristics of our
smaller neighbour, don’t you agree? Yet again my hypothesis provides visual
evidence that solves some of the most enduring conundrums relating to the
Moon. However, when I followed the inevitable trail that continued to present
itself to me I could not understand how the current angle of the Moon’s
orbit could be so wildly different than what I had anticipated (see
following sketch). I have already shown that the angle of impact and exit
(see following sketch) was clearly evident from the linear correlation
between the Gulf of Mexico/Caribbean Sea and the Taklimakan Desert.
By drawing a ‘line’ between the two sites, the angle between The Impact
and Exit Event and the Earth’s equator could then be estimated. The
resultant angle was approximately 5 degree’s, which both puzzled and
pleased me at the same time.
Although excited that closer scrutiny of the angle created by The Impact
and Exit Event (relative to the Earth’s equator) revealed that it was almost
identical to the 5.1 degrees of the orbit of the Moon relative to the plane of
the ecliptic, I was also frustrated. If the Moon had been created as a result of
the exit event, then surely it would be orbiting the Earth at the same
angle it had been propelled away from the Earth?
For the first time I had hit a problem with my hypothesis…
It didn’t take too long to find the solution to my dilemma as the answer was
perfectly natural and yes, it is once again consistent with the overall
content of my hypothesis.
Firstly, using the two sites on Earth at the centre of my hypothesis here’s how
I arrived at the 5-degree angle created by The Impact and Exit Event (relative
to Earths equator):
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Unfortunately, I do not have the sophisticated equipment required to
categorically substantiate what I am about to divulge. However, even
without such technology I have been able to identify an extremely close
relationship between The Impact and Exit Event, the present orbital angle of
the Moon and the current axial tilt of the Earth.
The diagram below illustrates the approximate angle at which the Moon
actually orbits the Earth:
The Moon’s strange
angle of orbit

N

Earth’s present axis
= 23 degrees from
perpendicular

The plane of
the ecliptic
S

Earth

In terms of the similarities between The Impact and Exit Event trajectory
and the inclination of the orbit of the Moon relative to the plane of the
ecliptic, both (5-degree) angles had me convinced that I was on the right
track.
Then, whilst playing around with a pen, some cardboard cutouts and my
desktop globe I could not believe what I had stumbled upon!
Recalling what had happened to Mars following its collision with an incoming
planet (i.e. the realignment of the north/south axis of Mars), I explored
the possibility that something similar might have happened to Earth. After
all, The Impact and Exit Event was a hugely powerful and high-speed
occurrence, so I deduced there might be potential for a subsequent alteration
of the Earth’s axial rotation.
Staring at my desktop globe on its recognisable (23.45-degree) tilt, I
imagined the horizontal plane of the ecliptic and compared it with the angle I
believed was created by The Impact and Exit Event.
The result was an angle nowhere near that which the Moon presently
orbits relative to the plane of the ecliptic. Consequently, the lunar orbit
certainly had no relevance to The Impact and Exit Event trajectory (or so I
thought…).
Then, when I took hold of the desktop globe and re-aligned the Earth to
where I believe it would naturally be positioned in relation to the Sun prior to
The Impact and Exit Event (i.e. spinning perpendicular to the plane of the
ecliptic) …unbelievably, the solution was right there in front of me!
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With the Earth once again realigned to its natural, perpendicular axis I
again revisited the angle created by the impact and exit sites. Would you
believe it? I was looking at an almost identical angle at which the Moon
orbits today (5 degrees):
Trajectory of The Impact and Exit Event
N

Earth

Plane of the
ecliptic

Moons orbital
plane
S

Both angles are
very similar.

The difference this time was that the equatorial plane of the Earth and the
plane of the ecliptic were now aligned one and the same. My thought
processes began working overtime immediately. The only logical
explanation was presented to me via entirely visual means, and what an
explanation!
It is now clear to me that the evidence I have discussed here indicates that
prior to The Impact and Exit Event the Earth, much smaller than it is today
had been rotating in a perfectly natural manner, with its axis perpendicular
to the plane of the ecliptic, as one would expect. Once the high-speed
Impact and Exit Event had occurred, the giant magma column that erupted
out of the Earth’s interior (at the exit site) rose high above what is now
India. Stretching upward, the extreme tension between upward thrust, the
pull of Earth’s gravity and the elasticity of the magma column culminated in
the sudden release - at its top-most extremity - of a huge globule of
molten magma into space.
The newly formed Moon was catapulted out retaining its momentum and at
the same time maintaining the same angle as it headed into the cold void of
near-space. As a brand new, independent entity the Moon unbelievably
escaped the incredible turmoil that was occurring back on Earth,
establishing and maintaining an independent orbit of 5 degrees from the
plane of the ecliptic, reflecting the trajectory it was catapulted out of Earth.
The ‘parent’ magma column had by now collapsed back to Earth creating the
landform we now refer to as India and the Deccan plateau.
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Meanwhile, as a result of The Impact and Exit Event a combination of
events of gigantic proportions rocked the Earth off its original axis for it to
eventually regain equilibrium at its present angle of 23.45-degrees. The
massive, combined forces that were unleashed to instantly redefine the
axial tilt of the Earth include:
• the incredible force generated by the impact event;
• the rupturing, disruption and rapid cooling of huge volumes of
Earth’s internal magma;
• the corresponding force of the exit event;
• the displacement of huge sections of the interior of the Earth
via erupted magma columns;
• the shifting of Earth’s centre of gravity via newly
created landforms, and the displacement of unimaginable
volumes of water;
• the rapid increase in the size of the planet caused by
the expansion of its surface (eg the creation of Earth’s
present day oceans);
• the loss of a huge section of the Earth’s interior (which
became the Moon)
• the newly-formed gravitational interaction between the Earth
and the Moon.
Clearly, when each of the above events occurred simultaneously the
effect on our planet was enormous. There can be no doubt that together
they contributed towards shifting Earth off its original axis to its current
position.
In its infancy the newly created Moon began its serene occupancy
of the night sky, completely independent of the mayhem underway back on
Earth.
The reader may also like to consider the following intriguing figures;


The moon orbits at an angle of between 18 and 28 degrees to Earths
equator (a variation of 10 degrees).



The Earth spins on an axis that is 23 degrees from perpendicular to the
plane of the ecliptic.




Deducting 5 degrees from the highest angle of orbit of the Moon (28
degrees) the result is 23 degrees.
Adding 5 degrees to the lowest average angle of orbit of the Moon (18
degrees) the result is once again 23 degrees.



The angle created by the Impact and Exit Event relative to the Earth’s
equator (in a perpendicular alignment) is approximately 5 degrees.



The Moon’s orbital plane is 5 degrees from the plane of the ecliptic.
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I believe that The Impact and Exit Event is the only hypothesis that
explains the origination of the 23 degree tilt of the Earth’s axis and how it is
directly associated with the 5 degree orbit of the Moon relative to the plane of
the ecliptic.
My research has revealed that in recent years others have already
postulated that Earth has expanded in size sometime in the past and
that further research by others had also found that the Moon could
indeed have been created from materials that originated from within
Earth. The Impact and Exit Event provides a scenario that enables the
creation of the Moon to have each of these characteristics (and lots more
besides) without losing any of its integrity.
Additionally, a Moon ejected from within Earth would be catapulted
outwards and unless another force had the ability to halt it, it would
continue on its course away from our planet. This would explain why it is
that the Moon is actually moving away from Earth at a rate estimated to
be around 1½ inches per year, and why it is that this distance is
increasing as time goes by.
Once the enforced process of expansion (i.e. ocean-forming) had finished,
an enlarged Earth would have quite naturally regained its stability and once
again settled into an orbit around the Sun (albeit on its new axis of 23.45
degrees), with it’s newly ejected Moon rotating around it on a more unusual
angle of 5 degrees from the plane of the ecliptic.

Image cortesy of NASA
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Following on from my arguments relating to how the Moon was formed
and how the irregular orbital characteristics of the Earth and the Moon
originated I will now offer a perfectly natural, consistent and visual
explanation of how the surface features of the Moon were created.
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The appearance of the Moon.
It has been observed that there are far more indentations (currently
perceived as ‘craters’) on the far side of the Moon than those which exist
on the surface facing Earth.
We have been told that the Moon is divided into two types of terrain: a)
Maria, the dark coloured, lightly cratered, lowland basins which cover 15 %
of the lunar surface and b) the light coloured, heavily cratered highland
regions covering 85% of the lunar surface. The highland regions are
inferred to be ancient (the Maria is less cratered and as a consequence are
inferred to be younger). Strangely there is an obvious lack of Maria on the
far side of the Moon. Why?

The far side of the Moon
Image credit: F.J. Doyle/National Space Science Data Center
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The near side of the Moon
Image credit: NASA

Why should one side of the Moon have a surface so different from
another? How can one side of the Moon have large areas considered to be
‘younger’ than the surrounding landscape, and why isn’t this repeated on
the far side of the Moon? Why are so many ‘basins’ only found on the near
side of the Moon? How come there are a huge number of indents (sorry,
craters) that have no radial evidence of impact, and why do these vastly
outnumber the ‘true’ craters that do convey apparent evidence of impact?
What is most intriguing to me is the obvious lack of radial debris around a
large numbers of craters. The presence of ejecta fallout in some areas
absolutely confirms impacts on the surface of the Moon made by incoming
fragments of space debris. Set this against the propensity of ‘non-radial
fallout’ indentations across the entire surface of the Moon (especially the
far side), and a combination of unusual geologic irregularities emerge.
Added to this is the puzzling way in which there appears to be an obvious
transition zone between the heavily ‘cratered’ far side of the moon and the
near side, which is primarily covered by maria.
The ‘craters’ scattered across the surface of the Moon are generally
accepted by today’s science as impact craters. This consensus is
supported by the fact that some of these craters are easily identified by the
presence of surrounding ejecta fallout debris.
Unsurprisingly, I believe that I have discovered an alternative explanation
for the surface features of the Moon. I argue that what is clearly visible
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through telescopes, available via the Internet and recorded in books has
been heavily misinterpreted by many, due to an over-reliance on the
original interpretations of those who established the foundations of
astronomy long, long ago.
Commonly, and because of entrenched beliefs amongst astronomers the
spherical surface features on the Moon are instantly and automatically
described as ‘impact craters’.
The author argues that there are a number of explanations for these
intriguing indentations, and one of these explanations is that some are
indeed genuine impact craters. However, closer inspection of the radial
features around many so-called craters reveals a major inconsistency: the
central point of the radial evidence is often off centre to the crater from
which it apparently emanates.
As if to support The Impact and Exit Event hypothesis, the largest radial
lines emanating from an ‘impact crater’ are associated with an area of the
Moon entitled ‘Tycho’. This apparent impact crater is visible in the following
image along with a number of other similar features:

The near side of the moon. Image source: NASA (My additions)
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In direct opposition to the general consensus that all of the surface
features discussed here are impact craters it has been speculated that the
radial features associated with (for example) Tycho, Copernicus and Kepler
are the result of electrical discharges between the Moon and another
celestial body. However, what the ‘other celestial body’ was has also been
the subject of debate.
The author proposes that this speculation underpins another key
element of the impact and exit process; the process through which the
newly forming Moon parted company with its downward falling parent
magma column (a consequence of which would have been naturally
occurring and predictable electrical discharges on a monumental scale).
Given the scale of the entire Impact and Exit Event it is inconceivable to me
that some kind of electrical forces would not have been generated as a
result of the separation of the Moon from its parent planet.

Credit: NASA/HST

You are also invited to look closely, to see the curious way in which
the ‘ejecta lines’ do not actually emanate from the centre of the Tycho
‘crater’. Tellingly, these phenomena can be explained via the
existence of electrical discharge between the Moon and another entity.
Note also that this, the most obvious evidence of the largest
potential electrical discharge between Earth and the Moon is
situated where one would expect it to be …at (or near) the closest
point between the surfaces of the Earth and the Moon.
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When discussed within the context of The Impact and Exit Event, solutions
to many ‘Moon curiosities’ come thick and fast. The author suggests that
despite what is generally perceived to be a very difficult conundrum, this
entire series of geologic inconsistencies actually have quite a simple
explanation. The answer lies in the perfectly natural end product of the
expulsion of the Moon from inside Earth maintaining the angle generated
as it hurtled out of our planet. For example, the curious differences between
the heavily ‘cratered’ far side of the Moon and the smoother, less ‘cratered’
near side can be explained.
How?
The reason that there are a greater number of indentations on the far side of
the Moon is because the far side of the Moon was facing directly into the
coolness of space as it was ejected outwards. Maintaining its momentum
(and because of the upward and outward direction of thrust), little (or
no) rotation was imparted to the ascending mass as it pulled away from
Earth. As the Moon lacked rotation, the near side was permanently
enveloped within the embryonic envelope (or ‘slipstream’) that was the
heated ‘tail’ of the Moon as it headed away from Earth.
So, if we had been around to have witnessed this event we would have
seen the Moon leaving behind an Earth that was being rocked off its
original axis by the catastrophic effects of The Impact and Exit Event and
the Moon breaking free of its parent magma column (which then collapsed
back on itself onto the surface of Earth).
We would have watched in awe as the colossal molten, churning globule
continued outward under tremendous upward thrust, escaping the
gravitational pull of Earth.
This incredibly hot, independent magma entity quickly reshaped many times
as it continued on its journey into near space to eventually and quite
naturally form a spherical shape. Internal gases burst through the surface
hissing, bristling, popping and exploding outwards, and large areas of the
molten surface were still in a state of flux.
Then, completely free of the Earths atmosphere the ‘front-end’ (or far side) of
the newly forming Moon began cooling rapidly as it encountered the cold void
of space.
A huge number of different sized gas bubbles burst, popped, cooled rapidly
and then hardened to eventually solidify and leave behind indentations with
raised rims (most of these were later mistaken for impact craters).
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Meanwhile, incredible electrical discharges would have occurred as the
two entities parted, arcing across the emptiness of space that was widening
between them.
The super-heated nature of the ‘slipstream’ of the rising sphere and the
cold environment of space combined to produce telltale geological
differences across the surface of the Moon.
The (very) rough sketch below offers details of how I perceive the entire
process occurred. It is my penciled version of the drawing I produced on
page192, which shows how the Moon emerged from within Earth following
The Impact And Exit Event:

(See following text)

To assist the reader I have produced a description of the content of the above
sketch that relates to the numbers shown (a section of the Earth’s surface is
shown on the right of the drawing):
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1.

The site of the Exit Event: The Taklamakan Desert in China;

2.

The (now) collapsing magma column, falling back to Earth;

3.

The Moon heading away from Earth, the far side being cooled
rapidly by the cold void of space;

4.

The contrast between the near and far side of the Moon is clearly
evidenced by the presence of maria on the near side, and the
proliferation of ‘craters’ on the far side;

5.

The super heated ‘jet stream’ left in the wake of the expulsion of
the Moon. This provided longer cooling time on the near side of the
moon, enabling magma to settle and cool over wide areas,
creating flattened areas;

6.

These arrows indicate the direction in which magma and other
debris was ejected under enormous force, away from the exit site.
These also represent the magma columns that fell back to Earth to
create entire mountain ranges across the northern hemisphere and
down into the southern hemisphere (as described elsewhere);

7.

The remnants of the ejecta were also catapulted outwards. The
author suggests that it is entirely possible that some of these
impacted with the far side of the Moon as they were pulled back
(via gravity) towards Earth. Other remnants impacted the near side
of the Moon for the same reason. Additional space bound debris
would have impacted upon the surface of the Earth later, creating
many of the craters on view across the globe today.

Another factor providing further momentum to my hypothesis is the internal
structure of the Moon. Although very little is known presently I contend
that at some point in the future, some areas of the Moon’s surface will
be found to have chambers underneath (from which gases have
escaped). These will then prove to be the remnants of un-collapsed
pockets of gas left over from the creation of the Moon.
Perhaps the reader might like to look out for this information
appearing in the future? I am certain that when it does you will find
that it will alter your current belief on the way in which the Moon was
formed now that you are aware of The Impact And Exit Event. Why
not try searching the Internet for information about any of the above
ideas to see what more you can discover…
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Credit: NASA

The previous image is of International Astronomical Union Crater No.308.
Assuming this was indeed an impact crater radial ejecta would be on view. It
isn’t. Furthermore, if the other indentations were also ‘craters’ then surely
some evidence of ejecta would be on view? The ejecta is conspicuous
only by its total absence. Closer inspection of the previous image also
reveals hundreds of smaller ‘craters’ that do not have any evidence of
fallen ejecta in the vicinity. In addition to the lack of ejecta around the
main ‘crater’, I also invite you to note the existence of cooled, ‘unpopped’
bubbles of magma in the centre of the main ‘crater’.
Another interesting feature is the flattened internal floor of the ‘crater’.
Collectively it is difficult to imagine an impact leaving behind such
intertwined geology: no radial debris, centrally raised features, a flat ‘crater’
floor and hundreds of similar depressions in such close proximity.
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My view is that these could quite simply be the remnants of superheated
gas bubbles that had risen to the surface of the Moon as it was rapidly
cooling. Upon release of the gas the remaining, spherical indentation
hardened in the ice-cold environment of space creating the rim-like, ejecta
free features we see here and elsewhere on the Moon.
Sometimes, the actual appearance of these so-called ‘craters’ is a
giveaway. Another instance that puzzles scientists today is the following
example of lunar rock:

Lava from the lunar "seas".
This chunk of bubble-rich lava, collected by the Apollo 15 astronauts, typifies the surface rock of
the dark maria (or "seas') on the Moon. Unlike Earth rocks, the lunar specimens contain no
water; the nature of the gas that made the bubbles remains a mystery.
(Text and image credit: NASA)

Perhaps my version of events could easily explain why the ‘bubbles’ are
encapsulated within the Moon rock? Surely it is clear that this is the result of
previously superheated material cooling rapidly?
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Apart from my own (arms length) research, it is clear to me that we
have a number of reputable scientists around the world who have
utilised modern technological advances to promote ideas suggesting
that (for example):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Earth and the Moon have identical isotopic composition
the Moon was created from materials forced away from Earth
some of the craters on the Moon were formed by electrical
discharges between the Moon and another stellar body
the Moon ‘wobbles’
the Moon was created when a day on Earth lasted just 5 hours
the Moon is gradually moving away from Earth
the Moon has little or no iron core
the Earth and the Moon are formed from an identical mixture
of components
the Earth and the Moon were formed at very similar distances
from the sun, and…
following an impact with another object the Earth could
indeed have ejected sufficient iron-free material into orbit to
create a satellite as large as the Moon

To the layperson, the above list would appear to be a random mixture of
crazy concepts having no basis in reality. However, once each of the
above is recognised as being interconnected and placed within the
context of The Impact And Exit Event they become an entirely rational set
of predictable outcomes.
Coincidence?
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Section 8: Supplementary Evidence
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Magnetism on the ocean floor and alternating magnetic poles.
Surprisingly, the ocean floor around the globe reveals unusual oscillations
between the magnetic poles. Why?
Some have theorised that the Earth’s magnetic poles have ‘flipped’ or
‘reversed’ on quite a number of occasions, over millions of years.
There isn’t any solid evidence to prove why (or how) the magnetic poles
appear to be periodically reversed (apart from readings taken of the ocean
floor either side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and in the Pacific Ocean).
My hypothesis does not advocate anything other than the results of recent
research regarding the discovery of alternating magnetism on the ocean
floor. On the other hand - and you have probably guessed this already - I
do have an issue with the timescales involved; I believe that the reversals
in magnetism can be incorporated within The Impact and Exit Event
hypothesis.
In the absence of a definitive explanation on this particular issue I would
like to think that any observation ~ however unorthodox ~ must, at the very
least be allowed to be put forward for discussion. That’s science, isn’t it? So,
where am I heading this time?
Once again I am following my thought processes relating to what might (or
should) have happened throughout The Impact and Exit Event. An event of
this magnitude would surely have produced a correspondingly significant
reaction within the internal structure of Earth. Given the ‘fixed’ form of the
crust, a sudden high-speed intrusion into the Earth’s mantle by an impactor
of this scale would undoubtedly generate sub-surface fluctuation and
movement.
Is it not beyond reason to suggest that much of the Earth’s mantle (and
possibly even the outer core) would have been churned, expanded,
contracted and displaced in many ways following an impact of this scale?
This may be behind the hotly debated series of unusual magnetic polarity
recordings presently associated with the spreading of the ocean floors. To
me, this is entirely consistent with The Impact and Exit Event, which would
have clearly made Earth’s interior incredibly unstable. Is there evidence to
support this?
Well, I’ve had a go at creating what may - at the very least - be described as a
speculative drawing!
The following sketch is how I believe the alternating magnetism may
have been created along the freshly opened fissures that had occurred
the moment impact and exit took place:
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Additionally, my research into the Mars impact revealed to me how an
event on this scale had the energy to alter the planets rotational axis. If you
recall, my extremely technical experiment using cutting edge technology (a
tennis ball and a pencil) helped to reveal that Mars has at some point in the
past ‘wobbled’ significantly following an impact with another planet.
Perhaps the Earth suffered an impact that sent it reeling in much the same
way as Mars. Could any ensuing wobble be the cause of the alternating
magnetic poles found across the world?
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There would certainly have been a number of global occurrences having
the potential to generate magnetic fluctuation. Following the Impact and
Exit Event there would have been:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

vii)
viii)

significant turbulence underneath the Earth’s crust;
huge displacement and shifting of water
(and therefore weight) across surface of the globe;
shuddering anti-rotational forces caused by the
impact event;
instant, additional anti-rotational influences caused
by the force of the exit event;
antipodal disruption and consequential effects on
Earth’s rotation;
a massive shifting of the entire centre of gravity of
the Earth as a result of enormous amounts of
displaced magma emanating from the fissures of the
emerging Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean and the
erupting magma columns at the sites of the Gulf of
Mexico and the Taklimakan Desert.
a rapid expansion of the size of the Earth as the
Atlantic Ocean fissure (and other fissures) widened;
additional gravitational forces imparted by the newlyestablished Moon.

When taken as a whole, the combination of the above corresponding
series of internal and external catastrophic events would make it highly
unlikely that the magnetic polarity of the Earth would remain constant.
Surely it is far more realistic to embrace the concept that the entire
equilibrium of our planet was severely disrupted by the concoction of
forces acting upon (and within) it at the time.
Once the original momentum of the planet was regained Earth established a
new axis of rotation and was much, much larger than before. What
remains are definite wobbles along the Earth’s new rotational axis that are
commonly referred to as the ‘Chandler Wobble’ and the ‘Precession of the
Equinoxes’.
The Chandler Wobble is a small variation in Earth's axis of rotation,
discovered by American astronomer Seth Carlo Chandler in 1891. It
amounts to 0.7 arc seconds over a period of 433 days. The Chandler
Wobble's diameter has varied since it was discovered, reaching its most
extreme in 1910. The cause of the Chandler Wobble is not known.
This is in addition to the Precession of the Equinoxes, a larger oscillation
that takes over 25,000 years to complete.
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Could both oscillations be a consequence of The Impact and Exit Event?
Notwithstanding the unexplained magnetic and geological anomalies
highlighted here, I would certainly expect The Impact and Exit Event to
leave behind some glaring pieces of supporting evidence, and it did in a
somewhat predictable manner.
It was time for me to call the geologic characteristics of planet Earth to the
witness stand.
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The tale of the rock.
In order to establish an even clearer line of evidence I decided to
concentrate on one of the most profound outcomes of The Impact and
Exit Event; the basic nature and arrangement of rock formations
across the world.
To my surprise I found that, without prior knowledge of rock or terrain
types across the globe I could (using common sense and my
awareness of the nature of The Impact and Exit Event) easily predict
what type of rock would be in a particular part of the world and what
the arrangement of the land would be.
I did this by imagining the entire event as it unfolded and noted
what I thought the result would be (geologically speaking) at various
stages from impact to exit by rock type and its location within a
chronological, geological time-line of The Impact and Exit Event.
For example, I suspected that if this hypothesis is correct the force of
the impactor would have pushed upwards the surface of the Earth at the
point it passed underneath what was to become the Rockies in North
America. If this had indeed been the case I also deduced that any
water/sea/ocean overlying the surface of the planet at this location
would naturally have been displaced elsewhere.
So, given this entirely imagined scenario I then wrote down what I
believed the terrain of the region should appear like long after The
Impact and Exit Event had occurred. I anticipated that the sudden uplift
from below would most likely have stretched and perhaps split the
outermost crust of Earth. I also assumed that there would need to be
evidence of water displacement on a huge scale in the immediate
vicinity by way of drainage events on a truly massive scale.
Of course, in this example I am only referring to the geology of
my favourite part of the world - the Rocky Mountains - but when I
followed the trial left behind by the trajectory through Earth of The Impact
and Exit Event I found that concluding the geological consequences
proved to be easy - and natural.
Try viewing the visual evidence via modern mapping technology
(especially bathymetry) and you will find that everything I suspected to
be in place was there for everybody to see.
These results were once again very difficult to ignore, or even argue
as ‘coincidence’.
Notwithstanding the example cited above, the following tables provide
the reader with an opportunity to see how easy it was to predict (and
then confirm) the nature of rock formations across the globe:
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Position within
the Impact and
Exit Event
timeline

Main impact
event

Impact (1)
heading under the
surface of the
Earth
northwestwards.

Impact (2)
Material ejected
back outwards via
the impact.

Region

North
America,
South
America

Natural
consequence
of event

Anticipated rock
appearance

Anticipated
rock type

Various ‘surface
damage’, debris
and layering.
Massive flood
damage.

Miscellaneous &
chaotic rock
composition; structured
uplift; water erosion,
large and repetitive silt
deposition; unusual
displacement of large
rocks; cave systems.
New mountainous
regions.

Assorted
fragments of
disturbed rock.
Cooled, magma
remnant rocks.
Unusual and
unexplainable
land
formations.

Jagged, tilted and
sometimes chaotic.
Sharp contrast with
adjoining
landmass/ocean floor.
Evidence of uplifted,
previously flat surfaces
of Earth.
Volcanic emissions.

Mostly in a
‘natural’ state,
with pockets of
volcanic rock
where
vents/cracks
had opened up.
Some
dispersed
molten rock.

Sedimentary, with
occasional areas
of folding in
evidence. Some
metamorphic and
igneous areas.
Base rock
exposed in many
places.

�

Predictable, with
constant, cooled
magma-based
characteristics
throughout.

Almost 100%
cooled magma.

Metamorphic, with
significant levels
of folding in
evidence.

�

Western USA
and Canadian
Rockies;
Alaska

Huge uplift of
the surface of
the Earth from
below.
Repetitive
geologic
patterns.

South
America (the
Andes, along
the entire
length of the
west coast)

Immense fallout
ejecta. Damage
to surface of the
Earth.
Major magmabased
remnants.

Anticipated rock
composition

Metamorphic,
Igneous,
Sedimentary,
Uplift

Actual?

�

Position within the
Impact and Exit Event
time-line

Main exit event

Exit (2)

Region

Taklamakan
& Gobi
Deserts, Asia
& wider
Central China
region

East Asia,
Europe &
Central
Russia.

Natural
consequence
of event

Anticipated
rock
appearance

Anticipated
rock type

Huge areas
around the exit
area covered
and/or
blanketed by
debris ejecta
from the exit
event; magma,
rock &
sediments in
spectacular
quantities.

Continent-sized
ejecta fallout
columns,
chaotic rock
formations,
ejecta
orientated
outwards from
the exit areas.
Lava flows of
colossal
magnitude.

99% cooled
magma from
within the Earth.
Also
fragmented,
high levels of
folded rock & a
wide
redistribution of
previously
existing surface
rock particles.

Extended
fallout from
ejected magma
columns in the
direction of
‘forward
momentum’ of
the exit event
trajectory.

Far-reaching,
raised surface
features
accompanied
by significant
damage to the
Earth’s surface.

99% cooled
magma from
within the Earth.
Also
fragmented,
high levels of
folded rock & a
wide
redistribution of
previously
existing surface
rock particles.

Anticipated rock
composition

99% Magma.

Actual?

�

Metamorphic,
Igneous.

99% Magma.
Metamorphic,
Igneous.

�
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Position within the
Impact and Exit Event
time-line

Exit (2) Continued…

Region

East Asia,
Europe &
Central
Russia.

Natural
consequence
of event

Anticipated
rock
appearance

Total
blanketing of
entire regions
via uplifted and
widely
dispersed
sediments and
fragmented
rocks etc.

Redistributed
particulates
across the
entire region.
Some larger
pockets of
ejected
magma.

Anticipated
rock type

Large examples
of ejected
materials
accompanied
by massive
amounts of
disintegrated
materials.

Anticipated rock
composition

Are actual
rock
appearance
and
composition
similar?

Crushed rock.
Some
metamorphic,
some
Igneous.
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Summary.

Given the implications of what I have presented here, and in order to
enable the reader to grasp the entirety of my hypothesis I believe it will
help to provide a final summary of where my findings have taken me.
I began writing this book by inviting the reader to be prepared to have
existing preconceptions about the geological history of our planet and our
Solar System uprooted by a bewildering array of visual evidence. I then
proceeded to offer the reader a collection of what I believe to be
indisputable, visually evidenced truths.
Before exploring the previously unrecognised geological evidence of the
Earth’s tumultuous Impact and Exit Event I had looked for the origination of
the incoming object(s) by looking at the surface of Mars. Here I found
abundant evidence of a glancing impact that had been inflicted upon Mars
at the site of the Hellas Region. I also closely investigated the huge
expanse of unusual land formations in the regions of the Hellas Basin, the
‘scar on Mars’ (the Valles Marineris canyon system) and the entire Tharsis
Bulge area.
As a result I also identified and explained the ‘percussion shockwave’
phenomena that created each of what were previously referred to as the
largest volcanoes in the Solar System; Olympus, Ascraeus, Pavonis and Arsia
Mons. I then explained the previously unrecognised way in which the
axial rotation of Mars was altered significantly as a result of this
planetary collision, and where the visual and geological evidence was to
be found to support my observations.
I further investigated the after-effects of the Mars/Mercury impact event to
explain the formulation of the diverse concoction of additional objects that
presently orbit the Sun as part of our Solar System.
Having identified that the Solar System originally consisted of four very
similar planets (although differing in size), I also suggested that it was what
we now refer to as Venus and Mercury that accompanied Mars and Earth
prior to the onset of the completely predictable chain of events that ensued as
the planetary collision event unfolded.
With regard to Earth’s Impact And Exit Event I suggested a definite
correlation between the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea region and
the emergence of the Rocky Mountains (from Mexico northward throughout
western America, through Canada, Alaska …and beyond).
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I acknowledged that I am at odds with the current theory of plate tectonics
and the notion that it took millions of years to uplift the Rocky Mountains
and the Himalayas via intercontinental plate tectonics and subduction; I
stated that I believe that I have the evidence that the process of mountain
formation took just minutes. However, I also suggested that The Impact And
Exit Event incorporated key elements of the plate tectonics theory.
I then went even further and suggested that The Impact And Exit Event
immediately bestowed a series of additional catastrophic events across our
planet and stated that the almost certain demise of our planet was only
halted by the intervention of the oceans of the world, an action which quite
literally prompted the instant rebirth of Earth.
Even more sensationally I announced the logical finale to the entire Impact
And Exit Event. This was the identification of the mechanism that created
Earth’s Moon and the causation of its several previously abnormal
characteristics such as its strange angle of orbit, the variable features that
are to be found on its surface, why the Moon lacks rotation and why it is
moving away from Earth.
Altogether, it is of huge amazement to me that I have discovered a detailed
timeline of events that reveal a tale of total destruction and rebirth across
our Solar System. It is with great excitement (and much trepidation) that
I now publicly present this information; I have seen what happens to
individuals with ‘groundbreaking ideas’. Notwithstanding my apprehension
my one hope is that some of you may follow my frequent suggestions to
look - not just in passing, but in great detail at what these pages, the
images, the associated Internet links and above all, the geology of Earth
portrays.
It is only those who look closely enough that will see what I have seen.
In many ways, existing (and previous) scientists have been caught up in a
hugely fragmented system of research. To me, each element of the research
that has ever been done into the geological evolution of Earth and the Solar
System has been undertaken in the mistaken belief that chaos was the initial
starting point and that none of this was inter-related.
With science being hindered in this way it has been impossible to imagine let alone introduce - the concept that the majority of the planets within our
Solar System exist purely because of a single cataclysm, and that prior to
this event there were just four planets orbiting around the Sun.
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This in turn has needlessly over-complicated some scientific research, and
has certainly led to erroneous assumptions, which have been further
exacerbated as time has passed by.
Ironically, because of what I have discovered ~ and because of the scientific
discoveries that have been made since I began writing this book ~ I now,
more than ever have a strong sense that the scientific community will slowly
but surely arrive at the conclusions advocated in these pages. It’s a pity it’s
going to take the researchers so long to get there via an irritatingly long
dead-end road. The Impact And Exit Event hypothesis could save them quite
a lot of hard work!
Most readers within the scientific community will vehemently disagree with the
contents of The Impact And Exit Event, and I fully understand that this is
without doubt a result of the longstanding erroneous transfer of knowledge
within particular areas of science.
I have experienced something of this already, and it was the arrogant
attitude of various individuals that enthused me to make my findings
available to a potentially much wider readership. Unfortunately there exists
within the ‘scientific clique’ too many individuals who find it difficult to
accept that The Impact And Exit Event is a framework on which the true
origins of the planetary (and other) bodies of the Solar System and the
geology of Earth should actually be built …simply because it contradicts
the truth as they have been educated to believe, an education that has
been presented on (as I have already suggested) decades of erroneous
assumptions.
Regardless of what is about to come my way it is up to those who have
read The Impact And Exit Event to make known their views to others especially via the Internet.
Others less affected by the past 200-year (or more) compilation of misguided
assumptions might just be individual enough to enable them to become
curious. It is the new scientists of today and tomorrow that will be best placed
to objectively scrutinise these concepts, and I very much hope that you are
among this group.
If you are young and interested, or even if you are downright perplexed by
the content of The Impact And Exit Event but interested nevertheless, I
invite you to help begin to rewrite history and realign science by
contributing to its future direction.
How?
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I guarantee that there is so much more evidence to be found in support of
The Impact And Exit Event that it might just be the case that you will now be
tempted to seek to discover your own piece of the jigsaw! All you need to do
is look closely at what I have presented to you, and take it on from there.
During your research you will also find that there is quite a lot of supporting
evidence out there that has been discovered by others. Sadly, this evidence
has not been recognised as such (e.g. in the context of an Impact And Exit
Event), so it will be up to you to convince them of your alternative solution.
If what I have written makes sense to you then please do pass on your
thoughts to others. This is the only way in which a genuine and sustained
challenge to existing, incorrect ‘truths’ across the sciences will be
generated.
When this happens so much of todays accepted science might then
begin to slowly change direction …instead of continuing to head
blindly down that wrong, one-way road.
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